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Introduction

This thesis presents Suzannah Ibsen as an intellectual, who nurtured her talent in literature

and translations, living with Ibsen the development of his authorship. I examined the

correspondence with her husband and with their other recipients to demonstrate her literary

conscience and activity, in absence of a literary production of her own. Such documents

analysed in the first stage of my research have been cross-referred with older sources, for

example Ibsen's biographies or diaries written by their acquaintances. Secondly, I compared

the material gathered with more recent academical works, to better investigate the reliability

of those older sources, suspected to have fallen for the “Ibsen's myth”.2 Although some of the

older sources have presented some issues in academical terms of style, references and

reliability, I considered those lonely witnesses worth to be looked at, because truth could be

restored by cross-referring them with more reliable sources.

Suzannah was born as Susanne Daae Thoresen, after her grandmother. It is curious to observe

that Ibsen used to call her “Suzannah”. Her acquaintances, including her step-mother, began

to call her “Suzannah” too, after they married. She addressed letters to him as “Dear Ibsen”

and signed “your Suzannah”, while in oldest letters she was “Susanna”. Their use of the two

different spellings is not discussed in this thesis: however I used both spellings throughout the

text to diversify the girl “ante Ibsen” and the intellectual woman she became as Mrs Ibsen. 

Susanne Thoresen came from an upper middle-class family, made by the union of two

particular personalities: Pastor Hans Conrad Thoresen, a man of great culture and moral,  and

her Danish stepmother Magdalene Thoresen, who came into her house as a governess first

and later became writer. At her time, high class women depended on men for their

maintenance, and they needed the permission of a man for them responsible for any activity

or economic issue: a very few women could become an author or be recognised as such, even

when they had all the features and the right to be that. The education of high-born daughters,

even at the highest level consented to them (which was way lower than university, where they

did not have access to), was an invest in terms of marriage prospect made by their fathers.

Education was not a tool to develop their intelligence or promote their career: two centuries

ago, sharp minds like Susanne Thoresen could not enter in universities. Women themselves

were not totally aware of their condition: plays like A Doll's House were also attacked by

upper-class women, because the patriarchy was deeply-rooted in their society.

Susanne grew up in two different places, Herøy and Bergen, and she travelled all her life long

2 Dingstad, “Mytene etableres”, in Den Biografiske Ibsen, 79-99.
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on the tracks of her husband Henrik Ibsen, or together with him. As an adult she experienced

abroad various types of society, by Ibsen's side or with other cultured Scandinavians that she

frequented regularly. In this extraordinary context frequented by fellow countrymen and

women in the middle of different cultures, Suzannah spent some time by herself developing

her independence of thought, expanded her literary knowledge on Ibsen's side and enhanced

her literary activity, that she had already expressed in rudimentary forms when she was a

child in Bergen, following her stepmother's model. In fact, Magdalene Thoresen was the first

unique woman that Susanne ever met: she loved literature and dedicated herself into reading,

into teaching to her many daughters, transmitting her passion to them. After moving to

Bergen she started her writer career: she even organised cultural gatherings in her house,

which means that she could do it with her husband's economic support, which means with his

permission. As a widow, Magdalene faced harder times and could not live of her literary

activity only, but she had the support of influential friends. She made an important impression

on the young Susanne, because she transmitted her the passion for theatre. Suzannah chose

her friendships among those women which intellectual level she could relate with and she

gathered with them. She measured herself with people she got acquainted with abroad and

held a lifelong correspondence with, for instance the Norwegian female author and thinker

Camilla Collett. In Rome, Suzannah met the woman painter Mathilde Dietrichson, Clara

Bergsøe, who wrote memoirs about female writers,3 and many other women that followed

their husbands or brothers in their study trips. Not all of them were famous among their

contemporaries for their publications, poems, stories, plays, books, but later in time a few of

them received some recognition, also because they embraced the feminist cause. Female

authors were paid less than men for the same amount of pages produced and they mostly

published anonymously, or under a pseudonym. 

Although it seems that Suzannah Ibsen never published anything of her own, her literary

activity has left some tracks throughout Ibsen's path: their union has been a trip across Europe

that lasted around 50 years. Using the metaphor of the path, those tracks revealed Suzannah

walking side by side with Ibsen, instead of following him behind his shadow. Her literary

activity, developed on the side of his œuvre, is the result of her intellectual activity and value.

In fact, she fits in the definition of intellectual, that means well-educated, cultivated,

enlightened person, such as intelligent, thinker and woman of letters.4 Some of these aspects

revealing Suzannah's intellectuality will be discussed in the next chapters. 

In the first chapter are presented the sources, the problems related to them and the research

3 Fulsås, Biografisk leksikon til Ibsens brev, 37-38.
4 The Oxford living dictionaries-Thesaurus: https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/thesaurus/intellectual. 
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method. In fact, studies about Suzannah Ibsen are missing: most of those pages or articles

included in Ibsen's biographies presented her activity through the chauvinistic preconception

of the female roles, recognising her inspirational role in The Vikings at Helgeland and A

love's Comedy. Ibsen took inspiration from his fiancée and later wife for those two plays, as

he stated himself in a letter,5 but this evidence should have been investigated over, instead of

being used to create an ideal of Suzannah, that reminds more the chivalry idealisation of the

woman. 

Like pointed out in Den Biografiske Ibsen, almost every generation has produced a biography

of Ibsen that could speak for its time as well:6 Suzannah Ibsen, instead, has been presented

more or less in the same way during these 150 years until the publication of Sæther's

monograph in 2008. Her roles of wife and mother have been emphasised by those

biographers, coherently with the patriarchal western societies in which they have lived.

To answer to my questions, I needed to analyse primary sources: in absence of any diary or

manuscript left by Suzannah, her correspondence became fundamental, therefore the first

section of this chapter will discuss evidences found there and issues related to them. The

limited availability of the material has, in fact, challenged this research, because a part of her

correspondence is lost after she destroyed it. 

The second section of chapter 1 presents and discusses the memoirs written by her

acquaintances and other older sources. These kinds of nonacademic writings, motivated by

sentimental reasons, have reported travels, descriptions of Suzannah, episodes and

experiences lived together with her, but they also witnessed her relation with her husband.

One of the problems relied to this kind of source used, is that those authors wrote about those

happenings described many years after they had happened, enhancing the possibility of

neglecting part of the information or by making mistakes. Cross-referring the stories told

there and their sources, more information came up, revealing whether the episode was true or

made up. Besides those older works, I found support in modern academic works that raised

other questions around the topic, which led me to find more evidences or links for other

issues. The ground established through such researches has drafted an image of Suzannah

reading, but also discussing important matters. The sources analysed led the discussion to her

background and the personality of the outstanding woman that she was, better explained in

chapter 2.

In chapter 2 is presented the context in which Suzannah grew up and was educated. During

5 Letter from Ibsen to Peter Hansen, Dresden 28th October 1870, HIS.
6 Sæther, Dingstad, Kittang, Rekdal, Den biografiske Ibsen, Acta Ibseniana VI. Oslo, 2010.
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her lifetime, she moved several times, and in those different places she met various people,

who influenced her character and opinion in many ways. The bourgeois family she came

from, her husband and her acquaintances gave her the instruments with whom she chose her

interests. She began her life in the intellectual elite when she was a young woman, and her

partecipation happened through the filter of her previous studies conducted in Bergen first,

and in Herøy afterwards. In the second chapter are also presented the people who had an

impact on her, her sentimental bond with her husband, in connection with her activity, and

how it influenced her character.

In chapter 3 is discussed the matter of Suzannah's translations as the evidence of her

intellectual activity: she translated some European plays for Ibsen's stagings, contributing to

their adaptation. It is also presented the context in which they have been staged, and how they

have been received in the academic literature. This example of literary activity is strictly

connected to chapter 4.

In chapter 4 are analysed other aspects in which her literary activity can be observed,

revealing her role of Ibsen's editor, for instance through her contact with Hegel on behalf of

Ibsen: she resolved some tasks around the new issues or kept records of the incomes, giving

messages or by being well-informed herself about Ibsen's production, his working schedule,

like if she was his personal editor. Suzannah Ibsen put her organisational abilities at Ibsen's

service: by working as his personal reviewer of the theatre performances of his plays and

keeping him updated via letter when he was abroad. Suzannah also played a role in the case

of the folktales collection in Sunnmøre, her birth place, a role that has been earlier

disregarded. In this chapter it is also presented her relation with the other intellectuals when

she was abroad, through the cultural gatherings organised in her living room, where artists,

thinkers or writers enjoyed the debate with her (as they recorded in their letters or memoirs)

and the influence of those discussions in her choices. 

Note on translations

All translations of original sources in French, German, Norwegian dialects and Bokmål are

my own, unless otherwise stated.
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Chapter 1 

1.1 Issues and utility of previous works, academic 
and non-literary material

To build up some solid ground about Suzannah Ibsen, there have been used mainly three

sources: her correspondence, her only existing biography, published in 2008 by Astrid Sæther,

and the memoir book De tre from 1948, written by Suzannah's daughter-in-law Bergliot

Ibsen. These have been cross-referred to other sources useful to this research: Ibsen's

correspondence, Ibsen's biographies,7 where Suzannah's importance on his œuvre has often

been neglected, different monographs or articles written by their acquaintances – for instance

about their permanence abroad. Other sources such as artforms produced by or for both Ibsens

- pictures, paintings, objects conserved in the Ibsen's Museum – helped creating the context

and gave additional information, but they are not object of discussion in this thesis. In this

chapter are presented, instead, issues and utility of the written texts consulted.

1.2 Methodology

This research started from the study of Ibsen's production under a biographical point of view:

to have a closer perspective to reality, I decided to start reading Ibsen's correspondence and

compare it with the biographies that have been written about him. During their analysis, a few

hints about his wife came to light and she resulted as an interesting intellectual woman, whose

personality was little discussed. Thus, as I dug for more information about Suzannah Ibsen, I

found out that sources about her were mainly bound to her husband.  Secondly, those other

sources that described her as their main subject, they were of different kinds, of a non-

academic type. This material, although unconventional and disregarded by researchers in the

past, has been rehabilitated by a trend in literary studies that goes under the name of New

Historicism, as it was called by Stephen Greenblatt first, and “poetics of culture” afterwards.

He claimed that “any explanatory model cannot be unitary; the New Historicism covers a set

of aspirations rather than an internally consistent methodology”.8 In fact, as discussed in this

chapter of my thesis, the different types of sources required different strategies and problems

have been solved by referring to more stabile sources, whether because written by academics

or because they were written by Suzannah herself in her letters. Statements made by New

7  Those biographies have been mainly written by male scholars with the goal of clearifying Ibsen's biography
and œuvre.
8  Greenblatt, Introductory note to “The Circulation of social energy”, 556.
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Historicists have been the guidelines of my attent to create a solid ground about Suzannah

Ibsen. Aram Veeser and other scholars discussed this new tendency and the new empirical

aproach to the material that the New Historicism represented for the humanistic studies. More

especially, he pointed at five standpoints common to the New Historicists, whose essays he

had collected and edited:

- Every expressive act is embedded in a network of material practices;

- Every act of unmasking, critique, and opposition uses the tools it condemns

and risks falling prey to the practice it exposes;

- Literary and non-literary “texts” circulate inseparably;

- No discourse, imaginative or archival, gives access to unchanging truths nor

expresses inalterable human nature;

- A critical method and a language adequate to describe culture under capitalism

participate in the economy they describe.9 

Among those articles published in the volume, I could relate my interest with Greenblatt's and

Montrose's claims: “the practice of a new historical criticism invites rethorical strategies by

which to foreground the constitutive acts of textuality that traditional modes of literary history

efface or misrecognize. It also necessitates efforts to historicize the present as well as the past,

and to historicize the dialectic between them – those reciprocal historical pressures by which

the past has shaped the present and the present reshapes the past”10.  Such historical pressures

kept Suzannah Ibsen in the shadow, following the traditional role of a wife, in Ibsen's older

biographies. Moreover, Montrose  explained that:

By the historicity of texts, I mean to suggest the cultural specificity, the social

embedment, of all modes of writing – not only the texts that critics study but

also the texts in which we study them. By the textuality of history, I mean to

suggest, firstly, that we can have no access to a full and authentic past, a lived

material existence, unmediated by the surviving textual traces of the society in

question [...] and secondly, that those textual traces are themselves subject to

subsequent textual mediations when they are construed as the “documents” upon

which historians ground their own texts, called “histories”.11

9   Veeser, “Introduction”,  The New Historicsm, xi.
10   Montrose, “Professing the Renaissance: the Poetics and Politics of Culture”, 24.
11  Montrose, “Professing the Renaissance: the Poetics and Politics of Culture”, 20.
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To reconstruct my own understanding of Ibsen's oeuvre I had to “historicise the past” through

unconventional material and different documents, that contained the last tracks of Ibsen's or

Suzannah's voice, as “I began with the desire to speak with the dead”.12 As the New

Historicists “evoked unsuspected borrowings and lendings among activities, institutions , and

archives […] previously held to be independent and unrelated”,13 I have decided to give equal

importance to literary texts and non-literary public and private documents, such as Suzannah's

correspondence with Ibsen and other correspondents, memoir books, records of theatre

performances and book loan registers. 

Firstly, I contextualised such sources with older biographies, because they were

chronologically closer to the happenings written down, and supposed to be devoid of Ibsen's

mythisation.14 Secondly, I found validation or confutation of the information gathered by

consulting modern researches and academic literature, or by comparing them one another. By

doing so, Suzannah Ibsen resulted as a constant presence with an active role in Ibsen's career.

This research gradually lined the outstanding woman that she was and raised questions about

her personality, her taste, her intellectual value – questions that have been discussed little in

earlier works, although proofs of them exist. In fact, letters have been important to this

research because they contained proofs of her writing abilities and knowledge of foreign

languages. Moreover, they were part of the dialogue with her husband, revealing the Ibsens'

affectionate relationship and their practical connection. 

For instance, in Ibsen's letters is kept the information about the translations made by her, and

this information has its validation thanks to the performances register of Kristiania Norske

Teatret where Ibsen worked as a director (see chapter 3). 

After the validation of the information gathered from the heterogeneus sources on maps and

biographies of Suzannah's contemporaries (see chapter 1), her context could be reconstructed:

the places she lived, her interaction with the people she knew, whether they were relatives,

friends, inspiring people, and the imputs she received from literature and other artforms, and

how did these have an influence on her.

Suzannah's intellectual value became visible throughout the research thanks the discussion of

her linguistic and translative skills (see chapter 3), thanks to her editing activity in the house

and her commitment into Ibsen's activity is explained in chapter 4, for instance her

involvement in the Folktales case.

Through the whole thesis it has been necessary to translate and cross-refer every information

gained with the information found in encyclopedias, like the Encyclopedia Britannica and,

12  Greenblatt, “The circulation of social energy”, 557.
13  Veeser, “Introduction”, xii.
14  About Ibsen's first mythologising biographies see Den Biografiske Ibsen.
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more especially, the Norwegian Store Noske Leksikon.

1.3 The weight of the letters: Suzannah's correspondence

Although, Suzannah Ibsen's correspondence has never been edited, neither transcribed, a part

of  the original letters are accessible at the National Library. Among the problems relied to

this kind of document, the ink is often discoloured and Suzannah's handwriting is tiny.

Sæther is the first researcher who transcribed some letters or part of them, in Suzannah. Fru

Ibsen. In fact, letters were the main media of communication on distance, therefore they are a

great source of information from the past,15 although the given story presents holes in the

account. Letters were also a form of elegant literary production that earned its own

recognition, called genre épistolaire.16 

Letters written or received by Suzannah have been important to confute or find proofs about

Suzannah's involvement in the elaboration process of Ibsen's writing of his manuscripts, since

any production of her own is missing. Besides their content, letters give information about

which Norwegian dialect she wrote, which foreign languages she knew and how deep her

knowledge was.17 A close analysis of her letters established that they were fragments of

Suzannah's private life, revealing her thought as an “hidden intellectual”, in spite of

considering them as part of a corpus, that was a typical literary production of the previous

century. Her correspondence is important because it allows to make a list of her acquaintances

and to trace her relation with each of them. Besides her relatives, there are some other female

names that are not bound to Ibsen directly: some of those people became of national

importance, for instance Camilla Collett, with whom Suzannah exchanged letters until her

death; other women intellectuals have been disregarded by their contemporaries, like Fanny

Riis.18 Once identified those people, it could be established the level of the intellectual

connection she developed with them as an independent thinker. The information gathered

15  Ibsen wrote Suzannah, after her sister's death to take care of Marie's correspondence “that would have had
concequences if in the wrong hands”. “Du sørger naturligvis for at Maries efterladte breve o. s. v. ikke kommer i
uvedkommendes hænder; og blandt uvedkommende tænker jeg først og fremst på hendes danske slægtninge”.
Letter from Ibsen to Suzannah, Dresden the 15th November 1874.
16  Lettre philosophique et littérature épistolaire au XVIIIème siècle: enjeux philosophiques de la lettre dans les
Lumières françaises. Anne Leon-Miehe, Conférence à Rouen, Mars 2000.  Another literary genre to it related is
the one of the Epistolary novels: they had become popular just the previous century and Suzannah was
aknowledged with it. In fact, among all the books the Ibsens borrowed at the library of the C ircolo Scandinavo,
they borrowed Holberg Epistel, Efterladte Breve af Gabrielis by F. C. Sibbern, Breve fra Italien by C.H.
Lorenzen Anker. Anker,  “Ibsen og den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”, 173-175.
17  This information is connected to chapter 4,
18  Fanny Riis is not even recorded in the Store Norske Leksikon, but she is recorded in Fulsås, Biografisk
Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 353-354. She also became the librarian of the Foregningen i Rom in 1882: Sæther,
Suzannah, 214. She used to frequent the Ibsens's livingroom as mentioned by Sæther, Suzannah, 155 (from
Fanny Riis, Ms 8 1199, source not checked). Francis Bull only told about her the account of when she had been
introduced to Ibsen in Bergen and danced together. Reported by Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 477.
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from those letters amplifies the field of research around Suzannah's activities, commonly

connected to her roles of wife and mother. Those letters contain discussions, or they are the

media that informs us that intellectual activity between them happened in person. 

Firstly, Suzannah Ibsen's addressees were her husband, her sister Marie Thoresen, her

stepmother Magdalene and her son Sigurd; secondly, the letters exchange was between her

and other relatives, her friends or acquaintances from the Scandinavian intellectual elite, that

she met abroad: among them there were also artists and female intellectuals that she used to

gather with, like Mathilde Dietrichson.19 From Camilla Collett there are conserved 14 letters:20

this fact is interesting, because the only women from whom Suzannah received more letters

are her sister Marie and her step-mother. The letters from Magdalene to Suzannah are 68: 4

letters and birthday cards conserved at the library have no date. Then there is a letter written

in 1864, one in 1866, then there is nothing until the 10th April 1876. From Marie Thoresen are

left 11 letters and cards without date, and 14 letters, that have been partially transcribed only

in biographies: half of them is from the 1860s and the other half is from 1870s.21 By cross-

referring their correspondence with other sources, it seems that  some letters are missing in

the decade in which they lived separately.

Messages could also be conveyed together with other letters through other recipients and the

Ibsens did often so: when they were apart, or when they were abroad, they were informed

about where their acquaintances were. When they were in the same city, the Scandinavians

abroad used their network to send their letters together, as if they had a common recipient, but

also as if they knew that the recipient of their friend was in contact with the addressee, like it

can be observed in the next three letters. This consideration is important, because it

demonstrates another factor contributing to the lack of letters. Sending everything together to

share the cost of their shipping meant that more people handled those letters. It was a regular

praxis for Ibsen, who for example sent letters to Hegel from Ischia: 

V. Bergsøe, that is here with his family, sends a manuscript as attachment. I

kindly ask you to devide the shipping cost on both senders and temporarily put

19  From her she received one letter, the 19th June 1911. Brevs 143.
20  A very few men could live on their writing labor, and women were much less paied for the same ammount of
pages. Camilla Collett, for example, who was an highborn woman who married Peter Jonas Collett,lawyer, could
afford both the expenses that the writing activity brings and the attacks to her credibility and position; more
information is provided by Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 98-99. and  Ørjasæter, Kristin. (2017, 26th

October). “Camilla Collett”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 29th April 2018 from https://snl.no/Camilla_Collett.
21  BS 200.
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my part on my account.22

The  second example given is the letter from Ibsen to Magdalene Thoresen:

Suzannah wrote you two letters, one through L. Dietrichson and a second one

through sculptor Runeberg. If there is something in those letters, that makes that

you cannot answer to them, so answer now!23

In the third example Ibsen told Suzannah about letters that she must have received for him:

In this moment I received Embedded letters. It is certainly either from Miss

Holck or from French Miss Pradez; because there is Kallundborg postmark

outside, and Count Lerche lives nearby. Is it something that concerns me, then

[hide it] save it.24 Is it from Miss Holck, so write her that I have sent her some

lines to Copenhagen, which may not have reached her. She is one of our true

friends, and quite different than some others, in spite of all sore throats and

outbreaks.25

From Suzannah's old friend Dietrichson are conserved 4 letters whose date has not been

established yet.26 There are a few visit cards from and to the Bjørnsons: Karoline and

Suzannah have been good friends in Bergen, but their relation changed with the development

of their husbands' career (see the next section, chapter 1). 

Letters recorded the relations between people, while they were writing to each other: they

prove private information that we could not reach nowadays, and they are an emotionally

powerful record of private information. After Marie's death, Ibsen asked Suzannah to take

care “that Marie's correspondence and similars do not go into unauthorized hands; and among

22  “V: Bergsøe, som ogsaa med Familje oppholder sig her, vedlægger et Manuscript. Jeg beder Dem efter
bedste Skjøn at fordele Forsendelsesomkostningerne paa begge Afsendere og foreløbig føre mig min Part i
Regning.”. Letter from Ibsen to Hegel, Ischia the 8th August 1867.
23  “– Susanna har tilskrevet Dig to Breve, et gjennem L. Dietrichson og et andet gjennem Billedhugger
Runeberg. Er der noget ved disse Breve, som gjør at Du ikke kan svare paa dem, saa svar endelig nu!” Letter
from Ibsen to Magdalene, Rome the 3rd December 1865.
24  Note to the translation: the Danish verb “gemme” means both “to hide” and “to save”. In the case Ibsen
meant “hide it”, it would be interesting to know what was the content of the letter he referred to?
25  “Indlagte brev modtog jeg i dette øjeblik. Det er visst enten fra frøken Holck eller fra den franske frøken
Pradez; thi der står Kallundborg poststempel udenpå, og grev Lerche bor jo der i nærheden. Er det noget, som
angår mig, så gem det. Er det fra frøken Holck, så skriv hende til at jeg har sendt hende nogle linjer til
København, hvilke måske ikke har truffet hende. Hun er en af vore sande venner, og ganske anderledes
deltagende end visse andre, tiltrods for alle forskruede floskler og udbrud”. Letter from Ibsen to Suzannah,
Dresden the 13th November 1874. 
26   Brevs 143 NB.
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the unauthorized I am thinking forthwith to her Danish relatives”.27 What was written in those

letters?  Suzannah also asked: “to be buried with the letters of her beloved and sweetest sister

Marie”.28 The letters that were left in Suzannah's and Ibsen's correspondence seem to be part

of a dialogue, whose missing pieces distort the complete picture. The hypothesis, according to

whom Suzannah made a sort of censorship and chose the letters to be erased, is supported by

their daughter-in-law Bergliot Ibsen. She wrote in her memoir book that only two of the

poems that Ibsen wrote Suzannah had become public. Bergliot stated that, around the time of

their engagement, he sent her many poems, nowadays lost. She stated that Suzannah

destroyed them before his death, declaring that: “nobody comes in between the relation

between us two”.29

Suzannah's statement,30 is followed by its praxis: if those poems were sent as part of the text

of a letter from Ibsen, there would be a link between the incompletion of Suzannah's

correspondence and the evidence by herself declared.31  

Edvardsen, that has been the director of the Ibsen Museum in Oslo for many years, and

Sæther, that is the researcher who has followed Suzannah's trails for decades, claimed after

their researches that  Suzannah's correspondence has been altered in its quantity.32 

The correspondence with Henrik Ibsen has been a substantial research field, because during

their long marriage they kept each other updated when they were apart. Through the letters he

wrote, we know where he was and why, where Suzannah was, and eventually with whom; in a

few other letters we read of Ibsen, asking Suzannah some services, like buying objects once

she was in a particular city, or meeting his acquaintances for various reasons (see chapter 4),

but often her reply is not conserved.  

In Henrik Ibsens Skrifter (HIS) are edited, in fact, Ibsen's letters to Suzannah from the year

1873 and on, it also provides information about the letter's conditions and the biographical

information about the people or the authors named in the text. No letters before 1873 are

conserved. A question raises about the missing letters of the previous 15 years of marriage.

Where are they? Why some of them have been cut?33 What kind of information was written in

27  “Du sørger naturligvis for at Maries efterladte breve osv. ikke kommer i uvedkommendes hænder; og blandt
uvedkommende tænker jeg først og fremst på hendes danske slægtninge”. Letter from Dresden, 15 th November
1874, HIS.
28  Sæther, Suzannah, 184. According to her, Suzannah's wish has not been fulfilled, 40 year later.
29  “[...]Både dette og en annet dikt er offentliggjort; men i forlovelstiden sendte han henne flere dikt som ikke
er bevart for eftertiden. Hun tilintetgjorde dem for sin død, for hun mente, at «forholdet mellem os to, kommer
ingen ved ››”. Bergliot, De tre, 16-17.
30  “Forholdet mellem os to, kommer ingen ved” Bergliot, De tre, 16-17.
31  Suzannah Ibsen “burned the correspondence” with her husband after his death; Korintha, “Altering Henrik
Ibsen's Aura”, 3, after Jon Fosse's Suzannah (NRK1).
32  Sæther in the “Introduction” to Suzannah, 8.
33  Ibsen writes from Stockholm to München the 12th September 1877: he shortly tells Suzannah about his
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the text and have got lost? Their exchange of views happened in person, but a few letters from

the period in which they were apart contain information about Ibsen's performances too (see

chapter 4).

The examples of letter exchanged by Suzannah and Ibsen that are given throughout this thesis,

show their great understanding and there could be more letters left than the amount that has

been found. Letters are missing from Suzannah's youth, the period in which she was building

her conscience but they are missing also from the first period of her marriage with Ibsen.

Those letters have been written and it is certain because we read their reply or letters with a

referal to them, although few of those are left: often Ibsen wrote her as a reply of her previous

letter but that letter written by Suzannah has disappeared, and vice versa. For instance, the 14th

June 1873, Ibsen wrote from Vienna and ended the letter this way: “When you write me, you

can use from now and on the indicated address: my apartment is in Augarten Allée-Strasse,

No 23. 2nd floor”;34 the reply has never been found. When in 1874 Suzannah reached her sick

sister in Copenhagen, she sent many letters with news, sometimes before receiving her

husband's reply. The next incipt of Ibsen's letter from the 13th November 1874 is a proof of

their systematic way of addressing to each other: “I received your letter quickly, but I answer

you today, because Sigurd had no time to write before”.35 Instead of implying that it is a reply,

they regularly referred to a previous letter. It was probably their way to confirm a mail's

reception, when it was coming from very far: “I received your letter from Al Cairo and I am

overly glad about its content, it is like an adventure of One Thousand and One Night, I hope

you have received mine, it was sent to Alexandria”.36 

In the 13th November 1874 letter, Ibsen urged for her reply, but he wanted her to use the

telegraph in case of very important communication: “Write me soon, and tell me about the

conditions you are in; I do not actually know anything about it. If something crucial happens

you have to telegraph”.37 They kept communicating via mail even when telegraph was

invented.

eccitment due to The Vikings at Helgeland performed in a full theatre, and he tells that he will better explain
home. An interesting fact about this letter is that it is cut after the sentence: “have met the King in Upsala every
day and I was immediately received by him in the most cordial way. This informs that I am fine; let me hear
soon the same from you”. What was written after? In the same letter Ibsen wrote her: “I will tell you everything
about it orally”.
34  Ibsen writes from Vienna and ends the letter this way “Når Du skriver kan Du indtil videre benytte min
opgivne adresse; min bolig er: Augarten Allée-Strasse, No 23. 2den Etage”, Letter from Ibsen to Suzannah,
Vienna,14th June 1873, HIS.
35  “Dit sidste brev modtog jeg iforgårs, men besvarer det først idag fordi Sigurd ikke har havt tid til at skrive
før”. Letter from Ibsen to Suzannah, Dresden, the 13th November 1874, HIS.
36  “Dit Brev fra Cairo har jeg modtaget og glæder mig overordentlig derover, det er jo som et Eventyr av
Tusind og en Nat, jeg haaber Du har modtaget mit Brev”. Letter from Suzannah to Ibsen, 6th November 1869.
Sæther, Suzannah, 161-162, from Brevs 200.
37  “Skriv snart, og fortæl omstændeligt hvorledes Du har det; thi derom ved jeg egentlig intet. Sker noget
afgørende, så må Du straks telegrafere”. Letter from Ibsen to Suzannah, Dresden, the 13th November 1874, HIS. 
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In HIS, 38 letters from Ibsen to Suzannah are conserved, and it seems that there are no more:

they are very few and they are all between June 1873 and June 1900. In almost 50 years of

life together they should have been a larger amount, so what was written in those letters

missing from the first 25 years of marriage? Ibsen wrote many letters: he wrote, for example,

40 letters to her brother Johan Herman,38 that was taking care of his properties while the

family was abroad, and it seems far-fetched that he wrote more letters to him than to his wife.

The letters to his Danish publisher Hegel are 280. It seems that Hegel conserved them all, and

that his son Jacob had done the same later, as legal documents of their agreements and

updating about the printings.

Even if Suzannah conserved only 38 selected letters sent to her, we understand from them that

Ibsen was pretty punctual updating his wife as soon as he was arriving to a new destination or

whenever he had something new to say, without waiting for her answer.39 Besides the

“Suzannah's censorship” stated by Bergliot, there are many reasons why letters were missing:

the couple had lost most of their properties during several auctions before 1864 (see chapter

2), but also during several travels and relocation.

Later that summer [1864], Bjørnson was with Nandrup in the place where the rest

of the furnitures [of the auctions] were stored. According to Nandrup, there were

supposed to be found Ibsen's papers.40 But it was unlocked and almost anything

left.41

Winter 1868 they are still in Rome […] The destination was not set yet.

Properties, among them letters and manuscripts, were stored in Suzannah's  big

lether luggage. It had been placed in the attic of Consul Bravo. It has never been

picked up, and the content disappeared.42

Sæther brings the hypothesis according to whom, that luggage contained fragments, that when

38  Johan Herman Thoresen, Suzannah's brother. Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 416. 
39  Like in the letter that he writes from Wien 14 th June 1873. In another occasion he writes a letter to Suzannah,
writing in its beginning that he had replied her with a telegraph as soon as he had received Suzannah's letter,
München 21st  August 1877, HIS. 
40  Note to the translation: the Norwegian word “papir” means: paper, sheet, document, manuscript.
Boksmålordboka UiB Online, retrieved 6th May 2018. 
https://ordbok.uib.no/perl/ordbok.cgi?OPP=papir&ant_bokmaal=5&ant_nynorsk=5&begge=+&ordbok=begge  
41  “Sent samme sommer var Bjørnson med Nandrup på stedet hvor restene av innboet sto oppbevart, og hvor
Ibsen's papirer, ifølge Nandrup, skulle befinne seg. Men det var ulåst og nesten intet igjen”. After Bjørnson,
Haggelund Dahl, Streiflys, 48.
42  “Vinteren 1868 er de fortsatt i Roma […] Bestemmelsesstedet var ukjent. Eiendelene, blant disse brev og
manuskripter, pakket de ned i Suzannahs store selskinnskoffert. Den ble satt på loftet hos konsul Bravo. Den ble
aldri hentet, og innholdet forsvant". Sæther, Suzannah, 148.
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the Ibsens came back 10 years later, had disappeared. Whether they were letters from the

period they met or whether they were manuscripts it is impossible to tell. 

A second episode, in which Suzannah correspondence and literary material disappeared, is

mentioned by her sister Marie, in a letter of the 18th June 1871: 

If the content of your chest is treated like mine, then you become rich. Isn't it

upsetting, this people's indifference and their way of treating the things of others?

My books, I am mostly concerned about, the other things were still there. Only

God knows how will Dorothea eventually become – I think she is one of the most

dangerous natures one could imagine himself.43 

The content of Marie's dresser and Suzannah's chest disappeared while Dorothea, their

younger sister, was supposed to keep them safe.44 Inside Marie's dresser were stored only her

belongings: it was a poor chest containing some books, letters and small things. When Marie

finally received it back from her young sister, the chest was empty.45 Her letter is important

because it testifies two things. Firstly, it reveals the loss of Marie's letters or fragments of a

long period of time, therefore limiting modern research: Marie was an insider in the Ibsens'

world because she had lived with them many times. She was a well-educated woman and a

close confidant of both. Secondly, she is a great witness of Suzannah's growth, since Marie

helped raising her up.46

If we consider the many travels that Ibsen made alone, and therefore the time they spent apart,

it might be reasonable to assume that what is left nowadays is not everything. In fact, as it

seems from the dates of the letters that are left from the 1870s and on, the Ibsens wrote each

other regularly. The content of those letters to and from Ibsen when he was abroad, reveals a

thread, a dialogue, even when the letters from Suzannah to him were lost: he specifically

wrote “in answer to your previous letter”, or “I have just received your letter but I have not

read it yet”. Although it must remain an hypothesis, the amount of letters between the two

43  Sæther, Suzannah, 171.
44 Marie did not consider her sister Dorothea trustworthy: in a letter written by Ibsen to Hegel the 10 th

November 1892,   Ibsen tells a story about an old promise he had made Dorothea (Mrs. Falsen), when Mr and
Mrs. Falsen lived in Dresden too. He was jocking and promised Dorothea that she would have earned half of his
fee for Brand, if he ever saw a twelfth edition. As it happened, Dorothea reminded Ibsen of such a promise. This
letter is reported for other reasons by  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 692-693. 
45  Sæther, Suzannah, 171. In another letter, Marie writes that she has to score a new copy of the Peer Gynt,
because hers went lost, 172.
46  Suzannah's chest contained material that Suzannah had gathered 10 years earlier, while living in Copenhagen
with her sisters and stepmother in 1863. Dorothea was still living with her stepmother there, then Suzannah left
to Rome.
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may have been much larger than what is documented today.

From Ibsen's correspondence are conserved 38 letters addressed to her with a few hints at his

creative process or her activity towards his production (for example when she writes him her

performance analysis of The League of the Youth,47 see chapter 4).   

Henrik Ibsens Skrifter is an edition of 16 volumes, containing Ibsen's plays, poems, articles,

letters, and 16 volumes containing the commentaries of the editors,48 who collected together

his whole written production from Samlede Verker and analysed their context. It is stored by

the Univeristy of Oslo and there is a correspondent on-line version, that is an archive and the

Participation for digital documentation related to Ibsen. Together with the on-line version, the

most consulted volumes have been the ones containing Ibsen's commented letters and Ibsen's

prosa: there, the letters collected in the printed version are transcribed following a

chronological order, and the commentaries added to them, give important information that

explains better the content of the letters. For example: there is the biography of the

addressees, or a person named in the text by Ibsen; an explanation of a title Ibsen refers to; an

editor translation or a note  about specific expressions of the sender. The web version also

contains many scans of the original letters, that show another kind of detail that helps the

understanding of their economic conditions, that would not come out from any transcription:

corrections or particular signs not recognised by the graphic system, blots as the result of

emotive turmoil, but also the quality of the paper and ink used by the Ibsens through the

years. The paper written when they were young and freshly married, seems to be exploited in

each and every centimetre, while later, in their wealthier period, it looks like the couple used

all the space needed, without any sparing of paper, as well as a tiny strokes was replaced by a

larger one. These minor details contribute creating the context useful to understand

Suzannah's relation with Ibsen that is perceived from the letters,49 made of love and

pragmatism: these letters give a feedback about her sentimental point of view and

organisational skills, not only because of the content but also because of their shape. 

The National Library of Oslo has also been a great source to this research: its on-line database

contains more than 6000 letters from the century of interest, written by hundreds of people,

47  Letter of the 29th of October 1869  BS 200, transcribed in Bergliot, De tre, 44-45.
48  Among the several editors who contributed to the 2005 version there are Christian Janss, Hilde Bøe, Ståle
Dingstad, Stine Brenna Taugbøl, Ellen Nessheim Wiger, Vigdis Ystad, whose researches framed the letters and
the manuscripts published in the Hundreårsutgave (100 years anniversary) and integrated our knowledge with
the material found recently.
49  Ibsen referred to her also for practical solutions; like it will be explained in chapters 2 and 4. Ibsen wrote his
wife to  request some favours.
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for example Norwegian authors or important personalities related to them. There are stored, in

fact, some letters that are missing in HIS, so that a cross consultation was required. In fact,

Ibsen and Suzannah had a few acquaintances in common after their marriage, but some of

them they had met separately time before: it is important knowing if Ibsen was introduced to

somebody by Suzannah, or vice versa, considering that Ibsen received the support of many

authors during the 1850s and 1860s,50 while he was artistically (and economically) facing hard

times. Ibsen's correspondence can testify or confute Suzannah's mediation, for instance in the

relation between Ibsen and Ludvig Daae, Suzannah's cousin, in the matter of the folktales

from Sunnmøre (see Chapter 4). There are two Ibsen's acquaintances that have been confused

one with another by Meyer:51 they are Ludivig Daae (Suzannah's cousin),52 and Ludvig Daae

Ludvigsen.53 It has been possible to make a distinction between the two thanks to their

correspondence with Ibsen; the matter will be better explained in chapter 4.

In the National Library database are stored some of Suzannah's letters, conserved in the same

collection of her husband and other family members (Brevs. 200). When these letters have

been collected and stored there, the lack of recognition of her personality brought to the

choice of filing everything together. Not all of them have been scanned, with the risk of losing

the little information left, because letters are fragile source: their ink can discolour. 

1.4 Reliability of the sources

To establish some solid ground to this research is necessary to go deeper in the analysis of the

context in which Ibsen and Suzannah met, the cultural events they participated, their common

acquaintances, in order to check the grades of reliability of both witnesses and biographers, to

clarify the understanding of Suzannah's character and their relationship, and how she

contributed to Ibsen's œuvre. To the sources consulted have been sometimes added extra

details while reporting a fact, and sometimes in contradiction with the sources written by

Suzannah Ibsen's contemporaries. Letters and memoirs have also been compared with the

works of those academics who came later, which had access to a more complete frame

(although written and not alive), free from prejudice of gender and nationalistic elevation of

Ibsen.

Those modern researches that will be now mentioned, are based on a rich bibliography, which

has included not only primary sources, but also articles, diaries, biographies of other

50  Like his friends, the “Hollænderne”.
51  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 171.
52 Mardal, Magnus A. (2017, 6th June). “Ludvig Daae”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 30th April 2018 from
https://snl.no/Ludvig_Daae. 
53 Svendsen, Åsmund. (2009, 13th February). “Ludvig Ludvigsen Daae”, Norsk biografisk leksikon. Retrieved
30th April 2018 from https://nbl.snl.no/Ludvig_Ludvigsen_Daae. 
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personalities of the XIX century. They also refer to a few of the Ibsens biographies written

after their death, that looked to be reliable at first, but presented some problems in their

content: these had sometimes recycled the same information of their predecessors without

checking their sources. Therefore, the two modern researches have been a solid back to refer

to, from the preliminary analysis until the final steps of this thesis. These two are Suzannah

Ibsen's first biography,  Sæther's Suzannah. Fru Ibsen, published only in 2008: Suzannah was

neglected in the past as an independent intellectual, for this reason her biography came almost

150 years after the first one written about her husband. Her neglect led this research to find

sources in the biographies of others. The second modern source that will be presented is

Hareide's Magdalene Thoresen. En forfatters biografi: it is a very detailed biography of

Suzannah's stepmother, where it is also collected a lot of information about how Susanne and

her siblings raised, and the physical and chronological context in which Magdalene developed

her authorship. 

A third modern work used to this research is Elisabeth Aasen's Bergenske kvinner. Fra Sankta

Sunniva til Karine korgekone, published in 2006. There she presents important women who

lived in Bergen between the middle age and the end of the XIX century, including those that

never gained celebrity. The paragraphs of interest provide information about Karoline

Reimers, Magdalene Thoresen and Susanne Thoresen, besides the historical context and the

women condition in Norway, before and after Suzannah Ibsen left Bergen.

In addition to these academic works and Suzannah's correspondence, this thesis has required

an in-depth investigation of Ibsen biographies, articles (written by him or by others), his

correspondence, his poems and his production, but also articles containing his list of expenses

and original receipts, registers of his stagings and the reception of Ibsen's audience, because

the intellectual growth of Mrs. Ibsen continued in its process on the side of Ibsen's career.

Among those, I consulted Michael Meyer's  Henrik Ibsen. A biography (1971), by comparing

it with three older sources: Bergliot Ibsen's memoir book De tre; Francis Bull's articles or

claims reported in other sources; the biography Henrik Ibsen. Eit diktarliv by Halvdan Koht.

The rumors around them were many, so it has been essential to this research to establish who

were the witnesses Ibsen's biographers were trusting on for their reporting: in the second half

of the XX century, most of them used Bergliot Ibsen's De tre, memories about the couple and

their son, her father, that she had by her own experience or directly told her by the couple, or

memories that she received secondhand from her husband Sigurd. But before this book,

published in 1948, others wrote their memoir books, about life experiences lived together that

they wanted to remember publicly, or facts they had heard from others of the milieu: Georg
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Brandes, Jonas Lie, Vilhelm Bergsøe, Lorentz Dietrichson. 

It has been relevant, to the beginning of this thesis, the first image received about Suzannah

Ibsen, that according to Ibsen's old biographers seems to be the inspiring wife of the writer, to

him dedicated, his muse; this image is in contrast with the facts that come out from a deeper

research of the matter: in this thesis Mrs. Ibsen will be shown as a person with deeper

intelligence and meaning in Ibsen's life.

1.4.1 Sӕther's  Suzannah. Fru Ibsen

Suzannah. Fru Ibsen is Astrid Sӕther's main work (from 2008). It is one of the most helpful

biographies to this thesis because it is the first academic work that focused on Suzannah

Ibsen. It is a great source of data and it contains many interesting starting points and new

perspectives, supported by a great amount of references and cross-references: the author has

analysed and transcribed in text, many of Suzannah's unedited letters contained at the

National Library of Oslo (see above), giving the chance to study closer and to reconsider

Suzannah's partnership and her area of action. Her sources are: the memoirs of Suzannah's

acquaintances or relatives, their correspondence also with other recipients than her husband or

herself, public records from libraries or from the hospital, Ibsen's biographies, articles about

him and Ibsen's own manuscripts (poems, dramas, letters). 

Sӕther's work delineate Suzannah Ibsen deeper than other works: besides her pictures, also

her character and spirituality are described, together with the events that occurred and the

travels she made. Sæther studied closely sources that described Suzannah's writing skills or

her interest for literature but the information given about it in the biography seem to play

more a narrative role than being presented and investigated to reveal her intellectual value:

Sæther mentioned Suzannah's translations work in a few sentences, for example by claiming

that Suzannah probably translated some texts anonymously, but neither she deepened such

claim, neither she analysed her sources or checked their reliability, in this case. For example

she claimed that Suzannah probably was the translator of “Gustav Freytag's Graf William”,54

while meaning the Norwegian version Grev Waldemar of the original German play Graf

Waldemar. Sæther referred to Edvardsen in a note, in which she attributed the translation of

Coignard and Clairvilles' Les compagnons de la truelle to Suzannah. She supports her

hypothesis by quoting Edvardsen's and Nag's claims:55 the title of the Norwegian version

became Mursvendene eller Haand og Hoved. There, Sæther is not consistent in her claim,

54 “Hun sto bak – riktignok anonymt – flere av de nye dramatiske arbeidene som Ibsen satte opp på teatret.
Blant disse var også Gustav Freytags Graf William”. Sæther, Suzannah, 83.
55  Sæther, Suzannah, 368, note 35: Edvardsen, Ibsens Christiania, 63; Martin Nag, “Fra Oktober-revolusjonen
– 90 år” til “Suzannah/Petra!” In Friheten nr.42, week 45, 14.
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because Edvardsen wrote about Suzannah's authorship of Waldemar's translation, then he

introduced the staging of Mursvenderne not implying that it was translated by Suzannah.

According to the register of translations or re-elaborated text staged at Kristiania Norske

Teater edited by Anker, Clairville and Coignard result as authors of Mursvenderne,56 while its

reworked version results as made by Andreas Hornbeck Isachsen.57 In fact, he is mentioned in

the “List of the authors” for Mursvenderne.58 He is also mentioned in the “List of the

translators” for other two works. Such discordance requires more research but it is not

enough to support the hypothesis of Suzannah's translation of Les compagnons de la truelle,

Sæther, Nag or Edvardsen quote their sources. Although Sæther's inaccuracy is framed to a

endnote, she stated in the text that Suzannah “translated also from French”.59 Even Meyer, the

only one attributing to Suzannah the translation of Zopf und Schwert (see chapter 3),

mentioned Mursvendene as a successful comedy performed by Ibsen in February 1861.

There, he explained the success of this “adaptation of the French version” but he did not

mention Suzannah.60 

In the text, Sæther hints at Suzannah's intelligence and independence of thought but the result

of her research is mainly related to Ibsen's life and production. Although Sӕther's work

underlies the idea of their love as a whole behind Ibsen's production, this biography raises

more questions around the outstanding woman that Suzannah Ibsen was, and it gives the

instruments for future research under a biographycal perspective.

1.4.2 Jorunn Hareide's Magdalene Thoresen. En forfatters biografi

The monograph Magdalene Thoresen. En forfatters biografi is published by professor Jorunn

Hareide in 2012.61 It contains information about Suzannah's stepmother, from her birth to her

death and cultural inheritance; it also discusses information about her marriage, her passions,

the places she lived in, her many stepchildren and children, in relation with the education she

provided them. 

Magdalene's context is important to understand Suzannah, because it was the same in which

Susanne lived as a child and adolescent. She was the young stepmother that raised Suzannah

up, that taught her everything she knew. Magdalene was the one who transmitted Suzannah

56  Anker, Kristiania Norske Theaters Repertoire 1852-1863, 59.
57 Anker, Kristiania Norske Theaters Repertoire 1852-1863, 35.  Ibsen and Isachsen were the same age and
knew each other from the youth years and worked together at the theatre and at the student periodical
Samfundsbladet. Isachsen left the theatre for a while, then he worked for Ibsen again at Kristiania Norske
Theater 1860-1862. Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 217-218.
58  Anker, Kristiania Norske Theaters Repertoire 1852-1863, 55, 70. 
59  “Hun oversatte også fra fransk”, Sæther, Suzannah, 83.
60 Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 183.
61 Moi, Morten. (2013, 30th January). “Jorunn Hareide”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 30th April 2018 from
https://snl.no/Jorunn_Hareide. 
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her passion for theatre and European literature, and she experienced on herself society's

reaction while she was breaking its rules; Magdalene raised her up, and after her model,

Suzannah become the intellectual woman she became.

Besides Magdalene's becoming an authoress, Hareide's monograph provides information

about the places where Susanne was born and where she grew up, not only from the

chronological point of view, but also in relation to which possibilities were open to girls of

her age, which schools they could frequent, which were the conditions of women belonging to

the family of a priest, their role, etc. It has been a good ground, for this research, to cross-

refer its content with the material gathered from other sources about Susanne's growth.

Hareide's work is a cross-reference between the materials of her rich bibliography, including:

biographies of Magdalene's contemporaries; the correspondence of many of her

acquaintances, but also their correspondence with Magdalene;  historical accounts about how

Herøy was, how Bergen was and how their social structure would influence a woman in the

eighteenhundreds; essays and the presentation of her own books. 

Hareide referred also to modern academics, such as Astrid Sæther and Elisabeth Aasen, who

has conducted researches about Norwegian women - neglected authoresses, artists or female

scientists - all her life long.

1.4.3 Michael Meyer's Henrik Ibsen. A biography 

In the introduction to his work, the British author Micheal Meyer expressed his goal of

writing Ibsen's rich biography in detail and seeking the answer of several questions. One of

those is: “the truth about his relationship with Suzannah and with the young girls he loved, or

became infatuated with, in his old age”.62 Ibsen's relation with Suzannah is quoted in the

introduction, but it is presented in the same sentence for his attraction for other women, like if

they were of equal value for Ibsen's production or personal growth. In the text, Suzannah's

name appears for the first time at page 126, and she is presented by referring to Koht and to

Bergliot as his main source. In a few pages Meyer described her stepmother, that Ibsen knew

because of her authorship, and her father to give a sort of context, but he did not explain better

Suzannah's literary interests. Thus, he wrote about Susanne as Ibsen's future fiancé by

reporting Bergliot's words,63 by filling up his argument with other statements, although he did

not question the information gathered: 

Her closest friend was a girl of the same age named Karoline Reimers; she had

62 Meyer's “Introduction”, in Henrik Ibsen. A biography, xvi.
63 Bergliot was Karoline's daughter and Suzannah's future daughter-in-law.
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also lost her mother early, and this fact bound them together; they subscribed to

the same lending library, and often sat back to back on a sofa reading novels. They

promised each other that if the one should have had a son and the other a daughter,

the two should marry; and so it turned out.64

One of the problems relied to Bergliot's accounts is that she grew up at Karoline's side of the

story until she married Suzannah's son Sigurd: apparently, Karoline was given to gossip, like

Meyer pointed out himself,65 (see the next paragraph). Meyer referred to De tre for the whole

paragraph about Suzannah, never questioning the influence of Karoline. He also wrote that

Magdalene was “never averse to the admiration of young men - she was later to have a

celebrated passion for Georg Brandes, twenty two years her junior -66 but it is given as a fact,

not referring to any source. Subsequently, Meyer reported the episode of Hans Thoresen's

consent to the marriage. The story came from Halvdan Koht's biography, according to him

reliable because: “Halvdan Koht knew both Ibsen and Suzannah and presumably had the story

from one or other of them, or perhaps from Karoline Reimers-Bjørnson”.67 

Meyer's work is a biography about Ibsen, therefore he did not deepen the Suzannah's matter,

but it can be observed that, in the pages where Suzannah is mentioned, Bergliot is quoted

around 90% of the times. The remaining quotations, when indicated, are from Koht,

Magdalene Thoresen and Bjørnson. Meyer quoted names like Marcus Grønvold, Dietrichson,

Øyvind Anker, Bergsøe and Schneekloth only once. This fact confers on Meyer's work the

problems of the De tre. Meyer could have presented Suzannah as Ibsen's intellectual partner,

since he mentioned her as the translator of two German plays staged by him (see chapter 3),

but he did not. From his work Suzannah seems to be the perfect wife for an artist known for

his bizarre attitude, the mother of his son, as long as Koht depicted her, but she is excluded

from the “Norwegian intelligentsia”. Nevertheless, Meyer's biography has been useful to this

thesis. He gathered what was told about Suzannah until then in different sources, and he

reported their information according to the flow of his biography: Meyer could also access to

sources that Koht could not use 30 years before, for instance the article written by Anker in

1956, “Ibsen og den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma", that has been a source to chapter 4.

1.4.4 Bergliot Ibsen's De tre 

Bergliot Ibsen's De tre. Erindringer om Henrik Ibsen, Suzannah Ibsen, Sigurd Ibsen. Samlet

64 Meyer, Ibsen. A biography, 125.
65 Meyer, Ibsen. A biography, 170.
66 Meyer, Ibsen. A biography, 126.
67 Meyer, Ibsen. A biography, 126-127.
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og gjenfortalt av Bergliot Ibsen  (The three. Memoirs of Henrik Ibsen, Suzannah Ibsen,

Sigurd Ibsen. Collected and reported by Bergiot Ibsen), was published in 1948 and it is the

most recent last source written by anyone who met the Ibsens in person.68 Its authoress is

Sigurd Ibsen's wife, also an “enfant prodige” of the Norwegian literature, because she was the

daughter of Karoline and Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson. She took singing lessons and became a

Mezzosoprano.69 She married Sigurd Ibsen, and after his death in 1930,70 she decided to

publish the memoirs about his family, a book where she collected memories told her by

Henrik Ibsen, “Fru Ibsen” (the way in which she referred to Suzannah) and her husband.

Bergliot did not only write firsthand stories she lived with the three of them, but she also

wrote about Sigurd, about his parents when he was a child, her own memories of them,

anectodes and recollections told her by her mother and other common acquaintances. There

are family pictures, unedited letters, but also some interesting information that it is possible to

find in Ibsen's letters, in Magdalene Thoresen's writings, in the monograph written by Koht,

and exclusive material told only by her. Bergliot knew personally professor Francis Bull, in

fact he wrote the introduction to her work. De tre presents some weeknesses, firstly

represented by its nature: it is Bergliot Ibsen's memoir. This genre presents a narrator who

writes in first person: Bergliot used herself an amateurish style, without any references'

system. She told what she witnessed in the house, what was told her by others and the

researches she has conducted by herself with the material found in the house, even from

Ibsen's letters. Often, Bergliot did not report the source of the episode she had not witnessed

herself, therefore it is hard to check whether she heard them from somebody who lied, or if

they were invented.71 Such ambiguity led the research to the conclusion that Bergliot's

account is not totally reliable, like in the case of the date of the Ibsens engagement set by her,

also because she published her book in 1848, which means almost 40 years after Ibsen and

Suzannah died (1906 and 1914), and 18 years after Sigurd's death, that means even longer

after these facts happened. She was 79 years old, a fact that could explain mistakes or

oversights, but also could justify the hypothesis according to whom Bergliot fell victim of the

“Ibsen's myth”72 (her famous father-in-law). Her style seem to have been “contaminated” by

earlier biographies: it is not only a journal containing evidence or her own memories, but it is

68 Before her publication came out Koht's Henrik Ibsen. Eit diktarliv (vol 1 in 1928, vol 2 in 1929) and after her
publication in1848 came out its reworked version in 1954.
69 Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev , 210-211.
70 Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev , 212-215.
71  She reported episodes and statements she was not a witness to support her discourse, from the biographies
written by Georg Brandes, Francis Bull and Halvdan Koht, published earlier Brandes 1867, 1882, 1906. Koht
1928,1929 and the second edition of 1954. Francis Bull's essay Peer Gynt written in 1944 and published 1847.
72  About the Ibsen's myth there is an article written by Dingstad that better explains how Ibsen's life had been
pictured  until the last decades of the XX century. Den Biografiske Ibsen, 79-101. 
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combined with some small researches made by her and some statements seem to be without

foundation.73 For example, Bergliot sceptically reported a letter written by Sigurd, in which he

wrote that he had found Ibsen's attest which gave him the access to the university, signed by

Welhaven, and he went in possess of it through adventurous [and doubtful] conditions.

Bergliot wrote that: “The certificate of the exam was not good, but it is not even a surprise,

that the result was thin, as he had so little to eat”.74 Her claim looks written by Ibsen's

daughter-in-law on his defence, rather than using her unique position to inform us about

Ibsen: his mythologising acted by Bergliot did not shape a proper figure of Suzannah, because

she drafted her character in a few lines with the future perspective of her marriage.

[My mother and Suzannah] were the closest childhoodfriend: Suzannah Thoresen

that married Henrik Ibsen, og Karoline Reimers, that married Bjørnstjerne

Bjørnson. […]. They followed each other through the years; they were aboned in

the same library; and back to back they often sat on a bench and read novels. They

lifted each other up, and if one had a son and the other had a daughter, the two

should marry. And so was it supposed to happen in reality.75 

Bergliot referred to her mother, Karoline, who told her a lot about Suzannah's time in Bergen,

but she also gossipped around long time after their relation went colder.76 Karoline dressed

many times with Suzannah and Marie “the beautiful wife of priest Thoresen”,77 therefore she

referred to one of these occasions to spread the rumour reported by Koht and Bull about

Magdalene's infedelity,78 while Bergliot did not mention this story. After a few personal data

of Suzannah, her narration focuses on the episode of her engagement and the love relation she

had with Ibsen, delivering the image of a loyal wife. In the second part of the writing

Suzannah is presented as very attached to her son Sigurd.

Another weekness instantiated by this source is the year in which Ibsen and Susanne met for

73  Sigurd begin talking early and when he was 1 and a half year he could clearly greet his doctor: “Goddag
Doktor Bidenkamp”. According to her tale Sigurd could read at the age of 4: “I fireåralderen kunde han allerede
lese” Bergliot, De tre, 23. 
74  “Godt var dette eksamensbeviset ikke, men det var heller ikke noe under, at resultatet belv magert, så lite
som han hadde å spise”, Bergliot, De tre, 11-12. 
75 “[Min mor og Suzannah] var nærmeste barndomsveninder: Suzannah Thoresen som ble gift med Henrik
Ibsen, og Karoline Reimers, som ble gift med Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson. […] De fulgtes opp gjennom årene; de var
abbonenter I det samme leiebibliotek; og rygg mot rygg satt de ofte på en benk og leste romaner. De tok løfte av
hverandre, at hvis den ene fikk en sønn og den andre en datter, skulde de to gifte sig. Og slik skulde det virkelig
gå”. Bergliot, De tre, 13.
76 Meyer, Henrik Ibsen, 170.
77 Bergliot, De tre, 13.
78 The reliability of Karoline is discussed more in paragraph “Francis Bull's introductions and articles” of this
chapter.
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the first time: Bergliot officially stated a date, what happened and where, but it seems to be

contradicted by her same description of the scene. Bergliot's memoir seems to be not precise

while referring the date and she did not mention her source. The suspicion around this

circumstance of their meeting was brought up by Sæther firstly, who suggested that they knew

each other in 1855 already:79 Sæther's discovery and the analysis of this contradiction is

discussed in chapter 2. By giving distorted information, Bergliot contributed to the “Ibsen's

myth” creating process, whether intentionally or not.80 Her style seem to indicate that she

started to collect the stories once she was on retirement, instead of collecting them during her

youth with the  purpose of a posthumous publication.

It can be found a proof in the lack of information and unclear words: when Bergliot wrote

down Sigurd's memory about “his mother putting the pen in her husband's hand when he did

not feel like writing”81 and when she neglected that Suzannah had translated theatre booklets

for Ibsen, Bergliot seems to repeat the myth of the helpful wife who supported Ibsen through

the struggles of life and who created the quiet around him, necessary to his creativity. Her

being part of the family put her in the position of being considered a primary source, but from

a closer point of view it looks like she fall victim of the “Ibsen's myth” herself, reporting what

others have written, and that she had cut part of the story that is relevant to recognise

Suzannah's weight on Ibsen's production. Tales are put under Henrik Ibsen's light, in spite of

the title The three. Suzannah's aspect and character are merely described, mainly in relation to

Ibsen's œuvre or Ibsen's need, or in relation to her son, while other evidence indicates that she

was not only the patient wife but also an intellectual woman. 

1.4.5 Francis Bull's introductions and articles

One of the Ibsen's biographers that academics have usually relied on is Francis Bull, who

wrote from the point of view of a historical-biographical methodology:82 he gave his

perspective about Suzannah in his essays, and his introduction to De tre. Later researches

quoted his claims contained in Vildanden og andre essays, but also in Henrik Ibsens Peer

Gynt: diktningens tilblivelse og grunntanker; in Magdalene Thoresen, en dansk-norsk

kvinneskjebne and in Nordisk kunstnerliv i Rom, revealing his point of view. One of the

problems bound to Bull's researches is that his statements are not systematically based on

79 Sæther, Suzannah, 59-60.
80 Being a family member would put her in the position to present facts in a different light, to respond the
accusations and stories that came out after Ibsen's death. She could for example confute Dr. Bull's statement after
he had visited Ibsen once he was dead, according to whom he had never seen such a well mantained constitution,
because she was an insider of Family Ibsen. Bergliot, De tre, 216. 
81  Bergliot, De tre, 41.
82 Beyer, Edvard. (2009, 15th February). “Francis Bull”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 7th May 2018 from
https://snl.no/Francis_Bull. 
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reliable sources. The first example has been brought up by Østvedt and reported by Sæther,

who quoted them both:83 in fact, Bull pointed out that “Thea Bruun was more beautiful than

Suzannah, and that she was the ideal woman for Ibsen”. Such a sentence does not contain any

information useful to biographical researches about Ibsen's production or sentimental choices,

because he seems to fall for the stereotype of beauty as the main female value. Bull's

approach to his sources neglected Suzannah as an intellectual woman and gave voice to

rumors about her who hid a part of her image.

A second example is given by Bull's trust on Karoline as his main source,84 because she was

Suzannah's contemporary and best friend when they lived in Bergen. Bull overlooked

Karoline's behaviour towards Suzannah, characterised by rivalry during their adulthood, more

than friendship. For example, Karoline and Suzannah assisted to a discussion between priest

Thoresen and his wife, while he was accusing Magdalene of infedelity. Karoline reported the

whole discussion and “Magdalene's embarrassed silence knowing that the accusations were

true”,85 although it was her friend's parents she was gossiping about. By reporting such a story

without considering this fact, Bull undermined his credibility. After Karoline married

Bjørnson, she became so jealous of her husband, that she developed a sort of hostility towards

Ibsen, that at the moment was gaining more success. As Meyer suggests while raising the

problem of the christening:

Bjørnson's wife Karoline asserted to numerous acquaintances during the next three

quarters of a century (she died in 1834, in her ninety ninth year) that, as they were

returning from the christening , she heard Suzannah loudly declare that she would

never have another  child – a statement that, at that time, as Fru Bjørnson never

failed to point  out to her listeners, was taken to mean that a woman had decided to

cease sexual relations with her husband.86

 

The hypothesis of the jealous and hyper-protective wife brought up by Meyer seems to be the

most verosimile, also because her behaviour is testified by Bjørnson's letter to Clemens

83  Sæther, Suzannah,125.
84 Bull's works about Norwegian writers and especially about Bjørnson are many. One of his memoirs gives
information about Karoline, Bull, Tradisjoner og minner, 1946.
85  “Susannah og venninnen Caroline var opptatt med å knappe fruens kjole i ryggen da hun skulle pynte seg for
å go i selskap (dette var før glidelåsens tid). Så kom presten brasende inn og utbrøt, uten å ta hensyn til de unge
pikene, at folk i Bergen var så onde! En mann hadde fortalt ham på gaten at hans hustru og dr. Danielssen sto i
forhold til hverandre. «Men han er jo min gode venn, og du ville da heller ikke gjøre meg den sorg» Fru
Thoresen skal ikke ha svart et ord, «men vi kjente at hun dirret, og vi visste jo godt at beskydningen var sann,
sluttet fru Bjørnson» Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 87. After Francis Bull, “Magdalene Thoresen. En dansk-
norsk kvinnesjebne”, in Land og lynne: essays og tv-aftener, 98. Also reported by Sӕther, Suzannah, 49 from
Bull, Magdalene Thoresen, 99.
86  Meyer, Ibsen. A biography, 170.
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Petersen and there are no other proofs to justify Karoline.87 Suzannah's commentaries after

Sigurd's christening have been repeated over without any suspect on their teller, which means

Karoline.88 Meyer did not consider Karoline as a trustworthy friend, and the mentioned

episode put Karoline in the position of “not reliable source”. Besides him, many researchers

analysed this story from different perspectives: while pondering on its reliability through a

sociological approach, Aasen quoted Ferguson's biography Henrik Ibsen, that reported it with

a doubtful connotation. At that time, sexuality was not a topic of daily discussion like today,

and it appears strange that Suzannah would have talked about that coming out of the church.

Aasen also motivates her sceptical approach to this story justifying it with the description of

Suzannah's reserved character made by Rosenkrantz.89 Aasen confutes Ferguson's statement,

according to whom “Suzannah told her closest friends and shocked them telling that she

would never have had another child”,90 to support Meyer, since “it seems extraordinarily

unlikely that, if she had decided to give up sleeping with her husband, she would have said so

out loud in public, particularly with Karoline Bjørnson around”.91 Sæther considered the

rumour as verosimile,92 because Suzannah's delivery in the public hospital might have been

traumatizing for her.93 She relates to it with scientific approach and finds support to her claim

in the archive of Rikshospitalet and by mentioning Collett's essay about “the sad Asylum of

Moaning”, how she called the hospital. There are described women's abject conditions and

treatment, while other women had to be nursed sexual transmitted diseases before the labour.

According to the journal written by the doctor Suzannah lived her experience of “childbirth as

normal and not particularly traumatizing”.94

It is hard to establish if Suzannah said so about her childbirth, because according to what is

left, Karoline is the only person who was there at the Christening telling us the episode. Under

a more class-conscious point of view Meyer might be right assuming that Karoline was grown

up in a bakery, meeting every kind of people, having an attitude more open to discussion and

rumors, while Suzannah was grown up in a parish, being discreet although she was educated

by her young and libertine mother-in-law Magdalene Thoresen. 

A good friend should have kept these episodes secret, and even in the case of Karoline

87  Letter to Clemens Petersen on 1859, where Bjørnson explaines that his wife would declare as her enemies,
all those that have ever committed a mistake towards Bjørnson. Meyer, Ibsen. A biography, 170.
88  Bull, Vildanden og andre essays, 44, and Ferguson, Henrik Ibsen , 85, after Aasen's research in Bergenske
kvinner, 155.
89  Aasen, Bergenske kvinner,156 after Rosenkrantz, Om og omkring Henrik og Suzannah Ibsen, 29.
90 Aasen, Bergenske kvinner,155 quotes from Ferguson, Henrik Ibsen, 85, who is referring to Francis Bull,
Vildanden og andre essays, 44.
91  Aasen, Bergenske kvinner,155-156.
92 Sather reported the anecdote and states that the real reasons why Henrik and Suzannah never had other
children are unknown, while this rumor has been assumed as truth and repeated over.  Sӕther, Suzannah, 89.
93  Sæther, Suzannah, 90.
94  Collett wrote it under the pseudonym Lady *Z. Sӕther, Suzannah, 89-90.
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unintentionally breaching the confidence, she did not put any of the involved people in a good

light once these stories were written in a biography; Suzannah never mentioned anything

about the conversation between her father and mother-in-law, therefore, Karoline seem to

revenge herself of Magdalene's attraction to Bjørnson, by giving such libellous story. Francis

Bull considered the relation between Susanne and Karoline in Bergen, during the happy years

of their youth, when they spent a lot of time in the Thoresen's house, reading together. He

neglected the strong nature of both characters, and the fact that the both of them married an

artist in competition with the respective husband, and in front of such a strong declaration he

assumed it as true, and reported it.

As can be seen from the examples above, Karoline Bjørnson was not immune from a

tendency to gossip and spreading rumours. The fact that numerous biographers, such as Bull

and Ferguson, take her versions of historical episodes at face value, is problematic, to say the

least.

1.4.6 Halvdan Koht's  Henrik Ibsen. Eit diktarliv

Halvdan Koht was a Norwegian historian and Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “whose

engagement coloured his historical orientation”.95 He was the first historician who edited

Ibsen's letters,96 and he wrote the two volumes biography Henrik Ibsen. Eit diktarliv, one

version in 1928 and a reworked version in 1954. His work has been used to support this

research because it is the first biography written by academics during the XX century, and

laters biographers supported their research on this too. 

Suzannah Ibsen is introduced in the chapter “Suzannah og Hermændene”:97 there Koht told

stories about her childhood that fit in the characterisation of the “saga lady”. He presented her

as “the Valkyrja who fought life in its length with him”,98 referring to the content of Ibsen's

letter to Peter Hansen,99 without mentioning the year or the recipient of that letter. He referred

t o Fru Inger til Østeraat as “Ibsen's minor tragedy”:100 the problem of “Koht's

95  “Tidlig markerte han seg som et engasjert samfunnsmenneske, som ikke skjulte at engasjementet også farget
hans historiske orientering. Han var internasjonalist, fredselsker, men også nasjonalist, enerådig, men samtidig et
varmt menneske. Samtidig som hans posisjon som en av 1900-tallets viktigste norske historikere er ubestridt, har
hans rolle som utenriksminister vært svært omdiskutert”. Svendsen, Åsmund. (2009, 13th February). “Halvdan
Koht”, Norsk biografisk leksikon. Retrieved 7th May 2018 from https://nbl.snl.no/Halvdan_Koht.  
96 Koht, Red. Breve fra Henrik Ibsen (sm.m. J. Elias), 2 bd., København 1904 (tysk utg. Berlin 1905); Koht,
Red. H. Ibsen: Efterladte Skrifter (sm.m. J. Elias), 3 bd., 1909.
97  Koht, Henrik Ibsen, vol. 1, 147-165.
98  “Ho vart Valkyrja som stridde live i breidd med han”. Koht, Henrik Ibsen, vol. 1, 151.
99 “Hærmændene på Helgeland skrev jeg som forlovet. Til Hjørdis har jeg benyttet samme model, som senere
til Svanhild i Kærlighedens Komedie. Først da jeg var bleven gift fik mit liv et vægtigere indhold.” Letter from
Ibsen to Peter Hansen, Dresden 28th October 1870.
100  Koht, Henrik Ibsen, vol. 1, 127.
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omniscience”,101 has been treated better by modern researches in Den biografiske Ibsen.

In this research, Koht's biography has been used as a reference, because it was one of the first

works written closer to Henrik and Suzannah Ibsen life: they had common acquaintances,

who told him the stories he reported, and in spite of his almost absent referencing system,

most of those stories match with other sources. Although his opinions are presented as facts,

he referred, for example, to Magdalene Thoresen, and he told stories that can also be found in

Bergliot's De tre and in Bull's accounts. According to Landmark, Koht found Ibsen's travel

journal of 1862, in Bergliot Ibsen's library.102 Suzannah's description is part of the puzzle of

the “Ibsen's myth” to whom Koht contributed because of his style (see chapter 2).

In conclusion, sources have been an issue because of their nature, whether because they were

personal accounts or by presenting holes, biographies and sometimes for their quality, when it

came to hardly legible originals. Nevertheless, through their comparison and in-depth

analysis, it has been possible to understand  better Suzannah's character and experiences, that

will be discussed in chapter 2, and Suzannah's literary activity and intellectual authority in

chapters 3 and 4.

101  Sæther, “Fire biografers blikk på Ibsens fire prinsesser”,in Den biografiske Ibsen, 146.
102  Note 49 in Landmark, Vendepunktet, 251.
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Chapter 2 

2.1 Who is Suzannah? 

Suzannah Ibsen is a mysterious and interesting character that appears and disappears in

many studies around Ibsen's literary production, biography, articles and letters. 

One of the problems that has been discussed in chapter 1 is related to the sources and the lack

of primary ones, which means letters from Suzannah to Ibsen103 and from Ibsen to Suzannah

in a great lapse of time. According to Bergliot, Suzannah destroyed many of the poems that

Ibsen wrote her before his death, because she wanted to keep private her relation with her

husband (see chapter 1). 

This declaration made by Bergliot is in contrast with Suzannah's depiction of the wife devoted

to the artist, Ibsen: why did she destroy the fruit of Ibsen's love for her, then? Besides the

damage to the posterity, that is left without a part of its œuvre and misses a part of the

information, Suzannah's personality, stands out the preconception made by her predecessors,

both men or women.

In order to better understand her later influence on Ibsen's career and œuvre, it has been

important for this research to draw the context in which Suzannah Ibsen lived, the people she

had been inspired by, and those from which she learn, during her development from her

childhood to her adolescence. These aspects will be presented in this chapter. Moreover, it

will be presented the relationship between Suzannah and Henrik during the first three decades

of their acquaintance, which is the period of Suzannah's transition from the girl attending her

stepmother's class, to the woman who put in paxis what she learned (see chapthers 3 and 4)

and the stabilisation of their marriage. The destruction of part of the dialogue (while they

were on a distance relationship), and her misrepresentation in Ibsen's biographies, have given

a partial image of their relation, that Sæther tried to restore (see chapter 1). The neglect of

Suzannah's intellectual value in their relatioship has influenced the later Ibsen studies, based

only on the little material left: it was mainly made of personal data from the registrers, or

commentaries made by her contemporaries. Thus, the research of new material and the

establishment of some points of reference where they were missing was necessary: even the

smallest particular could have been useful to future researches. 

To trace a profile of her personality, this research started with the collection of: scattered

103 Ibsen was not used to keep letters. According to Dingstad, letters written by Ibsen and conserved by his
correspondents are around 2400, little compared to Bjørnson's or Strindberg's correspondence. Dingstad, Den
smilende Ibsen. 97.
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information about how she grew up, which kind of instruction she had, about her relation with

other people to her acquainted, and what she did and liked when she was still called Susanne.

This understanding of her personality, of her views and of her taste (in matter of literary

choices or life decisions), has been essential to build parameters of coherence, in order to

properly select the material to report: Ibsen's aura, has always given a distorted image of

Ibsen's wife “as his wife” instead of the image of a woman with literary conscience. Her role

and impact on Ibsen's production - as it comes from this research - reminds the features of the

character of Thea Elvsted, also for her relation with the poet Lovborg first, then by guiding

Tesman to the restoration of Løvborg's manuscript. Suzannah had also a role in Henrik Ibsen's

collection of the folktales published in 1862 (see chapter 4), thanks to her family connection

with the wealthy family Daae: they were her mother's branch living in Solnør Gaard in

Skodje, Sunnmøre, and they influences Suzannah's mind since she was a child, with

consequences in practice, once she became a married woman.

The available data around her frequentation in her cousin's house during her younger years are

few: their houses would look nowadays too distant, if we do not consider the network that the

two important families had around and the lifestyle of their paysans.

In addition it has been necessary to draw a map with an explanation of the geographical

connection of the island with the peninsula, also to support the theory around their

frequentation, and justify her cousin's political and literary influence - probably linguistic too-

on Suzannah's growth.

2.1.1 The context she grew up in

Hans Conrad Thoresen, Susanne's father, ended up at Herøy church (Møre og Romsdal), to

take over Morten Münster's presbytery in 1828; he married his daughter, who died in

childbirth. Afterwards, he married Sara Margrethe Daae in 1830: she was Susanne's mother

and she died in 1841, when the child was 5 years old only.104 His parish, Herøy, was inhabited

by around 2000 souls. The house of Hans Conrad Thoresen and his family was, therefore, the

religious and cultural centre visited by the population around, and it represented a safe pole

for those who need help. This area has had an impact on Suzannah's education and life, thus,

this chapter introduces the necessary geographical and historical premises. 

The economy of the region was based on farming and fishing and the position of Herøy made

it become the crossroad of merchants and transport ships.105 The islands of the archipelago

were often connected by boats and this connection was a solid support for the economy of it,

104 Sæther, Suzannah, 14-20.
105 Sӕther, Suzannah, 11-13.
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allowing the fishing and the trading, but also serving the mailing service and the

transportation. Magdalene Kragh described the landscapes, the people she met and the long

trip she made to reach “Herø”, in her later publication Billeder fra Vestkysten af Norge. As

from her descriptions, the geography of the area did not change much from her time to

Rabben's time: he described life in Herøy, through the accounts of some locals, the role that

the church had in the area, the economic standard of its inhabitants and their connections with

the territory around.106 Quality life was low and uncomfortable, the weather was windy and

rainy, challanging Priest Thoresen's health.107 Connected to Harøy (see Appendix), located in

the same region, there was a farm place in Skodje called Solnør Gaard, influential on

Suzannah Ibsen's education thanks to her family bond described later:108 her uncle, captain

Ludvig Daae (1792-1879) bought it and settled there with the family,109  and the Thoresens

usually went there:110 moreover,“Solnør Gaard has one of the biggest private library of the

country, of around 10'000 volumes. Ivar Aasen was the teacher at Solnør between 1835-

42”.111

Both Solnør and Herøy revealed themselves being fundamental strongholds of the Norwegian

romanticism: they provided a great amount of books about philosophy, theology, norse

mithology, material useful to studies about the dialect etc., that have been the support of the

studies of linguists like Ivar Aasen, folk tales collectors like Peder Fylling (see chapter 4),

Skavland and other authors that came from those areas.112 Landmark referred to Magdalene to

106 Between the two publication has passed almost a century, but Rabben is taken as a reliable source, because
Herøy did not change much. According to his accounts, it is possible to draw which routes were the most
frequent ones, and therefore to presume how culture would be conveyed, from where and by who was it
promoted. 
107 Bjarne Rabben collected memories and cultural aspects of Herøy and surroundings all his life long and gave
the most detailed description of how the region was and how the people lived there,Rabben, Bjarne. Bygdesoga,
436-443. Though, he was not Suzannah's contemporary, because he was born in 1907 and published his first
poem at the age of fifteen (which means after the First World War).
108 This information is important because being the two places relatively so close, it implies the political weight
of the Daae in Suzannah's development of her thought and it is related to the paragraph about the Folktales Case
in this thesis.
109 Ludvig Daae, the official, son of the Captain Ludvig Daae, is the same that will take care of Ibsen's
economy and transfers of money while he is abroad, for instance in the letter Ibsen sent him the 6th  January
1881(his14: 69), and the one to the distributor Lund the 24th January 1881 (HIS 2005 vol. 14, 71). Fulsås,
Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 120-121.
110  Sæther, Suzannah, 20.
111 Bratberg, Terje. (2009, 27th February). “Solnør”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 16th  April 2018 from
https://snl.no/Soln%C3%B8r .
112In her time the biggest closest centre was Ålesund, which was an important pole for, Christiania was hard to
reach: it was necessary to sail to Bergen, to travel in the mainland until Gjøvik by horse, then it was necessary to
sail the lake Mjøsa until Eidsvoll, where the railway would connect to the capital. This reconstruction is based on
the research of Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 57, who refers to Orla Lehmann's Norge og Normandene.
Reiseerindringer fra 1836 og 1865, Andet Oplag, Kjøbenhavn 1865, s.169 f. Ibsen did it on reverse and
described his trip on his journal when he went to Solnør in 1862. Another way was possible, which was sailing
all around the south and west coast of Norway, like Hareide explains, but in 1842 pastor Thoresen had decided
for Magdalene Thoresen to take the way through Mjøsa Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 57; from the preface of
Magdalene Thoresen's 1899 edition of Billeder fra Vestkysten af Norge.
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explain their importance in his Vendepunktet.113 But how did geographical features contribuite

to the education of Thoresen's children, and therefore Suzannah?

Nowadays school is mandatory in most of countries, for female children as well in most of

them. But during Suzannah Ibsen's life things were different: girls in the Dano-Norwegian

kingdom were not allowed to go to school or enter universities.114 A daughter of a priest was

considered part of the higher society, and could have access to literacy.115 The girls of the

upper-class could be sent to “educative schools for girls”, or private lessons called

“fruentimmernetheder” where they would have learned the “appropriate skills” that society

required from them: foreign languages, music and handiwork (like the art of embroidery).116

Instead, girls from a lower estate received the education necessary for the konfirmasjon, the

religious ceremony that marks the passage from childhood to adulthood. Geographical

conditions could obstacle or enhance a lot the personal development of a young girl, because

girls would not attend school like boys could do, obviously according to their economic

possibilities. Bigger districts could offer more chances of contact with other European

cultures, while smaller places, for example far in the countryside, could have caused

educational isolation of girls coming both from a higher and a lower social estate. Herøy

represented these physical limits for all the children of Priest Thoresen: since it was part  of an

archipelago, culture had very few ways in and few outlets. Although they were born far from

what was happening in Bergen and Christiania, Suzannah and her many sisters could exploit

the particular conditions that Herøy created, because Priest Thoresen played a key role there:

in fact, it began a sort of cultural symbiosis strictly connected to his personality and good will.

Whoever in the area was interested in humanistic subjects had to go there and visit him:

Sæther described Suzannah's father as a man with a deep interest for literature and poetry,

languages and history, whose great knowledge is reflected in the book collection that he built

up in the presbitery. 

During his mandate in Herøy he created a powerful intellectual centre, a unique

cultural milieu. He was generous and big, he embraced everyone, his family and

the locals. He took in the house [under his guidance] young gifted men that

113  “Den mærkelige Sproggransker Ivar Aasen er udgaaet herfra, den første Højskole har netop nu rejst sig her”
Landmark, Vendepunkt, 149. In endnote 108 he refers that the municipality of Ørskog had approved a plan in
1862, to build a school for teachers. It is the same year in which Magdalene published her stories.
114In Norway, women gained the right to take the “middle school exam” in 1882. In 1884 women gained the
right to study. Aasen, Bergenske kvinner, 221.
115  Aasen, Bergenske kvinner, 64.
116“Døtrene beklaget likevel at de ikke ble sendt i skole. Det var flere velrenommerte pikeinstitutter i Bergen på
denne tiden. Pikene fikk også undervisning i musikk og musikkhistorie av en tyskfødt musikk- og piano laerer,
Otto Lübbert”, Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 70. “De fleste pikeskoler som regel kun underviste i
Fruentimmer- Arbejde og dette var: Syning, Strikkning, Linnedsøm, Navnemærking”, Sæther, Suzannah, 46.
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wanted to learn more, often coming from poor backgrounds. There they could

give the exam, that was a sort of exam for teachers. He tried to create a stabile

school in the presbitery in 1836.117  

The people of the presbytery lived separately from the people of the village, they had their

own milieu: Susanne's siblings did not frequent the public school, but received an instruction

from a private teacher, “[...]and society life was exclusive for those other conditioned families,

officials and wealthy people. There was not such a choice”.118 If such isolation would

normally prevent the growth and the contrast that is at the basis of inspirative and evolutive

processes of a culture, in this case it also enhanced the possibility of a “cultural monopoly”,

directed by Priest Thoresen. In fact, his church was at the centre of the orbit, such as his

studies and interests in rethorics, latin, philosophy, literature and history.119 All Thoresen's

children grew up according to his values of a traditional christian family, and that

geographical isolation could prevent them from having any other different models, except for

the venue of a few outsiders.120 But all the Thoresens who experienced their childhood in

Herøy could enjoy the benefits that their father created in spite of such isolation: they were

lucky thanks to his vast knowledge and will to share it, whether they were boys or girls; they

were educated by his young students, who had to practice their teaching skills under his

guidance, they could use his very rich library. 

Besides being a spiritual guide, Priest Thoresen has to be looked at as a person who was

covering an official position recognised by the kingdom, called embedet. Embetsmen were on

the top of the social pyramid.121the Church of Norway was in fact a part of the bureaucratic

apparat, and at its head there was the King. For these reasons Suzannah came from a

respected family and from the highest social estate (with the exception of the King's family):

she was one of the kondisjonerte,122 because she was the daughter of a Priest, her mother was

117   Sæther, Suzannah, 16-17.
118  Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 68; Aasen, Bergenske kvinner, 150; they refer to Bjarne Rabben, “Fru Ibsen
– Jenta fra Herøy prestegård”, 20”. For an overview of the people that visited Priest Thoresen, see Sæther,
Suzannah, 22.
119  “Mellom 1833 og 1835 heldt han til hos prost Thoresen i Stokksund, Herøy for å utdanne seg vidare. Der
lærte han latin, historie, geografi, retorikk og jamvel diktekunst. I 1835 kom han som huslærar til garden Solnør i
Skodje. Der blei han i sju år”. Bull, Tove. (2017, 15th July). “Ivar Aasen”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 28th

April 2018 from https://snl.no/Ivar_Aasen.
120  Like in the case of the governess Magdalene Kragh, that will be  later introduced. She had been chosen and
hired  by Priest Thoresen, so she was a “selected outsider”.
121 “Antall embetsmenn i Norge var i de første åra etter 1660 ca. 1100, det var de som fikk kongelig utnevning.
Vanligvis blir de inndelt i tre hovedgrupper, sivilembetsmenn, geistlige og militære. [...]Opp mot 1800 økte
totaltallet til 1800 – mesteparten av økningen gjaldt offiserer, de var alene kommet opp i 800 mann,
sivilembetsmennene økte til 600 og prestene var fortsatt 400. […] Men embetsmennene utgjorde toppen av
pyramiden”. http://www.sv.uio.no/mutr/publikasjoner/rapporter/rapp2003/rapport68/index-Utviklin.html.
Retrieved 30th April 2018.
122  Sæther, Suzannah, 30.
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daughter of a Priest too and her cousin Ludvig Daae was going to become an officier too and

her uncle was a Captain.

Hans Conrad accepted a charge in the Parliament in 1836,123 so beyond the humanistic

subjects and his creed, political matters were crucial in the family circle, transmitted by his

views. Politics and culture were bound together: the Norwegian romanticism took its shape

through the revival of the countryside culture, that was made of songs, folkloristic tales, local

poetry, legends and a lot of unedited material transmetted orally in those dialects. Norwegian

writers started collecting and publishing the eventyrer (folk tales)124 on the same wave of Moe

and Asbjørnsen,125 moved by political engagement, to raise up the Norwegian identity as a

nation.126 Herøy, like many other parts of the country, was therefore a destination of those

who wanted to collect and spread that material and became the place in which one of the

symbols of the newborn Norway could develop his work and thought: Ivar Aasen. “Between

1833 and 1835, he stayed at priest Thoresen in Stokksund, Herøy to educate himself. There he

studied latin, history, geography, rethorics and even the art of poetry. In 1835 he went to

Solnør in Skodje as private teacher”.127 He is important because in Sunnmøre, he started his

researches about Norwegian dialects.128 The rich library of Herøy129 and Solnør130 provided

him the knowledge of the norse sagas, and put him on the tracks of his future work. Susanne

was not born yet, when Ivar Aasen was learning his teacher career by her father, but it is

interesting to consider that he could develop his ideas in her native land. He elaborated an

“accessible key” through those aspects of the written language still bound to a predanish

123  Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 416.
124 Alver, Brynjulf. (2013, 30th September). “Eventyr”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 1st Mai 2018 from
https://snl.no/eventyr. 
125 Beyer, Edvard. (2017, 2nd November). “Asbjørnsen Og Moe”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 1st Mai 2018
from https://snl.no/Asbj%C3%B8rnsen_og_Moe. 
126  The Norwegian constitution was finally signed in 1814 but members of the aristocracy and officials were
from Danemark, therefore the official language was Danish. Dyrvik, “The state and its subjects” in Norway,
189.
127  “Mellom 1833 og 1835 heldt han til hos prost Thoresen i Stokksund, Herøy for å utdanne seg vidare. Der
lærte han latin, historie, geografi, retorikk og jamvel diktekunst. I 1835 kom han som huslærar til garden Solnør i
Skodje. Der blei han i sju år”. Bull, “Ivar Aasen”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 28th April 2018 from
https://snl.no/Ivar_Aasen . See also Venås, Då Tida var fullkommen – Ivar Aasen, 40,41.
128  “Det var mens han var på Solnør at Aasen la grunnlaget for det store språkarbeidet han seinare skulle
komme til å utføre. 1830-åra i Noreg var prega av språkpolitisk debatt. I denne debatten let Aasen ikkje røysta si
høyre, men han skreiv “Om vort Skriftsprog” alt i 1836. Her legg han fram det språkpolitiske programmet sitt og
dei nasjonale språkpolitiske ambisjonane sine. Det stod klart for han at det trongst eit eige norsk skriftspråk til
avløysing av dansk. Både av sosiale og nasjonale grunnar var det viktig for ein sjølvstendig nasjon å ha eit eige
skriftspråk som bygde på overleverte heimlege dialektar”. Bull, “Ivar Aasen”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved
28th April 2018 from https://snl.no/Ivar_Aasen.
129 “Det rikholdige bibliotek i huset ble barnas skattkiste, og bygdefolket kunne låne bøker hos prosten" Sæther,
Suzannah, 17.
130  “Daae drev slektsgården godt, og fortsatte bl.a. utbyggingen av biblioteket på Solnør, slik at det ved hans
død omfattet 10 000 bind, som fortsatt står der og utgjør en av Norges største privateide boksamlinger”.
Bratberg, Terje. (2009, 13th February). “Ludvig Daae”, Norsk biografisk leksikon. Retrieved 28th April 2018 from
https://nbl.snl.no/Ludvig_Daae. 
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Norwegian identity, the oral accounts that had survived far from the cities. Susanne's father

gave him the tools of his future career,131 and Susanne had access to those books. Priest

Thoresen was conservative in the theological matters,132 and Susanne had the contact with

lighter literature through her stepmother, because Magdalene was fond on novels,133 but she

also transmitted her the interest for theatre plays: when Susanne was 15 years old she knew

about Scribes works.134 Suzannah became then an expert in foreign literatures, such as the

Dutch, the Italian and the German one, according to the source Rosenkrantz relied on.135

If Sunnmøre was the background giving its proud contribution to the renovating of the

nation's culture, from the social point of view, Herøy in the XIX century could not be more

avanced than the rest of the country, since the religious power corresponded with the political

one, also in the people's mindset.136 Once widowed, Priest Thoresen went to Christiania in

1842 to meet Magdalene Kragh,137 who accepted the job after being instructed in “the best

school for young ladies” in Copenhagen.138 She was pregnant of a previous lover, but neither

of the two knew it.139 A calculation of the time gone between their first meeting and the time

in which she gave birth would have been suspicious. If the news was spread, it would have

been a great scandal around Thoresen and the role he covered, even if the child was not his,

because she was an unmarried woman. Therefore Priest Thoresen sent Magdalene abroad

during her last months of pregnancy, to finally give birth and give the child away.140 

Susanne's mother was shortly present in her life, because she died when Susanne was 5 years

old, but she been a model of christian mother and wife of the priest. The balance was broken,

131  Sæther, Suzannah, 17-18.
132  Sæther, Suzannah, 18.
133  Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 4.
134  Sæther, Suzannah, 46.
135  Rosenkrantz, Om og omkring Henrik Ibsen og Susanna Ibsen, 29. 
136  In fact, “from early times the church congregations had owned or at least had responsibility for the local
church and the parsonage attached to it. The local population was obliged to select custodians to take care of the
buildings and to manage the income. This gave the custodians a great deal of power over, for example, the parish
priest's material living standard. When, in 1723, the king demanded the right to the churches and began to sell
both them and the land associated with them, the custodianship duties attached to the church ceased, though
supervision of the parsonages continued. [...] each parish was to be responsible for its own schools. Between
1741 and 1790 each of the Norwegian dioceses set up its own system for dealing with poverty. The same
procedure was followed as with the schools. Each parish had its own board with representatives from the
peasantry, and, since the peasants were to pay the bulk of the poor rates, they got a corresponding say over the
administration”. Dyrvik, “The state and its subjects” in Norway, 185.
137  Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev , 417.
138  She came from a family that was poor and morally compromised, from the small town Fredericia. Luckily
Anker Heegaard became her protector and provided her the access to the governess school of Madame Linde;
Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 38-42.
139  Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 44.
140  Both Thoresen and Magdalene met Grimur Thomsen in Copenhagen; according to Hareide's research, the
letter exchange between them demonstrates that Thoresen had too many children to take care of, but the
ilegitimate child, named Peter Axel Jensen was not forgotten, Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 50-53.
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after she spent a life raising her children in harmony with Priest Thoresen's mindset and at the

community service.141 Her father was a priest too, therefore: 

Sara Daae brought her family culture and formation from the parish in Vedøy and

from the visits to Solnør[...] Wives of a priest used to partecipate to the [life]

outside, for example passing on healing arts and they were also women pioneer

when it came to nutrition and hygene. They acted like female instructors, thanks

to their formation, their knowledge in languages, how to prepare the food and

how to furnish. The wife of a priest was an intermediary of the culture, like the

priest.142 

The sense of the duty and christian values had been the common line according to whom the

two parents, and later aunt Marie Daae, educated the children.143 The arrival of Magdalene

Kragh introduced an opposing female model in the family circle: now will be presented

relevant aspects in which she differed Sara Daae from, that conditioned the children's

development.

Magdalene was a 23 years old woman, engagé, interested in literature and theatre and open

minded, when she began her governess job in Herøy, in October 1842:144 Susanne was 14

years younger than her: when they became acquainted, Magdalene's personality had not

blossomed yet into the writer she was going to become, and she was still studying  According

to the society in Fredericia, Copenhagen, Herøy and later Bergen, her behaviour was

considered “borderline”:145 when Magdalene Kragh arrived to Herøy,146 she was pregnant of

her old lover, an Icelandic poet. In order to leave her past back and not to compromise her

141  Sæther, Suzannah, 21.
142  "Sara Daae brakte med seg kultur og dannelse fra prestehjemmet på Vedøy og fra besøk på Solnør [...]
prestekoner deltok i livet «utenfor«, blant annet som formidlere av legekunst, og de var foregangskvinner når det
gjaldt ernæring og hygiene. De virket som kvinnelige forbilder, ved sin dannelse, ved kunnskaper i språk,
matlaging og innredning. Prestekonen var en kulturformidler, liksom presten".  Sæther, Suzannah, 23.
143  Hans Conrad Thoresen did not preach for a superficial, weak and artificial admiration of God, but for a
sincere and humble faith in God. He was a respected Priest and “probably known as a good speech holder, in fact
two of his preaches [...]held by Priest Thoresen in Bergen had been printed in Christiania in 1856”, Haraide,
Magdalene Thoresen, 68-69.
144  Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 57.
145 Examples of her coquetish behaviour are given by her relation with dr Danielsen, family friend, (Haraide,
Magdalene Thoresen,83-92) and her later interest for Bjørnson caused by her literary engagement. According to
the rigid society rules, her behaviour was considered immoral, first by her close friend Georg Brandes (Haraide,
Magdalene Thoresen, 98-114).
146  Hareide brings the hypothesis according to whom Susanne's aunt Marie and the new woman,“the sinner”
might have been in contrast: Marie helped her sister's family before Magdalene met Priest Thoresen and she
never married. She followed them to Bergen and helped them until 1851; then she spent the rest of her life at
Solnør, mantained by her brother Kaptein Ludvig Daae, in the villa he bought, Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen,
63.
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future, she accepted the job offer in Norway and went to Solnør to replace Sara Daae's

tasks.147

She came back the next year as Mrs. Thoresen,148  changed the family dynamics, unbalanced

already by the early departure of the beloved mother. 

This unconventional woman, happened to be Thoresen's best solution for the education of his

five orphans, because she was educated to be a governess and interested in literature. As

mentioned before, in the XIX century girls were not allowed to enter universities and they

would never gain important positions:149 “her intelligence and thirst for knowledge”150 was a

great example for the many daughters she took care of. Besides Johan Herman, Hans and

Axel, who made a career out of their studies, the children she raised developed in different

ways an artistic conscience, or followed her model. Some of them developed an artistic

conscience like Thomas151 and Susanne, who used to play the actor role with her friends

(further in this chapter), and that had been bound for life to dramatic art marrying Ibsen; after

her model Marie became a governesses, Sophie married a priest, Dorothea married a consul

general and Sara married a businessman.152

The new conditions once established in Bergen opened up many more possibilities to develop

her personality: “the old Hanseatic city meant a lot for her intellectual development”.153

Magdalene in fact wanted to be a writer and so she began in Bergen; but in the city also Priest

Thoresen opened up his expectations concerning the role of his wife: instead of frequenting

the church she could committ herself on what she had dear, the theatre:154 “To be a

distinguished wife of a priest was not for her. She broke all the old expectations from the

functions of a priests wife, and this with her husbands's blessing”.155 

These biographical information make us reflect over the complex sentimental puzzle in which

Susanne grew up over the difficulties that the new balance brought, but also over the new

imputs that were missing in the previous lifestyle of a christian family in the countryside. But

147  Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 63
148  Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 57.
149  Women could not even vote or be elected. 
150  Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 66.
151 Thomas Kragh Thoresen: “Debuterte 1868 som sanger på Christiania Theater […] og gikk over til
instruksjon. Var en produktiv vaudevilleforfatter”; Fulsås, Biografisk leksikon til Ibsens brev, 420. According to
a letter from Ibsen, the 13th November 1873 Thomas “is working on a translation for the Kristiania Theatre”.
Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 395.
152  Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev , 294,131, 280. Also in Sæther, Suzannah.
153  Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 66.
154  “Hun gikk i alle fall ikke i kirken, men foretrakk teatret og annet naboskap”, Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen,
66.
155 “Å være en æreverdig prestekone lå ikke for henne. Hun brøt med alle gamle dagers forventninger om
prestekonensvirke, og dette med mannens velsignelse!”. Sæther, Suzannah, 43-44.
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on her older siblings, Marie and Johan Herman in particular, Suzannah found a model and

support through her childhood, as well as during her adulthood. She referred to them all her

life long, like testified by their correspondence:156 they provided her the help she needed,

Marie as her confident but also as housekeeper, Johan Herman as accountant, once the Ibsens

moved abroad.

For sure the governess from Fredericia brough fresh air to Herøy, with her strong and

unconventional spirit, her city experience, while she was supposed to bring more stability to

the education of so many children. Priest Thoresen knew the limitations that Herøy

represented both for his children and himself, therefore he applied for the vicariate at the

Church of the Cross in Bergen, 6 months before his marriage with Magdalene: among his

motivations, the Priest reported his worries about the isolation that the island would have

caused in the development of his five sons.157

Luckily for the whole family the application was accepted. Bergen had more to offer than

Herøy,158 and there were many institutions for girls. Nevertheless, Susanne and her sisters did

not go to school. They got instructed by their stepmother and by private teachers. From her

they learned music, foreign languages, literature, rethorics,159 but they also took inspiration

from her creativity: in fact, Magdalene began a cooperation with the new established Det

Norske Theatret in the 1850s and her acquaintance with a young instructor arrived from

Christiania, Henrik Ibsen. He put on stage some of her plays, but they were not very

successful. In 1853 he staged her Kongedatterens Bøn, that has his grounds and inspiration in

the nordic sagas,160 a topic that Susanne was fond on. Then she worked on publishing some

short stories on the Illustreret Tidende og Fædrelandet, until her collection Fortællinger came

out in 1863.161 Magdalene's artistic nature had a great poetic influence on Susanne, that spent

those years in Bergen reading with her friend Karoline Reimers, the baker's niece.162

Magdalene described young Susanne as a creative girl, who could arrange all the plays to play

with her siblings, in spite of  her “spindly growth” she took the control in her hands:

She had fantasy and it gave overpower! She nominated herself The Queen of

Island, while completely eliminating any possibility of a king [...]. She had filled

156  Cfr. chapter 1.
157 Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 66. The society life offered by Herøy was limited. See also Sæther,
Suzannah, 22-23. 
158  Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 78.
159  “Døtrene beklaget likevel at de ikke ble sendt i skole. Det var flere velrenommerte pikeinstitutter i Bergen
på denne tiden. Pikene fikk også undervisning i musikk og musikkhistorie av en tyskfødt musikk- og piano
laerer, Otto Lübbert”, Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 70. Sæther, Suzannah, 83.
160  Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 92-93.
161  Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen,145.
162  Aasen, Bergenske kvinner, 150-151.
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up her hand with songs and tales, since she began reading, and her childhood

imagination hosted a fabulous world, that made her  almost strange to earth

life.163

 

Her dramatic nature could be seen even many years later: in fact, Suzannah's creativity and

ability to recite and entertain is also told by Bergliot, part of the family audience during the

usual sunday dinner at Sigurd's parents house:

Mrs. Ibsen could sit and recite verses, parody verses that amused Ibsen infinitely.

I remember in particular one from Bergen about a mother. I can still hear Ibsen

laugh. Oh, how good she was telling stories! There was such a fantasy in her

performances [in her way of entertain people with her tales], that I will never

forget. And her voice! That powerful organ, warm and deep.164 

From the period in Bergen came the rumors about Magdalene's unfaithfulness with the family

friend Danielsen, and about her interest for the young Bjørnson. Most likely, her prominence

in the city exposed her to rumors, but her passionate character finally gained the right imputs

and expressed itself there. Susanne became a teenager in a house in which “Hans Conrad

Thoresen played amateur theater as well as his wife and he supported and encouraged the

later-known actress Lucie Wolf [...] when she wanted to go to the stage”, a house “that was

notoriously lettered”.165  In spite of the many children she had to take care of,166 Magdalene

never forgot her dream of a literary activity: besides reviews on the newspapers, she wrote

herself four plays for the new established Det Norske Teater. She wrote: 

When [the wish to write] tore me away, I made the first staggering step on the

literary road by writing reviews on the magazine, which led me to try writing

something for the stage.167

163  “Hun havde Fantasien, og den gav Overmagten! Hun udnævnte sig saaledes til Dronning til Island, medens
hun fuldkommen udelukkede enhver mulighet af en Konge […] Hun havde fra hun kunde læse i en Bog fyldt sin
Aand med Sagn og Historier, og hendes barnlige Fantasi husede en Fabelverden, som næsten gjorde hende
fremmed for Jordlivet”. Aasen, Bergenske kvinner, 150.
164  “Fru Ibsen kunde sitte og resitere vers, parodiske vers, som moret Ibsen umåtelig. Jeg husker i særdeleshet
ett fra Bergen om en morder. Jeg kan ennu høre Ibsen le. Ja, hvor kunde hun ikke fortelle historier! Det var en
fantasi over hennes fremstilling, som jeg aldri vil glemme. Og så hennes stemme! Dette mektige organ, varmt og
dybt”. Bergliot, De tre, 187-188.
165  “Hans Conrad Thoresen spillte amatørteater liksom sin hustru, og han støttet og oppmuntret den senere
såkjente skuespillerinnen Lucie Wolf […] da hun ville gå til scenen”. Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 69.
166  Five were from Thoresen's first and second wife, four were hers.
167  “Da den Sag rev mig med sig, gjorde jeg det første famlende Skridt paa den litterære Vej ved at skrive
Kritikkene i Bladet, hvilket førte til, at jeg ogsaa forsøgte mig i at skrive at Par Smaating for Scenen” in
Illustrerede Tidende s.606., reported in Aasen, Bergenske kvinner, 144.
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Such as in Herøy, their house became a cultural centre: there were organised unformal

cultural gatherings, where the exchange of ideas about theatre and literature happened

between poets, artists, but merchants and doctors of Bergen as well, invited in her salong

“independently from their social background”.168 On the models to her proposed when

Susanne was a child, she played with her friends plays of their own invention in her Bergen's

house: they used to wear their mothers' clothes and use the house furniture to create scenes

and costumes. They met to play during the Christmas vacations and Sundays' afternoon, as

from Lorentz Dietrichson's account to Clara Bergsøe:

In the seaside priesthouse, up on the mountain's bottom, a small service house

used for ironing served as a stairwell and smokehouse, we raised our  Temple to

Thalia. At the beginning of the Christmas vacation we wrote our plays ourselves

in company: naturally, it was “pirate, robber” poetry, and at the end of the

Christmas vacations and on Sundays' afternoons we performed our pieces: the

Robbers (not Schiller's!), The Gypsies, The Murder of Gustav the Third and many

more. We looted the wardrobe chambers of the mothers and the chambers of the

houses for suits and supplies - and the game was on.169

Lorentz was the art director, as well as Henrik Mohn; Susanne often took roles nobody else

wanted, but she also preferred to play the “prima donna” parts and masculine roles.170 Koht

reported that:

Her playmates recognised her for how strong and masculine she was. During her

growth, they used to play theatre, plays they wrote gladly on their own, and

Suzannah mostly wanted masculine roles. They made a highly romantic play

called Robbers, in which she performed the robbers' boss. [Once] they played so

naturally that blood ran, and one of the boys started to cry. Then Susannah said:

“If I ever had received the honour of wearing a beard, I would not even scream!”

and she wore her wounds without any reaction. She loved the exstremes and the

168  “uavhengig av sosial bakgrunn”. Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 69. Aasen, Bergenske kvinner, 144-145.
169  “I provstens Havehus oppe under Fjeldet, et Hus, der ellers tjente som Strygestue og Røgebod, reiste vi
Thalia Tempel. Ved Juleferiernes Begyndelse skrev vi vore Stykker selv i Kompani: det var naturligvis
Røverpoesi, og ved Feriens Slutning og efter denne om Søndagseftermiddagene opførte vi vore Stykker:
Røverne (ikke Schillers!), Zigeuneren, Gustav den Tredjes Mord og mange flere. Vi plyndrede Mødrenes
Klædekamre og Husenes Pulterkamre for Dragter og Rekvisiter – og saa bar det løs.” Bergsøe, Magdalene
Thoresen, 94-95, reported in Sæther, Suzannah, 45-46.
170  Sæther, Suzannah, 46.
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bravery, and she wanted to participate to that greatness.171

During the adolescence, she often received her friend Karoline at home or she payed her visit.

Although she came from a lower estate than Suzannah's, she received an instruction thanks to

her uncle, who sent her to Ms Elisabeth Lytkens Skole, that was frequented by boys and girls

of the working-class. She used to work at her uncle's bakery. She shared her interest for books

with Susanne, who studied at home, and often they sat reading together, sharing a plate with

bread and butter.172

In spite of her young age, Magdalene has been for Suzannah not only a mother, but she also

played a great role in the development of Suzannah's interests for dramatic art and literature,

which resulted in her brilliant literary awareness, which results are explained in chapters 3 and

4 of this thesis. Magdalene took care of her, even after she became a widow and Suzannah got

married: once in economic difficulties, Suzannah and Sigurd found shelter at her place in

Copenhagen. Her guidance endured all life long, as testified by her correspondences with

Suzannah and with Ibsen, who had a certain esteem for her authorship  (see their

correspondence). Ibsen's biographers writing about Suzannah attained to a few of her articles

and interviews made with her, because of their bond and her reliability. 

After considering the aspects of Suzannah's milieu and those aspects typical of the context she

grew up in, it is possible to better understand her personality, also through the evidence

presented by those biographers that had neglected her background when they wrote about her.

2.1.2 Suzannah's personality

Ibsen's biographers described Suzannah in many different ways: before meeting Ibsen she is

presented as a child interested in Norse sagas first,173 and as an adolescent fond on literature

afterwards.174 After her marriage she is presented like the wife of the famous writer, who took

care of their beloved son and followed him abroad. Later, she is presented as a solitary

woman, that did not like too much of attention. According to different sources Suzannah was

strong and proud. The few quotations used in the past to represent her, will be now better

171 “Leikvenene hennar kunde ha sanna for han kor sterkt og manneleg eit to det var i ho. I uppvoksteren hadde
dei drive so mykje med å spele teater, gjerne stygge som dei laga sjølve, og då vilde Suzannah alltid helst spele
karfolk-rollene. Dei hadde eit høgromantisk stykke som heitte Røverne, og der var ho røvarhovdingen. Der spela
dei so natursant so blode rann, og ein av gutane gav seg til å gråte. Men Susannah sa: “Har eg fått den ære å bere
skjegg, så skal eg kje skrike heller!” Og ho bar såre sitt utan klynk.  Ho elska alt som var stort og modigt, og ho
vilde gjerne sjølv vere med i stordåd.” Koht, Henrik Ibsen, 148-149.
172  Aasen, Bergenske kvinner, 150-152; after Karoline's tale reported by Anker, Boken om Karoline, 35.
173  Koht, Henrik Ibsen, vol. 1, 151. Also Clara Bergsøe, after Dietrichson's tale about their homemade theatre
plays, in Magdalene Thoresen, 94-95. Sæther, Suzannah, 45-46.
174  Bergliot, De tre, 13 and Anna Skavland, Erindringer, 21;  reported by Sæther, Suzannah, 47.
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analysed, in relation to Sæther's new perspectives and the idea of this thesis. 

Suzannah's mother-in-law confirms her anticonformist nature, answering to Ibsen's famous

speech held in honour of her 75th  birthday in 1894. Publicly, she remembers her stepdaughter

as the best inspiration he could ever have to idealize the female characters of the Icelandic

sagas based dramas.175 Koht reported Magdalene's memory of the little Suzannah, in his 1956

version of Ibsen's biography, and others will report it afterwards: 

So, the Norse Sagas and everything of the same hand [everything about the same

topic] were the right kingdom of Susannah Thoresen. In childhood, she lived in the

certainty that eventually she would become queen of Iceland [...] nicknamed

Storråde.176

In opposition to this image, a modern playwrite, Jon Fosse, wrote a play sent on tv titled

Suzannah, made by the soliloquies of the three Suzannah: a young woman waiting for Ibsen

to come at the Thoresen's house for the first time; a young mother waiting for Ibsen to come

back from his excurtions, in a typical Italian kitchen; an old woman in Arbiensgade's

appartment, waiting for Ibsen to come for dinner for Sigurd's birthday, talking to Ibsen from

another room and talking by herself the day of his death.177 Her character is presented through

her patience or impatience towards her husband, which is not coming, almost like if she could

not do anything different alone and if she existed only by his side, or on the process of waiting

“Godot”, that never comes. In this thesis will not be discussed Fosse's play in relation to

Beckett's, but the misrepresentation on the larger escale that the play made once broadcast on

Tv. The theme of the constant waiting of Ibsen, finds his grounds in Ibsen's biographical

information written by those man who neglected Suzannah's perspicacity and intellectuality,

that will be explained in Chapter 3 and 4. 

The theme of Suzannah's patience recurrs in modern literature: in an article about Fosse's

play, Kyle Koryntha associates Suzannah's character to Solveig, who waits long for Peer

Gynt.178 Sæther provided many examples of Suzannah's patient reaction towards Ibsen

through her whole biography, for instance during the first years of marriage, because of their

bad economy and because of his “health issues”, also caused by his dissolute behaviour and

175  Koht, Henrik Ibsen, vol. I, 150.
176  “Det var soleis, at dei norrøne sogune og alt av same ånda var rette rike åt Susannah Thoresen. I barneåra
levde ho i den faste vissa at ho til slutt skulde bli dronning på Island […] tilnamnet Storråde”. Koht, Henrik
Ibsen, vol. I, 151-152.
177  The vision of the recording of this TV version (Fosse, NRK 1, 2004)  took place at the Center for  Ibsen's
studies, after Sæther's indication in the introduction to her Suzannah. Fru Ibsen.
178  Korynta, “Altering Henrik Ibsen's Aura”, 24.
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the abuse of alcohol.179 “Saga's Suzannah” and “patient Suzannah” can coherently coexist in a

woman who understood Ibsen's genie from her own point of view and in complete line with

her husband's creativity, not only because of the prestige of being the wife of a theatre

director: Suzannah lived her life, as a woman with her own mind and taste for things and she

lived on the side of Ibsen when they were in the same country, and independently when they

were separated.

Rosenkrantz described Suzannah as very sympathethic and as an entertaining lady, with a

“rarely strong caracter”, as he met her when she was old.180 He also reported priest Brun's

words the day of her funeral, who said that “she did not want to be celebrated woman, but her

husband's wife” but also that “she had had an influence on his character that anybody else has

ever had on Earth”.181 Rosenkrantz did not question his source, a priest, but he also presented

other ideas about how important she had been for Ibsen: he referred to another person that,

anymously, gave her the credit for Ibsen's ideas of A Doll's House and The Pillars of

Society.182 Although such claim is hard to prove, since the source is not declared, Suzannah's

commitment to the feminist cause can be observed in a few letters written to Bergliot,183 and

by Grønvold's declaration (see above).184 

2.1.3 Suzannah's relation with Ibsen, through their love story and economic

issues. 

Ibsen's biographies reported that the Ibsens met in 1856. According to Koht Susanne

Thoresen impressed Henrik because the first time they met she told him how particularly she

had enjoyed Fru Inger fra Østraat185, a play that did not receive a large success among the

audience  (see chapter 1). Ibsen's daughter-in-law Bergliot declared that:

Henrik Ibsen and Suzannah Thoresen met for the first time in her house, the 7 th of

January 1856. It happened during a literary gathering held by Magdalene Thoresen

in her parlour. The other and decisional meeting took place at the Philarmonic

Society in Bergen.186

179  Sæther, Suzannah, 83, 98.
180  Rosenkrantz, Om og omkring Henrik Ibsen og Susanna Ibsen, 29, 30.
181   Rosenkrantz, Om og omkring Henrik Ibsen og Susanna Ibsen, 27, 28.
182   Rosenkrantz, Om og omkring Henrik Ibsen og Susanna Ibsen, 29.
183  Letter from Suzannah to Bergliot. In Bergliot, De tre, 139-140.
184  Sæther, Suzannah, 189. After Grønvold, Fra Ulrikken til Alperne, 144-145.
185  Koht, Henrik Ibsen, 148. The premiere took place in Bergen at Det norske Theater the 2nd of January 1856,
then performed in Christiania and Trondheim,  Sæther, Suzannah, 67.
186  “Henrik og Suzannah Thoresen møttes første gang i hennes hjem den 7de januar 1856. Det var til en av de
litterære aftener, som Magdalene Thoresen foranstaltet i sin salong. Det annet og avgjørende møte finner sted i
det filharmoniske selskap i Bergen".   Bergliot, De tre, 14.
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According to her, the poem To the only one had been “written to her after this first

meeting”.187 These two statements and the tale that follows built up a romantic frame around

the relationship between the two, but the elements of Bergliot's claims are not completely

corresponding. She stated, in fact, that Ibsen met Susanne for the first time in her house the 7th

January, after the performance of Gildet paa Solhoug, and that he wrote her a poem after that

night.188 Moreover, Bergliot claimed that they met a second time at the ball, where they did

not dance but they talked all night long. Bergliot published the poem written by Ibsen as a

result of the first time they had met to support her inconsistent account, but Ibsen clearly

referred to the ballroom, which means their second meeting and not the first one.189 According

to Koht Ibsen was invited at the Thoresen's house and he met Susanne “after the tea”.190 Koht

referred as well to the 7th January 1856 in his biography, that  he published 20 years before

Bergliot's memoirs: this fact indicates the existence of a common source that they did not

mention and it gives to Magdalene a major role in the story as their common link,191 because

Ibsen and Magdalene had worked together when he “contributed to the staging of three of her

plays”.192  It might remain an hypothesis, but a few factors indicate that Susanne had the

chance to meet the theatre director long before the established date: whether they had met at

the theatre while he was working, or during the cultural gatherings set up by Magdalene, it is

hard to tell, but, even more importantly, Sӕther indicates that the two have met before that 7 th

January, because she has found a letter of congratulations for Susanne's engagement dated

1855. Susanne was in Solnør during summer 1855, as proved by the letter held in the

collection of the National Library. This letter is from Susanne's brother Herman from the 3rd

July 1855, where he  congratulates for the engagement, told by his father to do so.193 Although

187  “Her maa jeg gjengi hele hans dikt til henne efter dette første møte. For det er jo en overturen til et samliv,
som skulde vare i nesten femti år.”  Bergliot, De tre, 14.
188  Sæther as well means it has to be reconsidered the date set for his first poem to her; moreover, the details
around the ball would have been set up by Bergliot. 
189  The statements made by Bergliot would not be in complete opposition in the case that the Thoresens would
also hold balls with orchester in their living room. The ballroom is big and sumptuosly decorated: even the
orchester is there. Ibsen describes the ball scene in the first and the third stanzas of the poem: “Salen er strålende
smykket, /ballet er alt begyndt./ I brogede klynger bevæger/ sig damer i luftig pynt.
Højt fra orkestret lyder/ tonernes koglende hær./ Hver herre har festlige miner,/ hver lampe har festligt skær. [...]
Og der er latter og glæde / alt over den ganske sal./ Der er ikke én, som fatter,/ hvor verden er led og fatal.”
Der er ikke én, som fatter,/ Der er ikke én, som kan se,/ at under den slørende jubel /dølger sig tomhedens ve.”
Poem “Til den eneste”, HIS.
190  Koht, Henrik Ibsen, 148.
191 Magdalene had a close frequentation with the teatre milieu: she had an intense understanding with Ibsen's
friend Bjørnson and an artistic cooperation after she became a widow; the artistic (and erotic) relation between
Magdalene and the 13 years younger Norwegian artist is better explained. Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 103-
114. 
192  These plays “had been played in the years 1852-1855 at Det Norske Theater: A Witness, The bean of the
king's daughter and Mr. Money. She must have actually cooperated a few years with the colleague-artist around
ten your younger than her”. Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 86.
193  Letter from Hermann Thoresen to Susanne, Bergen the 3rd July 1855. Sæther 59, 60. BS 200.
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there is no direct confirmation that this engagement was with Ibsen, it would seem unlikely

that Susanne engaged just six months before meeting Ibsen, broke an engagement and

engaged herself again – not least because there is no trace of such a history in other sources.

After these considerations, and observing the weaknesses in the matter presented by Bergliot,

it seems that, either by hiding the fact that this engagement had happened earlier than what

she told, either by being not precise as for dates are concerned, Bergliot enriched the tales to

present an idealistic scene of their meeting. Sæther shows that Susanne was sent to Solnør by

Priest Thoresen, but anything indicates that he sent her there to make her change her mind

about the proposal. Priest Thoresen does not show any opposition in the letter of the 18 th

September, moreover he left her the option of coming back to Bergen “if she wished that”.

The embellishment of the reality that contributed to the creation of a “mytic couple  behind

the Ibsen's myth”. As explained by Hareide and supported by Aasen, it seems unlikely that

“Ibsen had never been invited to Magdalene's salong before Gildet på Solhoug because […]

not a valuable guest (Anker)”.194 Hareide confuted Anker's claim because Ibsen could have

entered the house before, in 1852 already, while coperating with Magdalene Thoresen. 

According to the records, Susanne and Ibsen got married the 18th June 1858. The couple left

Bergen the day after, Suzannah left her siblings and stepmother in sorrow for Priest

Thoresen's death,195 while Ibsen left without paying his debts.196  Ibsen's economic issues have

concerned his biographers because of their supposed reflection on his production, while

researching for this thesis it showed Suzannah's concern and promptness to solv them. The

ambiguities in the representation of Ibsen as desperate for money are better discussed in the

articles written by Fulsås, Nygaard, Dingstad in Den biografiske Ibsen, because as an artistic

director Ibsen was earning a good salary197 but according to Heggelund Dahl he left unpaied

many bills that later caused the several auctions. Suzannah seem to have tolerated those years

of econimic turbulence, trusting on the fact that their economic condition would have become

more stable once Ibsen had reached the success: in fact, according to the sources, Suzannah

trusted in him and in his skills:198 did she finally find a man interesting enough, according to

her expectations, due to the many years spent studying?199 She found the love in a relationship

194  Haraide, Magdalene Thoresen, 99-100, referring to Øyvind Anker's claim, Norsk Biografisk Leksikon, 256.
195 Record of the Church Book of the Cross Church in Bergen, reported after Sæther's research on the digital
archive, Sæther, Suzannah, 70-73.
196  Heggelund Dahl, Streiflys, 16-20.
197  Nygaard, “Og har jeg seilet min Skude paa Grund, O, saa var det dog dejligt at fare!” , Gloria Amoris,  185-
186.
198 According to the story told by Bergliot, Ibsen asked her to follow him. “Hva bryr du om, hva det pakket
skriver?” Bergliot, De tre, 42.
199 “Intet under, at både søsteren Marie og veninden Karoline hvisket og tisket om, at den unge dramatiker
Henrik Ibsen ved byens theater var en mann for Suzannah” Bergliot, De tre, 14.
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that left her enough space to develop her personality, far from the “spotlights”200 and the

critics, or did she clip her wings in order to face the “hard life” Ibsen could give her

economically? It is hard to give certain answers to these questions, but these are now

discussed. Ibsen needed his partner to be patient and supportive, and so became Suzannah. If

she ignored the long list of debts he already had in 1857, due to his vices and his illegitimate

son that Ibsen had had in Grimstad.201 There is no trace of Suzannah's opinion about the

matter, as mentioned by Sæther already.202 Those debts compromised their lifes during the

next 10 years, at least, and Suzannah experienced hunger, the loss and the stress, living almost

in conditions of poverty. Afterwards the new established family Ibsen begun its lifestyle

climax. Once engaged, Ibsen accepted the role of artistic director at the Kristiania Norske

Theater,203 whose economy was facing a period of crisis. Suzannah moved to Christiania with

her husband,204 to a city she did not know: Henrik had friends and cultural connections from

his old student times, the Hollænderne, while her connections were all in Bergen, Solnør or

abroad. According to Bergliot, Suzannah was running the house and putting the limits on

Ibsen's frequentation of his “dangerous friendships”, distractions that would have unfocused

him from his writing work.205 Suzannah's father had died in June 1858 and his inheritance

helped Magdalene to provide for the many unmarried daughters and sons that did not work

yet or whose incomes were too little, like in the case of the 12 years old Axel, Sara

Margarethe (born in 1844), and Thomas that was born in 1846 and was a student still.206 Johan

Herman became a jurist,207 therefore independent. The only choice left to the widow was to

sell the house in Bergen. The little that Suzannah inherited went sold in auctions that took

place in their house in 1862 to solve Henrik Ibsen's debts.208

The depression and the nervous breakdown Ibsen went through, accentuated the alcoholism

that he was afflicted with and if Suzannah had denied her help, he could not probably be done

with Kjærlighedens Komedie (A Love Comedy ) the 31st  December 1862, although the public

did not appreciate the play. Besides the critics,209 that took Ibsen down, morally and

economically, he still had debts that needed to be repaied. Ibsen got a loan of 400 spdl from

200  Rosenkrantz, Om og omkringHenrik og Suzannah Ibsen , 28.
201  Heggelund Dahl, Streiflys, 11-48.
202  See Suzannah. Fru Ibsen.
203  Meyer, Ibsen. A biography, 143: see his whole Chapter 6.
204  They took the dampship the next day after the ceremony, Sӕther, Suzannah, 73. Heggelund Dahl, Streiflys,
104, 110.
205  Bergliot, De tre, 185.
206  Fulsås, Biografisk leksikon til Ibsens brev, 420; Sӕther, Suzannah, 45.
207 He married later. He payed visits to family Ibsen often, and became a great support of them. Sӕther,
Suzannah, 85.
208  Transcriptions of the original letters and lists of goods are available in Heggelund Dahl, Streiflys, 33-35.
209  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 192.
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lawyer J. Nardrup, so that he could finally solve some debts from Bergen's time;210 this

expedient let the situation stable for a couple of months. Since they could not solve the debt

with Nardrup again, every single property of both went sold. The Ibsens were able to repay

him back in 1873 only. The biggest auction took place in 1864: Dahl Haggelund collected a

list of goods with a price drawn up by Ibsen to scrape together some money and get more

time. In this list there are also registered silver cutlery of her property, furnitures she heired

from her father's house in Bergen and most of her trousseau, but also handkerchiefs

embroided by Suzannah.211 Haggelund's research is not only interesting because it reveals that

Nandrup was looking for some “papers” that Ibsen had told him about and that were supposed

to be there together with the last items auctioned,212 but also because in Ibsen's list are

mentioned Susanne's manufactures that are lost nowadays, and because their existence

indicates that her step-mother gave her the education characteristic of the petty bourgeois, and

did not exclude those activities in favour of humanistic studies only.213

A decade later, Marcus Grønvold met the Ibsens regularly. Therefore, he claimed:

What she was for her husband, how faithfully she followed him through all the

chances, free from all pettiness and philistinism, spiritually independent to the

utmost, to which she read what Ibsen himself could not read, and she read to him,

her interest in female liberation and thereby her influence on Ibsen's production, -

this is elsewhere better investigated than I can do here - I can only preserve a

personally grateful memory about this completely distinguished thinking lady

[intellectual].214

After the economic disaster of the first years of their marriage, Suzannah seem to have started

to take the control over the expenses made by their family. In fact, Ibsen wrote her his

expenses in his letters while he was abroad; from her correspondence we understand that she

was an economiser herself. During the many years abroad, Family Ibsen lived a very essential

210  For example the tailor bill from 1858. Heggelund Dahl, Streiflys, 19.
211  Heggelund Dahl, Streiflys, 32,34, 46-48.
212  Heggelund Dahl, Streiflys, 48.
213 Girls were forced to learn activities such as dancing, broading, playing the piano, instead of intellectual
ones. These “consented” activities served to entertain the family and the guests when the daughter had a talent,
but “such playfulness hide an imposition, in most of cases”. Torill Steinfeld, “Fra salmeoversettelser til det
borgerlige familiedrama”, in Norsk kvinnelitteraturhistorie 29-30.
214  “Hva hun var for sin mand, hvor trofast hun fulgte ham gjennem alle de tilskikkelser, fri for al smaalighet
og spidsborgerlighet, aandelig uavhængig til det yderste, hvorledes hun læste hva Ibsen selv ikke kom til at læse
og saa la det læste til rette for ham, hendes interesse for den kvindelige frigjørelse og derved hendes indflydelse
paa Ibsens produktion, - dette er andetsteds bedre utredet, end jeg kan gjøre det her; - selv kan jeg kun bevare en
personlig taknemmelig erindring om denne i ett og alt fornæmt tænkende dame”. Sæther, Suzannah, 189. After
Grønvold, Fra Ulrikken til Alperne, 144-145.
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and simple life: Suzannah defined their economic conditions in Italy as “not only cheap, but

purely poor”.215 When Suzannah travelled to Copenhagen to assist her dying sister Marie,

Ibsen exhorted her not to spare on food and selfcare, and he updated her over their expenses

and about the simple diet that his son and him are following:

We are not using a lot of money; we haven't had any extra expenses; on the

evening, we eat only bread and butter; we haven't bought cheese or sausages or

similars yet. Sigurd has got a very nice winter frac out of my Roman one, and it

cost only 2 Dl and 15 Groschen. 

I have to firmly repeat you to sustain yourself with wine and crafty food of the

best quality: to economize on this situation could become very costly [in terms of

health].216 

Two days after he repeats his recommendations and gives her instructions not to spare. He

demanded Suzannah to travel in a 2nd class damecoupè, using the money she needed:

Use with abundance money and tools for the travel. It will be bitterly cold on your

route to south. Besides travelling in 2nd class, damecoupè, bring a bottle of port

wine with you. I explained you the travel route in a earlier letter.217

From these two examples also emerge Ibsen's worries for his wife's health. In another earlier

letter, Ibsen updated Suzannah about his accommodation in Vienna, once he had arrived: 

For the salon I have, with picking, cleaning and brushing, owning errands in the 

city, etc., I  pay  80 gold per month or about 2½ gold a day. She brings  me coffee

whenever I wish, as well as French bread and butter for breakfast, all together for

30 Kreutzer or 6 Groschen. I have eaten lunch here today, deliciously served, on

silver platter with tablecloths and napkins, a full little jug of coffee, abundance of

215  “Ikke bare tarvelig, men rent ud fattigsligt”. Sæther, Suzannah, 131.
216 “Mange penge bruger vi ikke; nogen extraudgifter har vi ikke havt; om aftenen spiser vi kun smør og brød;
ost, pølse eller lignende har vi endnu ikke købt. Sigurd har  fået en meget pen vinterfrakke af min romerske, og
den kostede kun 2 Thaler 15 Groschen.Jeg må bestemt forlange at Du styrker Dig med vin og kraftig kost af
bedste slags; at spare herpå kunde let blive en meget dyr besparelse.” Letter from Ibsen from Dresden 13 th

November 1974.
217 “Forsyn Dig rigeligt med rejsepenge og med rejsetøj. Det vil blive bitterlig koldt på turen nedover. Rejs i
2den klasses damekupé, og tag blandt andet en flaske god portvin med Dig. Rejserouten har jeg i et tidligere brev
beskrevet”, Letter from Ibsen from Dresden 15th November 1974, HIS.
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milk, bread, butter and sugar, all exquisite and of the best kind.218

Examples like the previous letters are many, and they can be read throughout the

correspondence of the couple: a similar letter was sent from Munich in 1877, where Ibsen

wrote more information about the people he met and his expenses for the food, from the

morning coffee to his lunch and dinner courses.219 According to Bergliot, who visited the

couple during their older years, the furnishings of the house was very simple, also because

Suzannah Ibsen did not spend money on decorations, as when they were young and poor.220

Bergliot wrote a funny anecdote about the curtains of their living room: Ibsen asked her

advice, because he wanted to buy some new ones, while Suzannah was contrary for their cost.

Therefore, they met without Suzannah, “feeling like two conspirators”. The day after

Suzannah reacted like Bergliot expected: she was irritated until the girl explained that Ibsen

wished them, then she smiled and commented them as “delightful”.221 

Sæther as well claims that Suzannah was acquainted with the submissions of Ibsen's books

from Copenhagen to the Norwegian cities. There is a letter in which Suzannah explained to

Ibsen that the publisher did not send enough books to Trondheim, Bergen, Stavanger and she

feared a damage to their incomes.222 

From the sources analysed through this research Suzannah Ibsen grew up in a singular context

that contributed to the development of her mind, cosmopolite rather than bourgeois. Since she

was young she frequented not only her equals, but also people from other milieus and

different places, a fact that made her a very adaptable woman. She was not only a young lady

from the petty bourgeoisie in search for a stable marriage in order to live on her husband's

political position or economic maintenance, but an intellectually independent woman that

chose to marry the man she liked and with whom she had an intellectual affinity. In fact, she

218 “For den salon jeg har skal jeg betale med opvartning, pudsning og børstning, besørgelse af ærinder i byen
o. s. v, 80 Gulden pr: måned eller omtrent 2 ½ Gulden om dagen. Kaffe leverer hun mig når jeg ønsker det samt
franskbrød og smør til frokost, alt tilsammen for 30 Kreutzer eller 6 groschen. Jeg har spist frokost her idag,
prægtigt serveret, på sølvbrikke med dug og servietter, en hel liden kande kaffe, overflod af mælk, brød, smør og
sukker, alt udsøgt og af bedste slags”. Letter from Ibsen from Wien the 14th June 1873, HIS.
219“Helene er meget brav, koger god kaffe og forretter al sin gerning med den største punktlighed og aldeles
således, som hun har mærket at jeg vil have det. Middag spiser jeg i almindelighed hos Schleich, hvor det er
bedre end i Musæum og ikke synderlig dyrere. For 1.75 får jeg en udmærket suppe, fisk, to kødretter med
allehånde gemüse og kompot, samt derefter kage og ost, smør og brød. Dette er sågodtsom mit eneste måltid; thi
jeg er altid hjemme om aftenerne og spiser da kun et lidet stykke smørrebrød”. Letter from Ibsen from Munich,
21st August 1877, HIS.
220  “Hjemmet var stadig preget av den største sparsommelighet”. Bergliot, De tre, 50, 45. 
221   Bergliot, De tre, 189-190.
222  “Hun holder også rede på boksendingene fra Københaven til Norges byer. Forlaget har nemlig ikke sendt
mange nok bøker til Trondheim, Bergen og Stavanger. Dette skader omsetningen, peker hun på”. Sæther,
Suzannah, footnote 44, 378.
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picked his still immature talent of a playwright and helped him in practice because she

developped great organisational skills. She did not care of the shallowness and pettiness that

she could encounter in society life, but she was attracted to the dramatic and “the great” since

she was a child: she enjoyed literature and theatre in practice since she was a kid by

performing home made plays 223 and her fantasy during her childhood but also adulthood is

confirmed in many of the older sources.224 Since she did not go to school she widened her

literary knowledge and abilities through the many readings, before she met Ibsen. After her

marriage her activity assumed a different meaning because she was involved in the translation

of theatre plays for Ibsen. On the other hand, Ibsen found with Suzannah the balance of

familiar love, a value that he had missed since he split from his family once he left Skien and

Grimstad.225 The benefits of such a familiar security put him in condition to develop is œuvre:

the next two chapters discuss those situations in which such exchange proved Suzannah

Ibsen's  literary sensibility, that she expanded on his side.

223  Sæther, Suzannah, 45-46.
224 Koht, Henrik Ibsen, vol. I, 151-152; Magdalene's claim reported in Aasen, Bergenske kvinner,150; Fru Ibsen
kunde sitte og resitere vers, parodiske vers, som moret Ibsen umåtelig. Jeg husker i særdeleshet ett fra Bergen
om en morder. Jeg kan ennu høre Ibsen le. Ja, hvor kunde hun ikke fortelle historier! Det var en fantasi over
hennes fremstilling, som jeg aldri vil glemme. Og så hennes stemme! Dette mektige organ, varmt og dybt”.
Bergliot, De tre, 187-188. 
225  Letter from Ibsen to Peter Hansen, 28th October 1870, HIS.
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Chapter 3

3.1 Suzannah's translations

After the considerations made in the previous chapter about Suzannah's background and her

skills, it will be now discussed the matter of Suzannah's contribution to Ibsen's stagings in

Kristiania Norske Theater. The few plays that have been officially translated by her have been

only mentioned in Ibsen's biographies as if she worked for him as a scribe and in connection

with the expectations from the wife of a theatre director. Suzannah's translation work is the

evidence, instead, of her abilities and of the high consideration that Ibsen had of her talent and

of her opinion. When it comes to Meyer's biography, Suzannah appears only twice before

their “great escape” abroad: firstly, she is introduced as the “becoming to be Ibsen's espouse”,

through different anecdotes from her childhood, reported from those who knew her. The

second moment in which she is introduced, is bound to Ibsen's habits and problems in

Christiania, and there is mentioned the matter of her translations, as part of the context: Ibsen

was drinking a lot and coming home late, so his wife took care of him;226 the theatre

programme that he had prepared was not enough for Christiania's public, so he changed panel,

and Suzannah translated foreign plays for him.227 He was not able to earn enough money and

“Suzannah waited for the food on the table”,228 while they had to move from apartment to

apartment. But if her intervention can be framed in a period of economic urgency, it cannot be

limited to it. However, these few hints open to the problems of translation and adaptation of a

play that Suzannah had to face while following Ibsen's career. Solid information and

statements around the subject of Suzannah's translations, even when proofs are missing,

appear here and there in researches about Henrik Ibsen; they will be presented and researched

deeper in this chapter. 

3.2 Suzannah's working context in a tradition of female translators

In the century when Suzannah was born, an upperclass woman was not supposed to work,

except for a few roles consented to her: among them, she could work as governess or

translator. All over Europe, scientific works translated by women were the ground of foreign

researches.229 In the literary field, female translators had worked for centuries “behind the

226  Sæther, Suzannah, 83-98.
227  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 187.
228  De Figuereido, Henrik Ibsen. Mennsket og Masken, 179
229 For example the cases of the translator Marie Lavoiser, of Émilie du Châtelet, who made the French
translation of Newton's Principia. Kawashima, “Women's translations of scientific texts in the 18th century: a
case study of Marie-Anne Lavoisier”. Nagoya Institute of Technology, 2011. Retrieved  3rd November 2018,
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curtains”, like the English translators of Epictetus from Greek, Elizabeth Carter and her friend

Catherine Talbot.230 In her article “The splendid literature of the North’,231 Petra Broomans

wrote about women translators and intermediaries of Scandinavian women writers around

1900. There, she explained their large contribution in the Norwegian literature, also by

quoting the Dutch reviewer J.E. Sachse. According to her research, intermediaries in the XX

century did not only translate a text from language A into language B, but they “often

combined the roles of introducteur, literary agent and translator, and were sometimes

publishers as well”.232 Broomans research gives many examples of female literary activity in

Northern Europe: although her research is focused on the Dutch book market, it is interesting

because she mentions many women intermediaries who brought Scandinavian intellectual

products outside of Scandinavia, that were the link between the Scandinavian book market

and the Dutch one.233 Two centuries before, according to Steinfeld's research in the History of

the Norwegian Female Literature,234 F.C. Schönau published a book about the Norwegian and

the Danish literary activity of intellectual women: there he mentioned, among the others, “two

women authors that together represent the two positions of the female literary tradition, as it

has been called later”.235 The first is the noblewoman Birgitte Christine Kaas (1682-1761)

who became a famous psalms translator. Although most of those translations was never

published, or burned with her house in 1746, some survived through the religious tradition,

because they were sung in the Church. The other female intellectual is Birgitte Lange (1714-

1753), “described by later feminist writers for her passion for her studies”. She learned

English, French and Spanish and her major work is the translation of Antonio de Solis'

History of the conquest of Mexico. Her father was a lawyer but after he died, her economic

condition - and consequently her health - worsen. Both intellectuals experienced the conflict

between their duties as women and their desire for independent activities.

Gradually, in the XVIII  century, wealthier women increased their free time to dedicate to

studies.236  This chapter does not discuss further the history of female translation in Norway as

such, but these examples help reconstructing the context before the XX century, when well-

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22606747 .
230  Agorni, “A Marginal(ized) Perspective on Translation History: Women and Translation in the Eighteenth
Century” in Meta, 50(3), 817–830. doi:10.7202/011598ar. 
231  Broomans, “The splendid literature of the North’. Women translators and intermediaries of Scandinavian
women writers around 1900”, in “I have heard about you”. Foreign women’s writing crossing the Dutch
border: from Sappho to Selma Lagerlöf , 307-323.
232  Broomans, “The splendid literature of the North’, 308. Quoting “Grave 2001, p.13”.
233 Among them, the Dutch translator Philippine Wijsman, who introduced Strindberg's work to the Nederlands,
but also for example through the translations made by Betsy Bakker-Nort, I.C. De Cock and Martha van Vloten.
Broomans,“The splendid literature of the North’, 308.
234  Steinfeld, “Fra salmeoversettelser til det borgerlige familiedrama”, in Norsk kvinnelitteraturhistorie.
235  Steinfeld, “Fra salmeoversettelser til det borgerlige familiedrama”, 28.
236 Steinfeld, “Fra salmeoversettelser til det borgerlige familiedrama”, 28.
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read women were making their way in the literary world through hostile audiences, until they

could cut the use of pseudonyms. Suzannah Ibsen has to be mentioned among those woman

intermediaries, which action has been mostly overlooked in the past: as claimed by Ch. B.

Tullin, women could become proficient writers, once they had received a better education.237

His claim was gradually supported by reality, since a part of male authors and publishers

considered educated women as intellectuals worth to be entrusted with translation or editing

tasks already. Suzannah did not reveal her activity: besides her will to remain in the shadow

told by Rosenkrantz (see chapter 2), her work must be contextualised in a time in which most

of women's publications were signed under male pen names, and in which the figure of the

translator was not considered for the process he went through, but for its written result, which

means the creative work made by the original author. Suzannah Ibsen developped her

intellectual activity on the side of Henrik Ibsen's action, not only according to the role of the

wife who attended the plays set up by her husband, the theatre director, but also in the terms

of re-elaborating and translating a new version of a foreign text for his pannel, like in the

cases to her attributed and presented in this chapter. Suzannah could make it, because the

translation work requires abilities and experience that she had accumulated home.

Sæther affirms that Ibsen's letter in which he offered himself to work for Christiania Theater

in 1862 was never answered,238 with the consequences that Suzannah took care of him while

he was sick and broke down. Arguably, Suzannah put herself on work to gather some money,

working again as a translator: “She took on herself new translation work”.239 It is not

specified, in this sentence, which kind of translations she took care of, but it implies a few

other aspects that will be analysed in this chapter: firstly, it reveals some information about

Suzannah's writing skills and the languages she spoke. Secondly it expresses the fact that she

did not translate professionally for the first time: what kind of translations did she make and

who did she translated for? Was she hired by private people or was it something of cultural

significance, like the translation of literary works? The third aspect to consider concerns the

choice of translated texts: whether they were proposed by Ibsen or by Suzannah, they have

been important steps of their intellectual (and also romantic) partnership, so that it is

important to look closely at them. Moreover, translations made by Suzannah are the evidence

of her engagement towards Ibsen's theatre which means the evidence of Suzannah Ibsen's

intellectuality.

237 Steinfeld, “Fra salmeoversettelser til det borgerlige familiedrama”, 28.
238  Sӕther, Suzannah, 98 (from Christiania Theater's archive, direksjonens forhandlingsprk., 5, fol. 12 a. NB).
This letter is not conserved in HIS. This source has not been checked for this thesis.  Meyer seems unaware of
the existence of this letter. 
239 “Hun påtok seg nytt oversetterarbeid”, Sӕther, Suzannah, 98. Sæther quotes Edvardsen, Ibsens Christiania,
62-63.
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Suzannah Ibsen had studied foreign languages and literatures, and she was  interested in these

humanistic subjects,240 after Magdalene Thoresen's instruction: she had been, in fact, educated

together with her sisters and “other friends” by their stepmother. They learned German,

English and French and studied the relative literatures, becoming good at them (see chapter

2). Suzannah's knowledge of German is a fact: it started under Magdalene Thoresen's

guidance and it was shared with her sisters,241 like explained by Hareide already. In this

chapter it will be explained Suzannah's competence in the German language at Ibsen's

disposition, since he was interested in German plays.

Suzannah loved reading since her very young years and she was an expert of the nordic sagas,

and her readings had shaped her abilities to declamate and play roles (see chapter 2). Her

sister Marie praised her in a letter, because Suzannah's happenings were so wisely accounted

and her descriptions were so enjoyable, that they looked alive when she read her letters; Marie

recognised also her sister's eye for great things and beauty.242 

In the statement “she took on herself new translation work”,243 it is implicit that Suzannah had

worked as a translator before. It is reported, that she had translated from French and Sæther

gives the title of one German play only: Grev Waldemar.244 The topic is not further explored

because her focus is on Suzannah's need for solutions while Ibsen was sick.245 Professional

translations made by Suzannah Ibsen are mentioned by Ibsen in a letter, and by other

biographers, like explained in the next section. Her involvement in the translation of theatrical

texts gives more information about Suzannah's intellectual skills than what is commonly

written about. In fact, the work of the translator is not an easy task that could be solved just by

anybody knowing two languages. When it comes to the translation of a written text, like a

novel or a poem, it is required the deepened knowledge of the foreign language in which the

text has been conceived and written, so that the translator could find correspondences in his

mother language, producing a second text that will transmit the same concepts and ideas,

through the different tools that the second language can offer. To properly mediate without

modifying the intents of the text, it is necessary the knowledge of both contexts, of both

240  Sæther, Suzannah, 83.
241 According to Aasen, Susanne's friend Karoline Reimers was born and raised in Bergen by German relatives
and spoke her motherlanguage with them, Aasen, Bergenske kvinner, 151. It remains an hypothesis, but Susanne
could have practiced German with her friend when they read together, and she could have also been influenced
by her German friend through the literary choices made together.
242  “Der som livet ruller opp for meg naar jeg faar Dine Breve, Du ved at beskrive saa levende, at det staar for
mig saa klart synes jeg”. Letter of the 29th October 1865, transcripted in Sӕther, Suzannah, 125.
243  Sӕther, Suzannah, 98. 
244  Sæther, Suzannah, 83. Also mentioned in Meyer, Ibsen. A biography, 187.
245 Suzannah needed to run the house, to take care of the husband and of the little Sigurd, besides their
economical issues that Ibsen was not in the condition to solve.
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cultures, that the translator could have gained by living in the two countries but also by

reading their literature, exploring their art. The translator also needs the ability to compare

both realities, in order to give the same message to two different readers from two different

backgrounds. 

Suzannah's translation works from German into Danish/Norwegian (her mother language)

considered in this chapter concern three theatrical texts, a fact that requires a few more

considerations. When it comes to the translation of the script of a play, in fact, the work is

slightly different: every theatre performance is different, even when it arises from the same

text and even when its author is the one who directs it. The translation work differs even more

when the director decides to stage a work of others, because the adaptation process becomes

essential to create a representation that is successful and with an artistic sense. The new

version has to be consistent for a different company and a different audience: its adapter could

operate some changes of form or its language register, maybe its length, and even changes of

the plot. Translating a script for theatre enhances the adaptation process in spite of a text to be

read: while the reader filters the text through his own fantasy, therefore applying his own

adaptation, a play's performance will make emerge the different cultural references at their

maximum level in the visual, auditory and emotional reception of the spectator. Suzannah's

contribution is therefore to be considered as influential on Ibsen's stagings of European plays

because she was a skilled translator. Sæther also means that Suzannah's daily discussions

about literature with Ibsen could have influenced the dialogue and reply forms, the linguistic

register and the different styles, that the dramatist developed into his own style.246

Meyer pointed that “she translated”247 some texts and he did not research further about her

importance in the matter: besides the titles, the information given draws Suzannah as if she

was Ibsen's clerk. Koht overlooked such information in both editions. Among Ibsen's

biographer, De Figuereido solely forms the hypothesis that Suzannah could have been a writer

for Ibsen, but he did not support the suggestion of her involvement or eventual authorship

with further research:

Gustav Freytag's Count Waldemar [...] is also interesting because it was translated

by Suzannah Ibsen. So, she had something different to do, than forcing the pen in

246 “Suzannah hadde blitt opplaert i retorikk og hadde et saerlig øre for språklige valører. Mye tyder på at hun
gjennom oversetterarbeidet kan ha medvirket til dramatikerens utvikling av dialogen og replikkføringen. Deres
daglige samtaler om litteratur må ha skjerpet deres bevissthet om språket, både den høye og lave stil”, Sæther,
Suzannah, 83.
247  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 182. 
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his hand; most likely she used it herself.248

It may remain an hypothesis, the fact that part of the adaptation work was up to Suzannah,

since Ibsen was exhausted and ill,249 but he managed to present several more productions in

the following period,250 and such help most likely came from Suzannah: besides the motives

of being there and the economic urgency (see chapter 2), she was an intellectual capable of

such work, as proved by the three translations made by her presented in this chapter.

3.3 Translations  attributed to Suzannah

According to the sources presented in this chapter, Suzannah translated at least three plays

from German to Norwegian. In absence of a manuscript signed by Suzannah or a statement

made by herself, this research encountered different proofs of her contribution to the matter,

and one of them comes from Ibsen's correspondence: he wrote a letter from Dresden, 23rd

November 1871 to an unknown recipient, where he declared:

I have done my best to spread German literature in my own country, and I will

mention here only what is nearest, that the plays "The Valentine" and "Count

Waldemar" have been translated in my own house and under my supervision, so

that they could be performed several times at our National Theater and

contributed to create a highly honoured name for the German poet in my native

country.251

In this letter Ibsen writes about two Freytag's plays: one is Count Waldemar, and the second

one, Die Valentine, a title that is not reported by researchers who mentioned the other plays

translated by Suzannah. A third play, that has been “translated in house”, is reported by

Meyer only: it is Zopf und Schwert, of the prussian author Karl Gutzkow and “it was

withdrawn after four performances”.252 

248  “Gustav Freytags Grev Waldemar [...] er også interessant fordi det var oversatt av Suzannah Ibsen. Så
hadde hun altså annet å gjøre enn å tvinge pennen i mannens hånd; sannelig brukte hun den ikke selv også". De
Figuereido, Henrik Ibsen. Mennsket og masken, 176.
249  De Figuereido, Mennsket og masken, 176. During winter 1861-1862 Ibsen was sick: he suffered of a
“nervous fever”, “broken down by despair”, both in Sæther, Suzannah, 98; Meyer, Henrik Ibsen, 189-190. They
all refer to Magdalene Thoresen, Om Henrik Ibsen og hans hustru, published in Juleroser, Copenhagen: 1901.
250  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 191. Anker, Kristiania Norske Theaters Repertoire 1852-1863, 50-51.
251  “Ich habe mein Bestes gethan um die deutsche Literatur in meinem Vaterlande auszubreiten, und will hier
nur erwähnen, was gerade am nächsten liegt, daß die Dramen «Die Valentine» und «Graf Waldemar» in meinem
eigenen Hause und unter meiner Aufsicht übersetzt worden sind, so daß sie auf unserem Nationaltheater
mehrmals aufgeführt werden konnten und dazu beigetragen haben, dem deutschen Dichter auch in meinem
Vaterlande einen hoch geehrten Namen zu schaffen.”  Letter from Ibsen to an unknown recepient, Dresden, 23rd

November 1871, HIS.
252  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 182.
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Although Ibsen's statement seems to imply his wife's translation work of the three plays, their

poor reception seem to have obscured the involvement of Suzannah Ibsen in the matter:

Sæther suggests that “her translations did not increase their incomes”,253 and this fact might,

hypothetically, explain why those translations have not been considered in a deeper sense by

modern academics, while the older researchers gave her empirical support for granted. But the

reasons of the failure of the plays translated by has nothing to do with the quality of her work,

due, instead, to a complex situation of the theatre market and of Christiania's public. Ibsen

answered to the critics received after performing Harpisk og Kaarde, the Norwegian

adaptation of Zopf und Schwert: according to Meyer, the audience did not have the sense of

the real drama, but preferred vaudevilles with music and dance.254 The translation of such

texts, difficult for Christiania's theatre-goers, is the proof of Suzannah's abilities, used at the

service of Ibsen's production, showing not to be merely his secretary or his a copist, like she

would appear from the older sources instead.255 In spite of the critics received, Suzannah

never pushed her husband to lower the quality of his choices as a theatre director, in spite of

their economic issues. She defended his taste and choices, as well as she pushed him to be a

playwright instead of a painter, as testified by their son Sigurd: “the world can truly thank my

mother because of having one bad painter less but a great poet instead”256 (see chapter 2). The

failure of the translated plays is due to a complex situation of the theatre market and it is due

to Christiania's public, like explained by Ibsen and reported by Meyer:

When one has, like our public, inured oneself year in and year out to the dramatic

candy-floss of Scribe & Co., cautiously seasoned with a ration of bogus poetry, it

is not to be wondered at that this more solid German fare should prove more

indigestible even to the ostrich stomachs of Christiania audiences.257  

The three plays, whose translations is attributed to Suzannah Ibsen, and now discussed.

3.3.1 Gustav Freytag's play Graf Waldemar

The first drama is Graf Waldemar, written by the German author Gustav Freytag. Ibsen wrote

253 “Hennes oversettelser bidro neppe til å øke inntekten i hjemmet.”, Sæther, Suzannah, 83.
254   Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 182.
255  As Karoline had been for Bjørnson: “[hun] renskrev alle manuskripter [hans]”. Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon
til Ibsens brev, 54. Also told by Bergliot Ibsen in De tre.
256  “Verden kan isannhet takke min mor for, at den fikk en dårlig maler mindre og fikk en stor dikter isteden!”
Bergliot, De Tre, 41.
257  Suzannah understood the quality of her husband's skills and understood that the problems later listed were
hard to bypass. According to Meyer, the audience did not have the sense of the real drama, but preferred
vaudeviller with music and dance. Meyer, Henrik Ibsen, 182.
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a letter to an unknown recipient while living in Dresden to defend himself from the accusation

of “offending the German reader with some commentaries about Germany and the German

people” written on a periodical.258 Ibsen defended himself by explaining his attempt to

introduce German literature into Norwegian theatres, by staging dramas such as Count

Waldemar, whose texts have been translated in his house and under his supervision” (see

above). Grev Waldemar is the Norwegian version of the German 5 acts drama published in

Leipzig in 1847. Keble Schofield analysed Freytag's breach of conventions and she named the

two plays here discussed as Schauspiele, because:

although generally serious in tone, [they do] not adhere to tragic conventions, and

moments of comedy can sit alongside more earnest themes. Freytag appeared

finally to find a form in which he could pursue both his theatrical and his political

aims without compromising either.259

Through Ibsen's correspondence we understand his preference for this author, while Dano-

Norway was not ready for its reception. As according to Keble Schofield “both plays share

the same contemporary setting of 1840s Germany, and both revolve around inter-class

relationships - in each, bourgeois figures present the upper classes with an alternative to a

negatively depicted aristocratic value system”,260 in Norway the critics welcomed its

performance, but the audience failed to attend.261 

This thesis will not analyse the plot of the two plays. However, in Ibsen's letter, Suzannah is

not named, but according to the biographical information gathered (see chapters 1 and 2), it

seems that Ibsen could not afford the expenses of a translator: among the receipts and the

debts recorded from that period, there is no trace of such payments to any translator left. This

fact indicates that someone “in his house” did this work for free: since it seems that during the

years 1860 and 1861, only Ibsen, his wife and his son were living in their house, besides their

visitors262 and some service maid,263 Suzannah's authorship is also indicated by such

circumstances. It has not been found, during this research, the translated manuscript Grev

258 “In Nr. 40 Ihrer Wochenschrift haben Sie einen Brief aufgenommen, in welchem ich, der unterzeichnete
norwegische Dichter, als Einer genannt werde, welcher, obwohl seit langem die deutsche Gastfreundschaft in
Dresden genießend, dennoch in einer Sammlung lyrischer Gedichte, die im Anfang dieses Jahres herausgegeben
sind, sich über Deutschland und das deutsche Volk in einer Weise geäußert habe, die durchaus kränkend für den
deutschen Leser sein müsse”, letter from Ibsen to an unknown recepient, Dresden 23rd November 1871, HIS.
259  See her Doctor of Philosophy dissertation, Private Lives and Collective Destinies: Class, Nation and the
Folk in the Works of Gustav Freytag (1816-1895), 74.
260  Keble Schofield, Private Lives and Collective Destinies, 74.
261   Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 187. 
262  Her sister Marie was probably home with them: the two sisters would also discuss together about their
readings, even though any literary talent of Marie is acknowledged. Sæther, Suzannah, 98. Her sister Anne
Sophie was there to help Suzannah during her pregnancy, during autumn 1859, Sæther, Suzannah, 88. 
263  Johanne Johannesdatter worked for the Ibsens in 1860, while they lived at Grosch in Kristiania (Dahl 2001,
14), Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon, 222. 
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Waldemar, but modern researchers like Sæther, De Figuereido, Edvardsen, Fulsås,264 they all

refer to Anker, while relating Ibsen's statement to Suzannah.265 

Meyer explained the hostile context in which Ibsen had decided to stage the play, that  had

been successful in Germany,266 while he gave Suzannah the only credit of its translation:

On 25th September Ibsen presented a third play new to Christiania, Gustav

Freytag's five-act drama Count Waldemar, which had been succesfully performed

at practically every theatre in Germany. Suzannah Ibsen translated it, the critics

welcomed it and praised Ibsen for having had the enterprise to produce it; but the

public again showed its distaste for anything remotely serious by staying away,

and it, too, lasted for only three performances.267

Meyer did not report his source or made further research about the matter, neither he

mentioned if the translation of the play had been adapted to the Norwegian taste. However,

his claims find validation in other researches.268 According to him, the production had firstly

been welcomed by the critics, but both the director and its adapter assisted to the unsuccessful

reception of the three performances, due to an audience looking for “the dramatic candy-floss

of Scribe&Co”.269 Suzannah's translation of Graf Waldemar is also corroborated in HIS by

quoting Anker:

Suzannah Ibsen had translated Gustav Freytag's Count Waldemar (Anker 1956e,

70), but  it is not acknowledged, of  any translation of Die Valentine that Ibsen

had to do with. Die Valentine is a farce in 5 acts (8 parts), and Erik Bøgh was the

author of a danish re-elaboration under the title Valentine's Feast.270

264 Sæther, Suzannah, 83; De Figuereido, Mennesket og Masken, 175; Edvardsen, Ibsens Christiania, 62-63,
Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon, 139. 
265  Anker, Kristiania Norske Theaters Repertoire 1852-1863, 26.
266 “The bourgeois tragedy sprang up in various countries in the course of the eighteenth century, partly in
protest against the "classical" or "heroic" type of drama, which had firmly established its monopoly of the
serious stage through the prestige of its ancestry in the "golden ages" of Greece, England, and France[...].
Leastways in Germany, [...]after Lessing, Schiller, [ …] and  Otto Ludwig […], numerous other attempts
followed e.g., Gustav Freytag's (1816-1895) Die Valentine (1847) and Graf Waldemar (1848), but none of them
were of sufficient strength and weight to make more than a passing impression in the evolution of modern
drama. The tragic conflicts in the plays of that earlier period (say1840-1870) echoed, as a rule, — and that a rule
almost without exception, — the antagonism between separated classes of society and their religious, political,
and national strifes and struggles. The tragedy in fact consisted in the entrance of these outside conflicts into the
precincts of domestic life”. Heller, Henrik Ibsen. Plays and Problems, 111-113. 
267 Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 187. 
268 “Grev Waldemar ble oppført tre ganger på Kristiania Norske Theater i september 1861 (Anker 1956e, 28)
og ble spilt på Det norske Theater i Bergen 30. april og 4. mai 1862 (Gatland 2000, 31). Valentinsfesten synes
derimot ikke å ha blitt fremført hverken i Kristiania eller i Bergen (jf. Anker 1956e; Anker 1956a; Gatland
2000). Kommentar til brev, HIS 13 K, 140-141.
269 Meyer, Henrik Ibsen, 182.
270 “Susanna Ibsen hadde oversatt Gustav Freytags Graf Waldemar (Grev Waldemar) (Anker 1956e, 70), men
noen oversettelse av Die Valentine, som Ibsen har hatt befatning med, er ikke kjent. Die Valentine er en
folkekomedie i fem akter (åtte avdelinger), og Erik Bøgh stod for en dansk bearbeidelse under tittelen
Valentinsfesten”. Kommentar til brev, HIS 13 K, 140. 
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3.3.2 Gustav Freytag's Die Valentine

In the letter sent from Dresden the 23rd November 1871 (ditto as above), Ibsen named a third

play that has been translated by Suzannah, but it has only been mentioned by Anker and

reported in Henrik Ibsens Skrifter. 271 It is Freytag's272 Die Valentine. In the letter, Ibsen wrote

in German to an unknown recepient, that its translation had been handled “in house” under his

supervision. This play was published in Leipzig in 1847 and it was treating of psychological

entanglement.273 Two dramas from the same author were selected to be translated: this fact

reveals both a preference for Freytag and the acknowledgment of his innovative approach to

theatre. In the letter Ibsen put the two titles, Die Valentine and Graf Waldemar like if they

had been treated equally, translated with the same objective of staging them: “the dramas The

Valentines and Count Waldemar have been translated in my house under my supervision”.274

Ibsen never mentioned in his letters that the Norwegian version of Die Valentine has never

been staged, neither other researches could prove its contrary, as according to the studies of

Gatland and Anker.275 Based on Ibsen's words, it can be assumed that Suzannah had translated

its text in the frame 1860-1861 after translating Grev Waldemar. In fact, Count Waldemar

was staged in Kristiania Theater for the first time  25 th September 1861 (see above), then

Ibsen did not stage it, after having observed the difficult perception of German dramatic art

by Christiania's audience. During those years the theatre was going towards bankruptcy,

which means that although his innovation plan, Ibsen also needed to encounter the public's

taste. The “indigest stomachs of Christiania's audience badly received Grev Waldemar” and

the same would have happened to Die Valentine. Thanks to Suzannah's work on these

translations Ibsen could enrich his theatre panel, but, Ibsen's direction was not popular and

successful anymore and he could not risk another unsuccessful staging. Though, Ibsen had

recognised Freytag's importance, in fact he mentioned him at least 4 times in his letters, even

271  «Die Valentine» ... eigenen Hause ... übersetzt worden sind]Susanna Ibsen hadde oversatt Gustav Freytags
Graf Waldemar (Grev Waldemar) (Anker 1956e, 70), men noen oversettelse av Die Valentine, som Ibsen har
hatt befatning med, er ikke kjent. Die Valentine er en folkekomedie i fem akter (åtte avdelinger), og Erik Bøgh
stod for en dansk bearbeidelse under tittelen Valentinsfesten, jf. følgende kommentar. Grev Waldemar ble
oppført tre ganger på Kristiania Norske Theater i september 1861 (Anker 1956e, 28) og ble spilt på Det norske
Theater i Bergen 30. april og 4. mai 1862 (Gatland 2000, 31). Valentinsfesten synes derimot ikke å ha blitt
fremført hverken i Kristiania eller i Bergen (jf. Anker 1956e; Anker 1956a; Gatland 2000).  HIS 13 K, 140
272   “[Freytag] skrev bl.a. lystspillet Die Journalisten (1853) fra moderne pressemiljø (satt opp på Christiania
Theater 1860; Anker 1956a), Graf Waldemar (1858, oversatt av Susanna Ibsen og satt opp på Kristiania Norske
Theater 1861; Anker 1956e), romanen Soll und Haben (1854–58, 3 b.) fra kjøpmannsmiljø, Die Technik des
Dramas (1863) og det kulturhistoriske Die Bilder aus der deutschen Vergangenheit (1859–67, 5 b.).” Fulsås,
Biografisk Leksikon, 139.
273 See also Passow,Wilhelm Arthur, Friedrich August Pischon, Leitfaden zur Geschichte der deutschen
Literatur.
274  Letter from Ibsen to an unknown recepient, Dresden 23rd November 1871, see above, 58.
275 “Valentinsfesten synes derimot ikke å ha blitt fremført hverken i Kristiania eller i Bergen” quoting (jf.
Anker 1956e; Anker 1956a; Gatland 2000), HIS 13 K, 140.
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10 years after staging his dramas. In these letters Ibsen underlined his preference for the

German author: the first letter has been discussed above. The second one is sent to Hegel,

where Ibsen reported his apologia to Dowe and Freytag's journal Im neuen Reich:276 from the

content of this letter it can be related the recipient of the letter of the 23rd November 1971 to

its editorial staff. The third letter is sent 3 months later, and once more Freytag is named as

redactor of the journal who attacked him the previous winter.277 A fourth letter is the

sympathy letter to Freytag's wife Anna, 23 years later, in occasion of the author's death.278

These letters prove that Ibsen's recognised Freytag's literary authority throughout his life,

while Suzannah had the benefit to translate his plays during her youth. Freytag published Die

Technik des Dramas in 1864, when the Ibsens were almost reunited in Italy: this manual

analysed the elements that are part of the well made play, from Aristotle's tragedies to the

Shakespeare's ones, establishing the scheme of the perfect plot, known as Freytag's piramid.

Freytag suggested that the action develops in 5 parts (exposition, rising action, climax, falling

action, and dénouement),279 therefore he had been related to Ibsen's change of structure in his

dramas. Such relation is better discussed elsewhere. As for Suzannah's concern, it is not

acknowledged whether she read this manual or not; however, it seems that Ibsen entrusted her

translation of texts that he valuated important for his career and the Norwegian theatre,

because she could also relate with the level of innovators like Freytag, for her linguistic skills

and for her preexisting interest in theatre and German literature.280 In conclusion, Suzannah

Ibsen had the chance to expand such knowledge: whether it was Suzannah's or Ibsen's choice,

the translation process of Freytag's texts proves that both the wife's and the husband's

theatrical views could relate; moreover, Ibsen considered her for the intellectual that she was,

whereas his contemporary and later researchers underesteemed her activity.

3.3.3 Karl Gutzkow's Zopf und Schwert

The third translation presented in this chapter is mentioned by Meyer only: he claimed that

Ibsen staged Suzannah's translation of Zopf und Schwert of Karl Gutzkow281 in 1860 and 1861

under the Norwegian title Harpisk og Kaarde (Pigtail and Sward) and that the drama was

very popular in Germany. Ibsen saw it in Christiania in 1851, through the translation into

276 “Jeg har i den senere tid været indviklet i en tysk polemik. Tidsskriftet Im neuen Reich der udkommer i
Leipzig under redaktion af Alfred Dowe og Gustav Freitag, har anfaldt mig for nogle i mine digte
forekommende ytringer om Tyskerne”, letter from Ibsen to Hegel, Dresden, 27th December 1871, HIS.
277  Letter from Ibsen to Siebold, Dresden, 6th March 1872, HIS.
278 Online version from Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev. Retrieved 25th October 2018 from
https://www.ibsen.uio.no/REGINFO_peGFr.xhtml?bokstav=F .
279  Freytag's method is still considered valid nowadays see Bethany Nuckolls, Plot and Structure, 8.
280 Rosenkrantz, Om og omkring Henrik og Suzannah Ibsen, 29.
281http://gutenberg.spiegel.de/buch/zopf-und-schwert-5628/1 Retrieved 29th April 2018.
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Norwegian made by the poet Andreas Munch.282 Ibsen himself published a review after the

performance on the journal Manden,283 and he wrote a few considerations about the difference

between the French and the German dramatisation. Then, after the description of the plot,284 he

pointed out the problems of the performance itself. Since he liked the play when he was an

undergraduate, Ibsen put on stage a new translated version of the drama 10 years after.285 The

dates of those performances are given by Anker, 2nd November 1860, 5th November 1860, 7th

November 1860 and the 14th November 1860.286 Ibsen tried to offer dramatic masterpieces to

the Norwegian audience in Christiania, rather than staging “lower” comedies and popular

genres like the vaudevilles. Gutzkow believed that the dramatic art would deeply influence

the public in Germany, and so believed Ibsen in Christiania, although his offer of a different

cultural choice resulted into failure. Instead of Gutzkow's influence on Ibsen's literature, this

chapter deepened around his context to provide an example of which kind of texts Suzannah

Ibsen dealt with, and the political, sociological messages she was able to translate and convey.

Gutzkow developed his poetic and technique in a particular moment of Prussian history:287 the

German Confederation was experiencing, the fights of the liberal movements to change the

political situation built after Napoleon's supremacy in Europe. Gutzkow was one of the most

important authors of the Junges Deutschland,288 a literary movement condamned in 1835 by

the Frankfurt Diet, made against editors and promoters of their production.289 

282  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 182.
283 “Forfatternote: Denne Artikel nedskreves strax efter Stykkets Opførelse, men har hidtil ikke kunnet faae
Plads i Bladet. Da Artikelen dog siger mere, end at Stykket «er gaaet over Scenen,» har den vel endnu samme
Interesse som før, selv om Stykket skulde, hvilket vi dog ikke haabe, forsvinde fra Bræderne efter de to
Forestillinger”Haarpidsk og Kaarde[review], in Manden (nr. 2, 2. kvartal),13.04.1851, HIS.
284 “Hvad det her omhandlede Stykke angaar, da er det ægte tydsk saavel i sine Feil som i sine Fortrin. Det
hører væsentlig til Situationsstykkerne, thi det er Situationen, der udvikler sig, Charaktererne ikke, og disse
sidste ere som en Følge heraf noget løst tegnede, naar undtages Kongen, der træder frem i næsten plastisk
Klarhed. Stykkets Indhold er i Korthed følgende: Kronprinds Frederik har fra sit Exil afsendt sin Ven,
Arveprindsen af Bayreuth, til det preusiske Hof for i Nærheden at undersøge de Forholde, hvorunder hans Moder
og Søster der befinde sig. Allerede ved Synet af den Sidstes Portrait, hvilket Kronprindsen er i Besiddelse af, er
han bleven forelsket i hende, og inden kort gjengjælder hun denne Kjærlighed. Kronprindsen af England har
imidlertid anholdt om hendes Haand og understøttes af den intriguente og ærgjærrige preusiske Dronning. Dette
Giftermaalsprojekt strander imidlertid, og den engelske Gesandt, der er Prindsen af Bayreuths gode Ven, antager
sig nu dennes Sag; adskillige Vanskeligheder stille sig imidlertid iveien, dog – disse bortryddes og det Hele
ender med en Forlovelse”, Haarpidsk og Kaarde [Anmeldelse], in Manden/Andhrimner (nr. 2, 2. kvartal)
Datering:13.04.1851, HIS.
285 Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 182.
286 Anker, Kristiania Norske Theaters Repertoire 1852-1863, 28.
287 “Gutzkow developed the tecnique of the Nebeneinander novel, which content of the narrative novel is
disposed on different parallel bands, that explains the action in sigle chapters, indipendent and replaceable [..]
and he introduced the technique of the  feuilleton of the French author Eugène Sue into German literature”,
Žmegač, škreb, Sekulić. Breve Storia della Letteratura Tedesca, 218.
288 “ J u n g e s D e u t s c h l a n d ” , Store norske leksikon. R e t r i e v e d 2 9th A p r i l 2 0 1 8 f r o m
https://snl.no/Junges_Deutschland. 
289 The interesting fact is that the ban itself created the movement, which did not actually exist before. These
authors had common themes such as the progressive boirgeoisie, freedom of expression to have a more direct
contact with the reader and the need of more freedom in the relation between the two sexes. Gutzkow spent one
month in prison because of his publications. Žmegač, škreb, Sekulić. Breve Storia della Letteratura Tedesca,
216-218.
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Meyer mentioned the fact that Suzannah had made a new translation for the Kristiania Norske

Theatre and he analysed the reception of the audience: 

In November, Ibsen revived another play which he had seen as an undergraduate

in 1851, a five-act German historical drama by Karl Gutzkow entitled Harpisk og

Kaarde (Pigtail and Sward), set in the court of Frederik William I. It had been

badly received then, but he had admired and difended it […]. The play was newly

translated, by Suzannah Ibsen, and was sympathetically reviewed; but the public

liked it no better than they had in 1851, and it was withdrawn after four

performances.290 

There are two problems related to Meyer's statement: one is that he had revealed himself not

to be a completely reliable source before (see chapter 1); the second problem concerning this

sentence in particular is that he did not reveal his source, presenting Suzannah as the

translator of Zopf und Schwert for Ibsen,  as a fact, without exploring the matter further. In

spite of such imprecision, it has been been necessary for this research to consider Meyer's

statement and find out where this information came from, his sources that he did not mention.

Why is Meyer the only one reporting her authorship or were his researches misled?

According to him, Ibsen seem to have decided to abort Munch's translation in favour of a new

translation made by his wife. Meyer seems to give such preference for granted, although he

had never mentioned Suzannah Ibsen as an intellectual capable of this important work before. 

This drama has not been successful for the same reasons mentioned before. Ibsen answered to

the harsh critics he received from Christiania's newspapers, because he “revived this classic

drama, important as many other classics he had put on scene”.291 Suzannah encouraged Ibsen

to follow his dramatic path in spite of “those painful critics”.292

Ibsen was aware of the scarce success that the performance had obtained in 1851 but he

seemed to have been positively influenced by Harpidsk og Kaarde to stage it in 1860 again.

At that time, the newly restructured theatre had a huge debt and it required solid incomes from

the theatre panel. After Meyer's statement, it may remain an hypothesis, the fact that Ibsen

could rely on his personal translator, who could also take care of the adaptation of the teatrical

text together with him, and that he did not have to pay Suzannah for the work done.

According to Ibsen, Zopf und Schwert was a mature work that would have influenced

positively the Norwegian culture, therefore he published an article on Aftenbladet (Saturday,

290  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 182.
291  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen, A biography, 184-185.
292  “Du, med ditt geni, hvad bryr du om, hvad det pakket skriver”, Bergliot, De tre, 42.
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nr. 124, 13. årg.), the 1st June 1861: there Ibsen writes that Andreas Munch had made its

translation. 

[Christianiaposten] claims that Pigtail and Sward by Gutzkow, translated by

Andreas Munch, conducted to disinspire the repertory of the Norwegian Theather.

As this play is nevertheless one of the most mature works in the German drama,

the author [of the article], as a consistent man, must even more strongly oppose

himself to the consideration of all the lesser generations of this art.293

Whether Suzannah had made a re-elaboration like claimed by Meyer, it could be only proved

by the analysis of the two scripts. The result of such comparison would prove wrong Meyer or

would prove Ibsen lying on Aftenbladet: in this second case, Suzannah had produced the

translations of Harpidsk og Kaarde as well as Grev Waldemar, a verosimile fact “done in his

house, under his supervision”,294 so why to keep it hidden? To avoid detractors of the

intervention of a woman into literature or because “Mrs. Ibsen did not want to be the

celebrated woman”?295 Suzannah's intervention in the translation of Gutzkow's play may only

remain a theory, until further proofs are found. Meyer's claim corroborates the picture of the

couple cooperating in literary activity as presented in chapter 2 of this thesis, and it would be

one more proof of Ibsen's entrust on Suzannah's skills and her abilities: since she was

interested in theatre and German literature,296 long before she got married (see chapter 2), it

seems unlikely that she ignored the existence of Gutzkow's writings, because he had been an

important figure among his German contemporaries.297 It may only remain an hypothesis also

the fact that Suzannah had attended Andreas Munch version Harpisk og Kaarde, when it had

been staged between 1852 and 1856 in the newborn theatre of Bergen, Det Norske Teatret: at

that time Susanne Thoresen was a theatre-goer, but there is no history of her attendance to any

of those performances. 

293 “Om Gutzkows Haarpidsk og Kaarde, oversat af A. Munch, heder det, at dette Stykke har bidraget til at
gjøre det norske Theaters Repertoire ideløst. Da nu dette Stykke ikkedestomindre er et af de modneste Værker i
den tydske Skuespilliteratur, saa maa Indsenderen, som konsekvent Mand, endnu stærkere modsætte sig
Optagelsen af alle ringere Frembringelser af denne Art”. Ibsen's article “Lidt, men Nok om Theaterafhandlingen
i Christianiaposten” Saturday, nr. 124, 13. årg, the 1st June 1861, HIS online.
294  See above, letter from Ibsen to an unknown recepient, Dresden, 23rd November 1871, HIS.
295 “Selv ville hun at det skulle være slik. Fru Ibsen ville ikke være den feirede kvinde”, Rosenkrantz, Om og
omkring Henrik og Suzannah Ibsen, 28.
296 Rosenkrantz, Om og omkring Henrik og Suzannah Ibsen, 29.
297 Gutzkow was also the author of an important essay about the significant German authors in 1838, Götter,
Helden und Don Quixote: Abstimmungen zur Beurtheilung der literarischen Epoche (Gods, heroes and Don
Quixote: votes to judge the literary era) and the play Das Urbild des Tartuffe (Tartuffe's prototype), 1840.
Gutzkow was in an open opposition to the pragmatic realism of Freytag, which plays Suzannah will translate
afterwards. For more information about the Vormärz and the opposition between Gutzkow and Freytag, see
Žmegač, škreb, Sekulić, Breve Storia della Letteratura Tedesca. 
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The first translation made by Munch had been made 8 years earlier: had the political situation

changed so much to justify such a radical need of change of the script or did the two theatres

of Christiania own different texts? Unfortunately, there is no proof that could validate such

hypothesis.

It is also important to understand Christiania's public was different than the public of Det

Norske Teater in Bergen, that opened its doors the 2nd January 1850: 

Christiania Theater, was Danish both in language, repertory and staff (Anker,

1968, pp. 23–25). Norway had been under Danish rule until the fortunes of the

Napoleonic wars resulted in Denmark having to hand Norway over to Sweden in

1814. Although Norway in the 1850s was no longer Danish, Danish tastes still set

the agenda in matters cultural and artistic (Nygaard, 1984, p. 117). The

establishment of a Norwegian theatre in Bergen would challenge this cultural

dominance. 

The theatre in Bergen was not the lone champion of this challenge. The 1850s

was the heyday of the cultural and artistic movement of national romanticism in

Norway. Artists and other cultural figures influenced by this movement sought to

define and express what was specifically Norwegian in such areas as for example

dialects, habit of dress, music and folklore.298 

 

With the aftermath of Germany's victory over Denmark in 1864, were the politically active

citizens boycotting the theatre, or was the fear influencing the choice of the theater-goers, that

would prefer to attend the secure vaudevilles in spite of the works of the revolutionary authors

of the Vormärz, Freytag and Gutzkow? This thesis does not analyses further the matter of the

reception of Ibsen's stagings during the 1860's. However, these factors contribute to

understand why Ibsen had to change his theatre panel several times, and consequently which

literary challenges Suzannah Ibsen had to face, keeping him up with the changes.

According to the Repertoire ved Det Norske Theater 1850-1863 there are recorded the

performances of the 23rd and 26th  November 1852:

Pigtail and Sward or The Court of Frederick William I 

historical comedy in 5 acts

of Carl Gutzkow

298  Gjervan, “Ibsen Staging Ibsen”, 128-129.
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translated by Andreas Munch299

The 29th of April 1854 Ibsen put on stage again Munch's version Harpidsk og Kaarde,300 while

he is Theatre Director in Bergen, then he withdrawn it from the calender. Six years later Ibsen

staged it in Christiania. Then why did Ibsen need another translation, if he had put on stage

Andreas Munch text in 1854? Anker recognised Suzannah's translation of Grev Waldemar,

but he kept the record of Zopf und Schwert as staged by Ibsen in 1860 and translated by

Andreas Munch.301 Although Meyer is not mistaking by claiming that Suzannah was Ibsen's

translator, he did not support with evidence his sentence: it is not validated anywhere else that

Ibsen required a new translation and that it was made by his wife. Neither De Figuereido,302

nor Sæther ever mentioned this play as studied or translated by Suzannah.

The fact that Kristiania Teatret was closer to the bankruptcy might have been influential,

when it came to the eventual expenses of the translation of such text made by Andreas Munch

for his rival, Christiania Theater. Whether Suzannah had made the new translation, like

claimed by Meyer, or Munch's version was the one that had been staged in 1860, like reported

by Anker, Munch and Ibsen were still in pretty good relations, when they contemporarily

visited Ariccia (Italy) in 1866. Bergliot, in fact, reporting Sigurd's tale, tells us in her memoir

book, that Ibsen and Munch spent every evening outside an old church, sitting and talking.303

This factor would indicate that no unfair competition between the two versions had occurred,

or that Ibsen used Munch's one with his consent.

In conclusion, Suzannah knew better than any other translator in Christiania how to adapt the

text according to Ibsen's style. Since she was a young girl, she had performed in those

“homemade plays” with Dietrichson and other friends,304 and she saw Bergen's cultural

emerging with the goal of becoming the national theatre, staging Norwegian authors: Ole Bull

was gathering “men and women willing to make singing, instrumental music, acting or

national dance their profession”. According to Lorentzen, Bull “swiftly made contact with a

group of citizens and succeeded in making them interested in his plan for a Norwegian theatre

in Bergen”.305 In spite of the fact that Suzannah knew better Bergen's society and literary

299  “Harpisk og Kaarde eller Fredrik Wilhelm den førstes Hof, historisk lystspel i 5 akter av Carl Gutzkow
omsett av Andreas Munch”, Gatland, Repertoiret ved Det Norske Theater 1850-1863, 9.
300  Gatland, Repertoiret ved Det Norske Theater 1850-1863, 9.
301  Anker, Kristiania Norske Theaters Repertoire 1852-1863, 28.
302  De Figuereido, Mennesket, 227.
303  Bergliot, De tre, 28.
304  Sæther, Suzannah, 45-46.
305  “In June 1849 Bull returned to his home town after years abroad. On 23 July 1849 he advertised for men
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milieu than Christiania's in 1860, because she was grown up in Magdalene's literary salong,

the couple had the chance to discuss home about how to make the new adaptations coherent

and successful, although their reception had not always been so. Since Ibsen had the nervous

breakdown and was not able to work for weeks, it seems that some of the translations and

adaptations of the plays staged during early 1861 had been done in advance by Suzannah,

who had the skills and the chance to do it. Moreover, biographical research indicates that

Suzannah received some help with the domestic work and with the newborn Sigurd, so she

had the time to dedicate herself to literature and to the translation work.

In two of the three cases presented she is confirmed as their translator. Mr. and Mrs. Ibsen's

understanding reflected itself in their cooperation level and intellectual production; as

reported by Bergliot their house was a place of discussion:

Mrs. Ibsen ruled unmistakably to rule beyond all economic shifts while following

her husband in his greatest poetry vision and his boldest thought, and even making

his visions bigger and the flight even more bold.306

Proofs discussed in this chapter are important because they show Suzannah Ibsen's

capabilities throughout her life: Ibsen had not only a modern intellectual on his side, but also a

polyglot. As explained in chapter 4, Suzannah spoke more foreign languages than Ibsen, like

English, Italian and French. Therefore, she had the chance to read books that were not

translated into Danish or Dano-Norwegian yet, having a deeper knowledge about those topics

that were discussed in those other languages. Whether she summarised their concepts to her

husband or not, it is hard to tell. However, Bergliot observed that “the Ibsens discussed often

about literature, politics and history”.307 Among her sisters, Suzannah has always been pointed

out as the most interested into literature (see Chapter 2), and she read many books as a

married woman too,308 and Ibsen got influenced by European literature either in Danish

translation, either through his wife, who could read original complex texts.309 Moreover she

and women willing to make singing, instrumental music, acting or national dance their profession (Blanc, 1884,
15). Anyone interested was to address him- or herself to Det norske Theater in Bergen (Lorentzen, 1949, p. 27).
Bernt Lorentzen relates that after his return to Bergen, Bull swiftly made contact with a group of citizens and
succeeded in making them interested in his plan for a Norwegian theatre in Bergen (Lorentzen, 1949, p. 25)”
Gjervan, “Ibsen staging Ibsen”, 125.
306  “Fru Ibsen formådde umerkelig å styre utenom alle økonomiske skjær og samtidig følge sin mann i hans
største diktersyner og hans dristigste tankeflukt, og enda gjøre synene større og flukten enda dristigere”,
Bergliot, De tre, 32.
307  Bergliot, De tre, 187.
308  See paragraph 4.2.1.
309  Suzannah borrowed many books of different authors during their permanence in Rome, and we have proof
of her European readings thanks to the library register of the Skandinaviske Forening i Roma. Anker, “Ibsen og
den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”, in Edda 56, 1956.
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could address him to converge his creativity in a better shape or in a smarter direction,

through recommendations. Among essential translator's qualities Suzannah was well provided

of patience, sharpness, a certain personal culture and intelligence, as well as the ability to

cooperate with both the source of the primary text and the adressée of the final translated text.

Suzannah had grown up in a time and society where she could have lived comfortably,

because she was the daughter of an important pastor in Bergen and no woman of her milieu

was expected to work or make a career, once it had been arranged a good marriage. Her

ability of putting herself on work, even once taken out of her context and settled in a new city,

even though they moved many times, is a value not to be taken as granted: in fact, it helped

giving Ibsen the security and sustain he needed, that he could not have lived without,310

especially during their first 10 years of acquaintance, that is the period mainly considered in

this research. 

The translation work was not only a good solution for them to spare some money while

working at home, but it was also dignified for a woman of her range: moreover, translating

theatre booklets was a challenge for her cultured personality, and she had the chance to work

on the parallel with her husband on his literary production.

Besides  the economic troubles that have been the background of her activity discussed in this

chapter, thanks to the translations made by herself, it can be seen Suzannah's will and

commitment to work for the theatre.

After Ibsen quit the direction of the theatre, Suzannah did not abandon theatre and literature.

Her husband was her link between her interests and a literary career, Ibsen's one, that she

strengthened in many other ways, like it is discussed in chapter 4.

310  After Sigurd Ibsen's story, in Bergliot, De tre.
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Chapter 4 

4.1 Suzannah's editing activity

Besides the translations presented in Chapter 3, Suzannah's presence in Ibsen's literary

activity can be observed in other moments of Ibsen's career, as showed in this chapter.

As an independent intellectual, Suzannah Ibsen built up the grounds of her thought and views,

before Ibsen came to her life (see chapter 2): as the independent thinker that she was, she

helped him fruitfully, therefore her contribution to Ibsen's production - generally called

“Suzannah's support”- can be better summarised with the concept of Ibsen's right-hand

woman that contributed to the elaboration of Ibsen's theatrical production, acting as  his

editor.

Suzannah was an economiser, she administrated their expenses and run the house saving

resources, and she managed an essential, lifestyle sometimes difficult, and many travels (see

chapter 2). But besides her administrative skills, Suzannah Ibsen put her organisational

abilities at Ibsen's service in many different ways: by working as his personal reviewer, while

attending theatre performances of his plays and keeping him updated via letter when he was

abroad;311 by meeting in her livingroom those artists or thinkers that were acquainted to Ibsen

first, but that enjoyed the debate with her too, abroad or in Norway;312 by keeping the contact

with Ibsen's publisher,313 to resolve some tasks around the new issues or keeping records of

the incomes, giving messages. She was also well-informed about Ibsen's production, his

working schedule and expenses, like if she was his personal editor. The adaptation of the

theatrical texts together with her husband, through the translation of their text (see chapter 3),

is also proof of Suzannah's editing activity. The other forms of her activity can be observed in

different moments that come out from her correspondence, or from the letters of her son

Sigurd, once he grew and began writing to his relatives. Examples of letters and sources that

reveal her literary activity are presented here. 

Suzannah, the “bokorm, lesehest”314 was younger than Ibsen but according to the sources

311  Letter from Suzannah to Ibsen, Dresden 6th November 1869, reported by Sæther, Suzannah, 161-162. See
above.
312  Sæther, Suzannah, 126. See above.
313  Letter from Ibsen  to Johan Herman, Dresden 21st  November 1874, HIS.
314 Litterally “bookworm, reading horse”. Bergliot, De tre, 13. Anna Skavland, Ludvig's wife, who knew
Suzannah, referred to her as “bokorm, lesehest” in the unedited manuscript Erindringer, 21;  reported by Sæther,
Suzannah, 47.
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analysed, she studied literature all her life long. She was prepared enough to recommend

Ibsen wisely, despite critics and dislike of the public, both when it concerned the plot and the

style: “You, with your talent, what do you care about what the crowd writes”.315 Suzannah

Ibsen was updated about European literature, also through her contact with important

personalities of the literary world (Norwegian and foreigners) and she was Ibsen's

intermediary with his publisher Hegel.

Bergliot made an observation about the roles of Mrs. Ibsen and Mrs. Bjørnson in their

husband's activity: 

My father told me once, that a creative artist needs a babysitter”. And like my

mother became it for my father, so became Mrs. Ibsen for her husband. She

would not allow anything or anyone to disturb him.316

In a letter that Ibsen wrote from Stockholm to Suzannah, lies the proof of their future detailed

discussion about the performance: 

Dear Suzannah!

You have for sure read in the newspapers about the immense festivities in Upsala, that

are now over. On Monday, The Vikings has been performed; full house; the author has

been claimed with the highest enthusiasm. I will tell you everything about orally.

During my entire stay in Sweden, I have received only one letter from you and Sigurd,

in which you are telling about the trip to the Folgefonden; hopefully I find a letter of

yours in Copenhagen, where I travel today.317

She read newspapers, she kept track of his success and they would discuss about it home, face

to face: there is a letter from Suzannah to Henrik, from Dresden 6th November 1869, in which

she updated her husband about how many theatre performances of the same play (The League

of the Youth) she had assisted to, and in which she focused the different levels of appreciation

of the  audience and the reviewer's critics (later in this chapter).

Suzannah was interested in European literature, which is a fact proved also during their

315  “Du, med ditt geni, hvad bryr du dig om, hvad det pakket skriver”. Bergliot, De tre, 42.
316  “Far har en gang sagt, at «en skapende kunstner behøver en barnepike». Og likesom min mor blev det for
min far, blev Fru Ibsen det for sin mann. Hun tillot intet og ingen å forstyrre ham”. Bergliot, De tre, 41.
317  “Kære Suzannah! Af aviserne har Du vel læst om de umådelige festligheder i Upsala, hvilke nu er forbi. I
mandags opførtes Hærmændene; fuldt hus; forfatteren gentagende fremkaldt under højeste begejstring. Om alt
dette skal jeg fortælle mundtligt. Under hele opholdet i Sverig har jeg kun modtaget et brev fra Dig og Sigurd,
nemlig det, hvori i fortæller om turen til Folgefonden; forhåbentlig finder jeg brev i København, hvorhen jeg
rejser idag”. Letter from Ibsen to Suzannah, Stockholm 12th September 1877, HIS.
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permanence in Italy: there she borrowed many books from the library of the Skandinaviske

Foreningen i Rom (Scandinavian Society in Rome) under her name, and sometimes under her

husband's one. Her readings will be later illustrated in this chapter.

4.1.1 Suzannah, Ibsen's editor

About the 5 years that Suzannah spent in Christiania after leaving her parents house, her

biographical data is presented mainly in connection with Ibsen's economic problems and the

childbirth of Sigurd. Therefrom it can be assumed to be homerunning and reading, and

besides the matter discussed in chapter 3, but there is also evidence of other intellectual

activities. Circumstances around Suzannah indicate that she had the time to dedicate herself to

literature: according to  Heggelund Dahl the couple had arrived to Christiania together with an

housemaid;318 the arrival of their son required more expenses than that the couple could

provide for, whether the housemaid mentioned by Heggelund Dahl was fired or not, because

of the cost of her salary, it is not certain, but a third adult in the family circle was necessary to

leave Suzannah free time, so that she could dedicate herself to her husband's activity.

According to Sæther, her sisters joined her to help,319 to guarantee her free time and moral

support, perhaps replacing the maid.

Sigurd was born in December 1859, which means that she had time to spend in Christiania

one year and a half before his arrival: what did she do, then? 

Sæther claims that Suzannah went to Botten Hansen's house in Raadhusgaden daily, to

borrow books from his rich library. They became friends and there she could read his books in

peace. It seems that this happened until he married in 1860: then he moved and his wife forbid

him to receive visitors.320 The German plays translated by Suzannah went on scene in 1861,

which means that she had been able to translate them during the firsts years of Sigurd's life.

From a practical point of view, it can be observed that she could work on the translations,

because she had the domestic support of a third person while the kid was home. If the Ibsens'

economic conditions were so bad at the end of the 1850s and beginning of the 1860s, like

presented by Meyer,321 it seems that the couple had considered and decided that Suzannah's

time to dedicate on literature was a worth investment, together with the salary of a servant or

the expenses due to the visit of a sister

In fact, from the material gathered, it seems that Suzannah had never worked for others. If

money was the real issue, Suzannah could have solved it by working herself in shops,

318  Heggelund Dahl, Streiflys, 104.
319  Sӕther, Suzannah, 88, 98.
320  Sӕther, Suzannah, 84-85.
321  But also opposed and reconsidered by Fulsås, Nygaard and Dingstad, in Den Biografiske Ibsen.
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insurance companies, libraries or telegraph stations: examples of positions that could be

occupied by women are exemplified by Ibsen himself 20 years later.322 Her sisters Marie323

and Sophie324 worked as governesses too, since such type of position was. It was one of the

highest career a woman could build (see chapter 2). But besides their economic issues, also

due to the uncertainties of the theatrical season, Suzannah was the wife of a famous theatre

director, writer and reviewer: she saved the façade,325 instead of working in modest

conditions, therefore she also had time to dedicate to the literary activity, even in spite of the

fact that the house was poor. She could also read her husband's works, make some

proofreading and take care of his public relations. 

In this paragraph are considered the conditions episodes in which Suzannah earned the title of

Ibsen's editor as meant in this research, because she did not only support him for a few

emergencies, but she also organised the work for him. Many years later, when Sigurd had

grown up, she helped him transferring manuscripts from the old orthography to the new one: 

Sigurd had then transferred all his father's books from the old orthography to the

new one, and the specialists of the publishing house explained that there were no

mistakes in his manuscript, even though he never frequented a Norwegian school.

He also received 4 Spdl for every book, saved in his money box.326

The person who states this story is Bergliot, Sigurd's future wife. According to her, at the age

of 11, Sigurd managed to transcribe those manuscripts by himself. Most likely, Suzannah

assisted him, since he had never been in Norway and was grown up abroad, but she is not

mentioned in this story; whether she made a final proof-reading, is not written anywhere, but

it is interesting to read of Sigurd's engagement in the “family business”. His mother's

engagement for literature inspired him, as it can be observed in a letter to his grandmother

Magdalene Thoresen: “when I will grow up, I will perhaps translate your stories into

322  Ibsen during the speech held at the Skandinaviske Forening in Roma, 27th February 1879: “i Europa; i
Kristiania er de fleste poster i de store assuranceselskaber, også bogholder-  og kassererposterne, besat med
damer; i telegrafvæsenet ligeså, ligeså i de store handelshuse og andre forretningsfirmaer, og overalt, hvor
forsøget er gjort, hører man ikke andet end den største tilfredshed; overalt siger man: skaf os bare flere!”. Tale
holdt i den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma, HIS 16, 483.
323  Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 419.
324  Sæther, Suzannah, 147.
325  The couple was suffering hunger: she would show herself in the city with an empty basket well covered by
a tissue, faking wealth with honour, in order to keep up the standard expected by the society from the wife of a
theatre art director. Sӕther, Suzannah, 98. In note 84 she refers to Ludvig Daae 1888, 339 and Edvardsen, Ibsens
Christiania, 70.
326  “Sigurd hadde da overført alle sin fars bøker fra gammel til ny ortografi, og forlagets sakkyndige erklærte,
at det var ikke en feil i hans manuskript, skjønt han jo aldri hadde gått på norsk skole. Han fikk fire thaler for
hver bok, og de gikk i sparebøssen”. Bergliot, De tre, 46.
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German”.327 Many years later Sigurd explained Bergliot, that “when you are not inspired, you

only have to sit yourself at your desk, and inspiration will come by itself”, like his father had

told him before.328 Bergliot's account continues by claiming that it was Suzannah, the one who

kept Ibsen focused and sent away those people who could distract him from his work.

If we consider Ibsen's productivity in the period between their marriage and his move to

Rome, passing through his nervous breakdown due to the stressful situation,329 it seems that

Suzannah, the one who kept calm, helped him producing that much, either with quality

checks, or by suggesting him ways out in the eventual case of a writer's block during their

daily discussions.330

Unfortunately, proofs of Suzannah's editing activity can be found here and there thanks to

other people's reports and are not many, like the two examples quoted above from Bergliot

Ibsen's account. Here it is synthetically resumed Ibsen's artistic production in that period in

which Suzannah's operation is commonly neglected. Ibsen wrote many poems in different

occasions in that period, but his poetry and his paintings are not considered in this list. He

wrote plays such as the Vikings at Helgeland331 in 1857, Olaf Liljekrans in January 1857,

Svanhild in 1860 (who later became A Love Comedy in 1862), the Pretenders 1863,332 that he

claimed himself being the fruit of his romantic relationship with his freshly married espouse,

and her ability to empower him by nature. In fact, in a short period of time, Ibsen wrote many

articles and reviews that was published on newspapers and periodicals like Illustreret

Nyhedsblad (5 articles in 1857, 2 in 1858, 4 in 1859, 1 in 1860, 2 in 1861, 8 in 1862, 6 in

1863), Aftenbladet (4 articles in 1858, 3 in 1861, 1 in 1862), Christiania Posten (1 article in

1858, 1 in 1860), and Morgenbladet (1 in 1861, 5 in 1862). 

Ibsen had the chance to write so much besides his job because he was sustained by somebody

he lived with, that cooperated with him “in his house” by effective intellectual work such as

327  Letter from Sigurd to Magdalene Thoresen, 31st December 1873: “når jeg bliver større kunne jeg kanskje
oversaette dine fortaellinger på tysk.” transcribed in Saether, Suzannah, 179. 
328  Bergliot, De tre, 41.
329  “Under disse omstendigheter ble Ibsen alvorlig syk, rammet av hva Magdalene Thoresen betegner som et
sterkt anfall av nervøs feber. Sykdommen, som synes å ha ført til et slags sammebrudd, holdt ham borte fra
teaterbestyrelsens møter fra 28. november til 19. december” Heggelund Dahl, Streiflys, 22, 49.
330  Sæther, Suzannah, 83.
331  “Hærmændene på Helgeland skrev jeg som forlovet. Til Hjørdis har jeg benyttet samme model, som senere
til Svanhild i Kærlighedens Komedie. […] Først da jeg var bleven gift fik mit liv et vægtigere indhold. Den første
frugt heraf var et længere digt På vidderne. Den frigørelsestrang, som går gennem dette digt fik imidlertid ikke
hele sit udtryk forinden i Kærlighedens Komedie. – Denne bog gav anledning til megen snak i Norge; man
blandede mine personlige forholde ind i diskutionen, og jeg tabte meget i det almindelige omdømme. Den
eneste, som dengang billigede bogen var min kone. Hun er en karakter, som jeg netop behøver, – ulogisk, men
med et stærkt poetisk instinkt, med et storsindet tænkesæt og med et næsten voldsomt had til alle smålige
hensyn. Alt dette forstod ikke mine landsmænd, og jeg skøttede ikke om at skrifte for de karle. Så lystes jeg da i
ban; alle var imod mig” Letter from Ibsen to Peter Hansen, 28th October 1870, HIS.
332  “Dette, at alle var imod mig, – dette, at jeg ikke længere havde nogen udenfor stående, om hvem jeg kunde
sige at han troede på mig, måtte, som Du let vil indse, fremkalde en stemning, der fandt sin befrielse i Kongs-
emnerne”. Letter from Ibsen to Peter Hansen, 28th October 1870, HIS.
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the translations (see chapter 3), somebody with a “poetic instinct” (like he told Peter Hansen,

see note 311) that could understand his point of view and empower it no matter what the

critics said,333 somebody that kept track of his literary activity and ideas.

4.1.2 Suzannah, the intermediary between Ibsen's publisher and “in place” 
assistent during his absence

Suzannah was an organised person, able to adapt herself to Ibsen's unstable lifestyle, “the best

partner Ibsen could ever have”.334 This sentence also includes two tasks that Suzannah had in

the family circle: one is bound to her abilities administrating the resources they had. Even

after the beginning of the 1870s, when Ibsen's economic situation began to be more stable,

she administrated their expenses and run the house saving resources.335 (See chapter 2 of this

thesis). But besides her administrative skills, Suzannah Ibsen put her organisational abilities at

Ibsen's service: by working as his personal reviewer of the theatre performances of his plays

and keeping him updated via letter when he was abroad; by meeting in her living room those

artists or thinkers that were acquainted to Ibsen first, but that enjoyed the debate with her too;

by keeping the contact with Ibsen's publisher, to resolve some tasks around the new issues or

keeping records of the incomes, giving messages or by being well-informed about Ibsen's

production, his working schedule, like if she was his personal editor. These aspects are

explained in this paragraph.

One of the earlier letters conserved from their correspondence is a letter from Dresden, the

29th of October 1869, in which Suzannah wrote Ibsen about the reception of The league of the

Youth among the spectators: many technical details about the theatre, the reaction of the

public, the gas lightning and the critics on Norwegian newspapers through other intellectuals’

account. In the end of the letter she informed Ibsen that Hegel sent her his play, and that the

second edition was published already.336 Since Suzannah and Ibsen have always been clear

with each other about who was the recipient of their letters or messages attached to them, this

sentence suggests a direct relation between Suzannah and Ibsen's publisher. Another example

of her contact with the publisher Frederick Hegel is given by Ibsen's letter of the 21st

November 1874 to Johan Herman, written after Marie's death. Hegel's publication house was

in Copenhagen, and Suzannah left the capital to go back to Dresden after having assisted her

sister. In this letter Ibsen did not mention to Herman, if she delivered or if she took some

333 Bergliot, De tre, 42.
334  Sigurd in Bergliot, De tre, 185. Also Grønvold's words reported by Sæther, Suzannah, 189.
335 “Hjemmet var stadig preget av den største sparsommelighet”. Bergliot, De tre, 50, 45. Sæther quotes
Suzannah, who wrote about their economic conditions in Italy: “not only cheap, but purely poor” (“ikke bare
tarvelig, men rent ud fattigsligt”). Sæther, Suzannah, 131.
336 “Hegel har sendt mig dit Stykke, andet Oplag allerede udkommet”  Letter of the 29th of October 1869  BS
200, transcripted in Bergliot, De tre, 44-45.
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material for Ibsen, but there he proved that she was the medium of relevant logistic

information that she had reported to Ibsen. He could now  summarise such information to her

brother, since he also was their accountant in Norway: 

I have been busy and I am still, preparing new versions of my many different

books. The League of the Youth and Mrs. Inger come at the end of this month; but

Hegel told Susanna at the departure from Copenhagen that the new issues of both

books (Mrs. Inger 4000 copies) were at moment already covered by pre-orders

from the book stores; therefore, new releases will probably become necessary

soon. At the beginning of next year, it will come a new enhanced version of my

"Poems", in addition to many other things”.337

In a letter from München, Ibsen asked Suzannah to buy 6 pairs of leather gloves while she is

in Copenhagen: he recommended her to go in a place where he had bought one pair before.

Six gloves of the same size (8 ½) seem to indicate a non personal use, but Ibsen seem to need

them to complete stage costumes for one of his performances. He recommends her to hide

them well in the luggage, to avoid the custom's control.338

Earlier, when Ibsen is in Egypt in 1869, Sigurd was studying and his mother was

administrating some practical issues in Dresden. Suzannah assisted to theatre performances

and pays attention to the audience appreciation and the reviewer's critics:

I received your letter from Al Cairo and I am overly glad about its content, it is

like an adventure of One Thousand and One Night, I hope you have received

mine, it was sent to Alexandria. You have therefrom seen the storm about your

play [De unges Forbund] but I can rejoyce with you that the clique had been

dispelled. The play has been now performed 6 times in a row, full house, the last

three times it has been a storming applause, so that the whistlers had to fall silent.

Luckily, they had spread themselves in the whole theatre, so that it should have

looked like if the whistles had come from the whole, but the public did not

337 “Jeg har hidtil været, og er fremdeles beskæftiget med at forberede nye udgaver af forskellige af mine bøger.
De unges forbund og Fru Inger kommer i slutningen af denne måned; men Hegel fortalte Susanna ved afrejsen
fra København at begge bøgers nye oplag (Fru Inger 4000 exemplarer) allerede da var sågodtsom ganske
optagne gennem forudbestillinger fra boghandlerne;  nye oplag vil derfor rimeligvis snart vise sig nødvendige. I
begyndelsen af næste år kommer en ny forøget udgave af mine Digte, foruden af  adskilligt andet”.  Letter from
Ibsen  to Johan Herman, Dresden 21st  November 1874, HIS.
338 “Kunde Du få tid til at købe mig 6 par handsker i København, var det mig kært; de må være af fint tyndt
skind, helst mørkebrune, no 8 ½; jeg købte et par der for 1 krone 70 øre i en butik på hjørnet af Østergade tæt
ved Kongens Nytorv. Kanske Sara kunde hjælpe dig med dette; men pak den dybt ned i kofferten for
toldvisitationens skyld”. Letter from Ibsen to Suzannah, München  23th September 1877, HIS.  
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identify itself with this reaction, the plan failed, and the reviews on Aftenbladet

reveals themselves false, Morgenbladet says that every person is famous and calls

them Stensgaards Family. If you can thank B. for this I do not know yet, but if my

instinct does not mislead me, so it is him behind the whole situation, that means

he did totally prostitute himself. Mrs. Anker has come to the city, she has told that

B. got so angry about the whole, that he left the city – what do you think? 339

In the same letter Suzannah's commentaries about “the events in Christiania and about

Bjørnson's betrayal indicate great fuss”:340 Sæther as well states that Suzannah is acquainted

with the submissions of Ibsen's books from Copenhagen to the Norwegian cities. The

publisher has not sent enough books to Trondheim, Bergen and Stavanger and Suzannah

feared a damage to their incomes.341 Mrs. Ibsen seemed to be aware of how important for the

book market the Christmas sale was, and how important for them that moment of the year

was. Suzannah had built up the grounds of her knowledge long before she met Ibsen, but on

his side she had the chance to empower her sharpness of mind and calculation, because their

married life brought up new challenges such as the homerunning and new responsibilities

connected to the lifestyle of her family circle, composed by a small child in need of assistance

and a creative husband.

She contributed to the elaboration of Ibsen's œuvre in many different ways, both for the

content and the shape. The adaptation of theatrical texts together with her husband is an

example (see chapter 3) of it, as well as the transfer of Ibsen's old books into the new

othography happened under her supervision (see above). 

In 1861 Ibsen set up the German plays translated by Suzannah: they filled the theatre

programme Ibsen was still working on, giving the couple something to survive on, even

though the participation of the public of those performances was not what they expected. The

situation seems to have been psychologically heavy for both, but for Suzannah in particular,

339  “Dit Brev fra Cairo har jeg modtaget og glæder mig overordentlig derover, det er jo som et Eventyr af
Tusind og en Nat, jeg haaber Du har modtaget mit Brev, der var adresseret til Alexandria . Du har derfra set
Stormen over Dit Stykke [De unges Forbund]  men jeg kan glede Dig med, at den Clique maatte give tabt.
Stykket har nu gaaet seks Gange i træk for fulde Huus, de tre sidste Gange har der [uleselig] været stormende
Bifald, Piberne har maattet fortrække, paa din Benefice havde de fordelt sig i Hele Theateret, saa at der skulde se
ud som om det kom fra det Hele, men Publikum lod sig ikke villede, det Hele er totalt mislykket, og
Aftenbladenes meddelelser erklæres løgnagtige, Morgenbladet siger hvert Individ er vel bekjendte, og kalder
dem Stensgaards Familie, om Du kan takke B. [Bjørnson] derfor ved jeg jo endnu ikke, men slaar ikke min
Instinkt mig feil, saa staar han sikkert under det Hele, ogsaa har han da riktig prostituert sig. Fru Anker er
kommet her til Byen, hun har fortalt at B. [Bjørnson] har ærgret sig saa over det Hele, at han har forladt Byen –
hva synes Du?”. Letter from Suzannah to Ibsen, Dresden 6th November 1869, reported by Sæther, Suzannah,
161-162.
340  Sæther, Suzannah, 162.
341  Sæther, Suzannah, footnote 44, 378.
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because she came from a wealthy, stable family, balanced by her father's morality and

incomes, and now she had to deal with problems never faced before. Between 1859 and 1864

Suzannah saw many times her belongings sold to save all three; the couple was thrown out of

their house or moved from apartment to apartment, worsening their life condition.342 Besides

Ibsen's writings named before, he worked also on The Pretenders. As told by Sigurd to

Bergliot, Suzannah supported him and she was pretty indifferent to other people's

judgement,343 but she was also able to put him on the right tracks while he was struggling with

the missing recognition of his work by his public. 

Since Ibsen needed to pay his old debts and the couple could not afford another economic

fiasco after Kristiania Norske Teatret's bankruptcy, Ibsen applied for a grant to collect

Norwegian folk tales in a trip through Hardanger, the districts of Sognefjorden, Molde and

Romsdalene.344 Pressure slackened off on them thanks to this venture, in which Suzannah had

an important role that will be presented in the next paragraph. 

4.1.3 The Folktales' case

Ibsen had a travel route in mind and the Council granted him with 110 Spdl, a minor amount

than what he had applied for: the motive of collecting the stories in Gudbrandsalen345 seems to

be the economic security represented by the grant, once he received the consent to charge

him. The grant was barely covering the travel expenses and Ibsen used his little budget also to

maintain Suzannah and Sigurd home, because the situation was catastrophic, as explained in

Nygaard's abstract.346 The collection of the folk tales could also give Ibsen new perspectives

after having worked for more than 10 years inside the Norwegian theatres. Which opinion did

Suzannah have about such a change of direction? She supported Ibsen's writing skills since

the beginning of their acquaintance: was this just another occasion in which “she forced his

pen in his hand”? How did she intervene? Many are the questions around this topic, although

most of the previous researches analysed did not mention Suzannah as a valid support in the

matter. She is presented as living in their poor home in Christiania with their little child, while

Ibsen became a folklore teller. These questions will be answered in this chapter. It was a good

occasion, for the Ibsens, to “exploit the folktales”, because people showed interest towards the

genre. Before Ibsen wrote his collection, other Norwegian authors published collections of

what goes under the name of folkedikt. Ibsen is not named in the list, while Peder Fylling is.347

342  Haggelund Dahl, Streiflys, 24-31.
343  Bergliot, De tre, 185.
344  Letter from Ibsen to the Academic Council, Christiania 14th March 1862, HIS.
345  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 196.
346 Nygaard, “Og har jeg end seilet min Skude paa Grund, O, ssa var det dog dejligt at fare!”, 179.
347 Brynjulf Alver, “Folkediktning”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 3rd September 2018 from
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Among all the questions and suppositions, it is a fact confirmed in all sources, that Ibsen left

Christiania the 24th June 1862 and that he changed his route from the one described to the

Council. Ibsen went to Sunnmøre instead, the area where Suzannah was born, and there he

stayed at her cousin's house. He met a collector of Norwegian tales named Peder Fylling 3

times: Fylling spent his life writing topographical books and histories of farms and families

from his district.348 Four days after their last meeting, Ibsen travelled back to Christiania,

urging Tønsberg to publish “his” collection of Norske Folkesagn that the Academic Council

had granted for.349 In this letter Ibsen asked him to pay his debts to avoid a new auction,

presenting the manuscript as its own work. In his travel journal, there is no description of the

landscapes or of the people he met on his way back, like if he had just accomplished his main

goal, and he did not need more material to work on: many factors indicate that this trip to

Sunnmøre had been planned in the very detail and the idea came thanks to the existence of the

grant from the University: without its money, Ibsen could not afford neither the tales'

collection, neither he could start their plan.

According to Landmark's hypothesis, Magdalene Thoresen suggested Ibsen to go to

Sunnmøre and take Peder Fylling's stories, supporting his claim by her descriptions of him in

her Billeder Fra Vestkysten Af Norge.350 The fact that she published her own fictional stories,

Fortællinger in 1862 and Billeder in 1872,351 might suggest that she was informed about

Peder Fylling's activity, but it does not rule out Suzannah's awareness of his activity.   On the

contrary, Magdalene published Billeder 10 years after Ibsen's travel, instead Suzannah was in

Sunnmøre in 1855: since Magdalene was in Bergen, she could use her family connection

instead of her stepmother, that was busy with her literary activity.352 Moreover, it seems

unlikely that Suzannah ignored about Peder Fylling's activity during that summer 1855,

because he was often visitor of Solnør Garden and he was known in the whole area for his

historical research work. There is no letter exchange conserved between Ibsen and Magdalene

https://snl.no/folkediktning. He finally printed Folkesagn 1 and 2 in 1874-1877 in Ålesund, the main centre of
the district. He lived in Skodje, close to Daae's family garden, and according to Landmark he was a visitor of
Susanne's uncle, Captain Ludvig Daae.
348 Tor Ragnar Weidling, “Peder Carelius Jonssøn Fylling”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 5th September
2018 from https://snl.no/Peder_Carelius_Jonss%C3%B8n_Fylling. Also in Landmark, Vendepunktet, 149.
349  “Mod denne min Anvisning vil Hr. Toldkasserer Tønsberg behage at udbetale til Hr. Sagfører Nandrup mit
Honorar for den udkommende Samling af norske Folkesagn circa 160 Sp. Christiania den 12/8. 62. Henr: Ibsen
NB: Halvdelen om en Maaned Resten naar Trykningen er færdig”. Letter from Ibsen to Tønsberg, the 12 th

August 1862: in this short message Ibsen wrote his publisher Christian Tønsberg (addressing him as Mr  customs
cashier Tønsberg) and asking him to pay his reward of 160 spdl directly to solicitor Nardrup, who he had the big
debt with (HIS 12: 153).
350  Landmark, Vendepunktet, 149.
351 Øystein Rottem, “Magdalene Thoresen”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 5th Mai 2018 from
https://snl.no/Magdalene_Thoresen. 
352 Mrs. Thoresen moved from Bergen towards Kopenhagen in april 1861. Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 116. 
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before 1865, a fact that does not alter the hypothesis of Suzannah addressing Ibsen to travel to

Sunnmøre to collect the folktales.353 

In the first lines of his travel journal, Ibsen wrote about his travel through Mjøsa towards the

valleys, and he quickly reported some elements of the stories told there, but as it comes from

the text, Ibsen seemed not to be too enthusiastic about the material collected there. In fact, he

wrote:

[...] these stories are at least the proof that the production still persists. I

managed to buy some fake stories, for example about a sea serpent that would

have been caught in Lysterfjord and bought by an Englishman for 300 Daler,

that he won back, because he knew about the place where the sea serpent hide

every precious thing, that he took them there from after having opened it, both

gold and silver that it had swallowed.354

After transcribing a few of them, Ibsen claimed that: “there is not much left of the tales and

legends in Gudbrandsdalen”.355 Peder Fylling's stories can be found after a few pages of the

manuscript journal, titled by their author's name. From Gudbrandsdalen, Ibsen changed his

route and travelled to Sunnmøre, where he stayed at Solnør Garden. There he was hosted by

Suzannah's wealthy cousin Ludvig Daee junior, that at the time was representing Romsdal in

the Norwegian Parliament.356 Aspects around Ibsen's stay in Solnør will be now explained.

4.1.3.1 The collection of Peder Fylling's tales

Ibsen met Peder Fylling three times: the 19th, the 21st, the 23rd July in 1862 at Solnør Garden,

like reported in Fylling's journal.357 Ibsen did not write in his journal any information about

his stay in Solnør, except for the tales. No letters from that year are found in his or Suzannah's

correspondences, neither letters addressed to her, by Ibsen or others that could hypothetically

convey his messages too, from and to him (for example her cousin Ludvig Daae), nor letters

353 See Nygaard, “Og har jeg end seilet min Skude paa Grund, O, ssa var det dog dejligt at fare!”, 182.
354 “Manden lever endnu og disse Sagn er ialfald et Bevis paa at Productionen fremdeles vedvarer. Nogle
Løgnhistorier fik jeg paa Kjøbet, f. Ex om enSøorm som skulde være fanget i Lysterfjorden, og kjøbt af en
Engelskmand for 300 Daler, – men dem vandt han nok ind igjen for han vidste om det Sted indvendig i Søormen
hvor den gjemmer alle de kostbare Ting, baade Guld og Sølv, som den sluger, – og dem tog han efterat have
aabnet den.” Dagbok og Folkesagn, HIS,3.
355 “Af Sagn og Eventyr er nok ikke stort igjen i Gudbrandsdalen”, HIS 16, 271. Also reported by Nygaard, “Og
har jeg end seilet min Skude paa Grund, O, ssa var det dog dejligt at fare!”, 180.
356  Bratberg, Terje, “Ludvig Daae”, Norsk biografisk leksikon. Retrieved 29th April 2018 from
https://nbl.snl.no/Ludvig_Daae .  
357  Grøvik, Ivar, Peder Fylling - ein føregangsmann i sunnmørsk kultursoge. Tidsskrift for Sunnmøre
historielag, årgang 43-44. (1967-1968). Nygaard refers to Sulebust, Huldefolk, bygdefolk og venstrefolk, 96-102.
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around the matter are left in Ibsen's correspondence in 1862. His only letters left are addressed

to Kristiania Theater, to the Academic Council, to collector Nandrup, and two more letters

that are not interesting to this research.358

The only letter written by Ibsen about the folktales is the one sent the 12 th August 1862 to his

publisher Christian Tønsberg.359 There, he kindly asked him to pay half of his fee to Nandrup

in one month, and the rest after that the collection was printed.

Ibsen was the protagonist of this adventure in all sources who treated the topic, but Suzannah,

whose role was left behind the curtains, is mentioned by Nygaard only, while the other

sources barely mentioned Suzannah for her relation with Family Daae. Moreover, he is

presented as stealing intellectual property of Peder Fylling by himself,360 without any

consideration about who gave Ibsen the idea of such collection in Sunnmøre, that was

geographically so far from his acquaintances and distant from his previous production from

the thematic point of view.

Landmark analysed Ibsen's itinerary and stops mentioned in the travel journal, in his research

Vendepunktet, where he showed in detail the family relations among the people that Ibsen

met: from the accounts of this trip we know that Ibsen travelled alone, while his wife was

home with the child.361 Landmark also based his research on cross-referring Ibsen's

biographical data with Peder Fylling's journal, where he announced Ibsen's arrival to Solnør

and wrote about having met Ibsen and spent time with him, without reference to any third

person with him (who could also take notes). Landmark reported the 61 tales transcribed

almost word per word by Ibsen in his journal, that Peder Fylling had collected before.362 Their

amount is too big for being just found out at last and by chance while visiting Suzannah's

cousin, as well as sixty stories to be copied would require a plan. 

The information gathered about it led this research to a crossroads, with two possible

scenarios: in the first one Ibsen listened to Peder Fylling during those meetings reading him

358 There are also 11 unpublished letters from Marie Thoresen to her sister whose date has not been
reconstructed yet. Although they could contain interesting information about Solnør because Marie also lived
there for a period (Fulsås, Biografisk leksikon til Ibsens brev, 121),  and eventual discussions with Suzannah,
these letters have not been analysed for this thesis.
359  “Mod denne min Anvisning vil Hr. Toldkasserer Tønsberg behage at udbetale til Hr. Sagfører Nandrup mit
Honorar for den udkommende Samling af norske Folkesagn circa 160 Sp.[...] NB: Halvdelen om en Maaned
Resten naar Trykningen er færdig.” Letter from Ibsen to Tønsberg, Christiania 12th August 1862, HIS.
360  For example Landmark, Vendepunktet, 170. See also Meyer and De Figuereido, ib.
361  An extra evidence of Ibsen's passage to Solnør is in a letter, in which Ibsen asked how the people he has
met in Solnør have perceived The League of the Youth: “ Det skulde interessere mig at vide hvorledes De unges
Forbund er blevet opptaget paa Solnør. Hvad siger Apotheker Thaulow? Vinje vil jeg ikke spørge efter. Har De
nogen Formodning om hvem Morgenbladets Anmelder er?”. Letter from Ibsen to Johan Herman Thoresen,
Dresden 17th Desember 1869, HIS.
362  Ibsen, Reisebok, HIS online. Also Landmark, Vendepunktet, 172.
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the folk stories he collected through the years and took notes of all of them.363

In the second scenario Suzannah knew about Peder Fylling's stories in 1862 because she went

to Solnør Garden during summer 1855. Whether she heard of them by Fylling himself, or  she

had read them in her cousin's library because Ludvig was supposed to publish them for

Fylling, she sent her husband there to take them.

In both scenarios, these tales were supposed to be reviewed before their publication: in fact,

like indicated by Landmark, Magdalene wrote that Peder Fylling “wrote as good as he could”

and that his work was like “wild berries that need to be replanted to be enjoyed”.364 Landmark

showed such proof in favour of Magdalene, but she started her authoress career in Bergen and

in 1861 moved to Copenhagen, as a widow, with all her daughters.365 As researched in chapter

2, it can be observed that Suzannah studied the genre of the sagn closely during her youth,

therefore she had the abilities to edit the tales and to restore the language in the right form for

her husband. The letter sent to Ibsen's publisher was sent from Christiania 3 weeks after that

Ibsen met Peder Fylling, which means after he came back and after the editing process was

already started, as it seems from Ibsen's message. This fact shows that the whole trip to Solnør

was planned time before: Ibsen was selling to his publisher the same stories he was going to

present to the University to get the money he was granted for, then he also made agreements

with another publisher and printed 4 of them on a newspaper, like it will be explained in this

section.

To better line what happened it is important to understand that: Suzannah had an important

role as a middle woman to her cousin Ludvig on behalf of her husband, that travelled alone,

instead of having a passive role, like according to Landmark's disregard. However, Suzannah

could not go there herself because she would have to travel with Sigurd, making the travel

more expensive and complicated than travelling Ibsen alone. They could hardly gather enough

money for the travel of one person, and Suzannah and Sigurd's survival in Christiania.366 The

money from the University was granted to Ibsen, which also means that he needed to collect

363  The problem of this scenario is that Peder fylling must have been agreeing, therefore reading them slowly to
let Ibsen copy. Otherwise it would have been too complex, rather impossible for Ibsen, to meet him for the first
time, convincing him to read his stories while pretending an uninterested interess to take notes without being
discovered by Peder Fylling: too complex to improvise in 3 days and not to be organized before the travel.
364  “[...] han nedskriver dem, saa godt han kan[...]Han er en af de Frugter, Kulturen har afsat i Folket, - men
Frugterne, han ved sine Bestræbelser selv afsætter, ere ligesom vilde Skovæbler: de maa omplantes for at
nydes”. Landmark reported what Magdalene had written about Peder Fylling in her Fortællinger af Vestkysten af
Noreg. According to his hypothesis she had put Ibsen on the tracks of the folktales. Landmark, Vendepunktet,
124,149.
365 Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 116.
366 According to Vigdis Ystad, Ibsen received 100 sspdl from Jonas Lie for the publication of A Love's Comedy,
given as a present to Illustrered Nyhedsblad subscribers the 31st December . Ystad, “Innledning til Kjærlighedens
Komedie”, HIS K 4, 66.
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them and deliver the collection by himself.

 According to what Landmark theorised, Ibsen seemed to have listened to  Peder Fylling

reading him an average of twenty stories per day, then he wrote them down afterwards, in

solitude; it would have been extremely hard to note them in a so accurate and similar way to

the ones published later by their first collector.367 Ibsen was for sure talented into

remembering by heart, having done so much practice with the theatre, but the accuracy in

which they were written down goes beyond any possible extraordinary talent. Landmark

brought the “Tale 16” as example of similarity between Ibsen's version, that the dramatist

transcribed between brackets, and the version published in Fylling's Folkesagn og Historiske

Optegnelser.368 The two versions are so similar, that it seems unlikely that Ibsen could

remember the story by heart and write it down in his travel journal afterwards. To take notes

constantly without revealing his plan, Ibsen should have simulate the purpose of writing some

commentaries to promote Fylling in a presentation on the Illustrered Nyhedsblad. Such trust

of Fylling on a person he did not know, either indicates Fylling's naivety, or the existence of a

previous agreement thanks to somebody's intercession (Ludvig Daae or Suzannah). According

to Landmark's claims, it seems that Ibsen lied on purpose, promising that he would have

published these tales in staltments on the revue (a fact that could explain the similarities), that

means that Peder Fylling dictated them to Ibsen on his own will, which would take longer

than 3 days for 60 stories anyway. Whether Ibsen payed him, or promised him some reward,

there is no proof. Though, Ibsen recognised the author of the collection in his travel journal

through the title Sagn fortalte af Peder Fylling,369 but once he arrived in Christiania, he

published 4 tales in two numbers of the Illustrered Nyhedsblad, the 19th October and the 9th of

November 1862 without mentioning their original collector.370 According to HIS instead,

Ibsen came back to Christiania with the whole Fylling's manuscript.371

The second scenario sees an hypothesis that has been disregarded by Landmark, this means

that Suzannah was the original story collector of at least a part of the stories, during the

summer of 1855. As according to the researches in chapter 2, Suzannah was 6 years old when

367 Landmark, Vendepunktet, 200.
368 Landmark proposes the hypothesis according to whom Ibsen could have collected this story in Brunholmen
in Ålesund himself. The differences with Peder Fylling's one would be justified by interviewing a different
informer of the area, supporting his theory with a research around who could have been the informer that Ibsen
met in Brunholmen, as there's no certain information about it. Landmark, Vendepunktet, 171-178.
369  Dagbok og Folkesagn, HIS, 4.
370 “Fire sagn kom på trykk i Botten-Hansens Illustreret Nyhedsblad: Mordskogen i Nordfjord og Lars
Thormodsen Medlid 19. oktober 1862 (nr. 42) og Troldpilen ved Bolsø Kirke og Fanden i Strømmene 9.
november (nr. 45)”. HIS 16, 390-398.
371 “Folkesagn gjengitt etter manuskript av Peder Fylling, som Ibsen fikk låne under en samlerferd 1 1862”,
HIS K 16, 494.
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she left Herøy with her family, but was still in contact with her mother's branch. She was 7

years younger than her cousin Ludvig and it can be observed that the two cousins attended

society happenings together; moreover, her older siblings came from that region and a few

younger siblings came after her father's marriage. Growing up with them and helping her

stepmother raising them guaranteed Susanne more or less a decade of entertainment based on

plays and simple tales,372 connected with her mother's culture, that means the folk tales from

Sunnmøre. Her context gave her the knowledge about them and in 1855 she was grown and

on the tracks to become an intellectual woman: she had the models of her stepmother, already

an author, and her friend Karoline trained to become an actress.373 She had a literary

conscience and remembered of the material she had grown up with, and recognised the fabric

of a good literary product, that was raw in quality but that could be reworked. From her

correspondence with her father it is certain that she was in Sunnmøre on her own will in 1855

and that she stayed as long as she pleased; as according to Sæther's discovery, Susanne had

met Ibsen and got engaged, a fact that would give her one more  intellectual model in her life.

There is no trace of eventual compositions written by Susanne - or homeworks and writings

from those years - in any of the sources analysed, although they are essential in order to shap

an intellectual person. This hypothetical scenario sees Suzannah organising Ibsen's trip in

1862, by contacting her cousin Ludvig in order to host her husband while she was in

Christiania. Moreover, if she had ever written folk tales before, during her youth, she could

have easily received them from her cousin, but she sent her husband there to collect the stories

she knew about: as previously explained, it seems unlikely that she ignored Peder Fylling's

existence and activity, although no trace of the Ibsens' plan is left.

This possibility has been totally disregarded by Landmark, although he has studied closer

Ibsen's travel in 1862: he analysed the matter of the folk tales in referral to Ibsen's bankruptcy

and he made two hypothesis. The first hypothesis is that Magdalene Thoresen knew where to

find folk tales useful to Ibsen. The second hypothesis is that “maybe Ludvig Daae organised

the collection for him as well. Ibsen wrote his travel journal in detail until he came to Solnør

Gaard, but not after that”.374 He referred to Bergliot, who assumed that Ludvig Daae helped

Ibsen with this economic support: but neither she mentioned her source, nor Landmark's

quotation system provides an exhausting support to his theory, or the page. He most likely

referred to Bergliot, who wrote that “it must have been Ludvig Daae, the one who provided

the grant for him”.375 Landmark referred to various sources when it came to the description of

372  Koht, Henrik Ibsen, Eit Diktarliv , 151.
373  Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 54.
374   Landmark, Vendepunktet, 99.
375  “Det var sikker Fru Ibsens fetter som skaffet ham denne økonomiske støtte”, Bergliot, De tre, 25. 
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places and by listing the people that Ibsen met during his travel, and he referred to Meyer for

what it concerned Ibsen's life in Christiana, making one mistake made by Meyer: they took as

the same person two of Ibsen's correspondents, Suzannah's cousin Ludivig Daae,376 and

Ludvig Daae Ludvigsen, the historian.377 Meyer claimed, in fact, that Ibsen met, among those

people called Hollænderne, “Sars and his own wife's cousin, Ludvig Daae, both later to

become eminent historians”.378 Although they lived contemporarily with Ibsen in Christiania

before he knew his wife, they met Ibsen in different periods of his life, and there is no

evidence of the fact that Ibsen had met Suzannah's cousin before he had met her, and not the

contrary. Thanks the cross-reference among Ibsen's correspondence,379 his biographical data

around his attendance of Christiania's literary societies and the biographies of the two men,

such imprecision and its consequences could be amend. From such research, it became

possible to claim that Suzannah's cousin did not gather with the Hollænderne during the

period of analysis, since Ibsen and Ludvig Daae had common acquaintances but they

frequented them in different times: for instance, when Ibsen frequented the Heltberg's

school,380 Ludvig Daae  frequented the University already.381 For what it concerns Ludvig

Ludvigsens Daae,382 who was the actual member of The Hollænderne together with other

Ibsen's old friends Botten-Hansen, Bjørnson, Vinje, it seems that he did not take part to the

folk tales collection's case, although he published some collections of folk tales in 1870 and

1872. He was connected with the Daae's branch through their father's bloodline, but as it

emerged by analysing their correspondence, it seems that he did not have contacts with

Suzannah's family at all, after his father's death.383 

376  Mardal, Magnus, “Ludvig Daae”, Norsk biografisk leksikon. Retrieved 30th April 2018 from
https://snl.no/Ludvig_Daae. 
377  Svendsen, Åsmund, “Ludvig Ludvigsen Daae”, Norsk biografisk leksikon. Retrieved 30th April 2018 from
https://nbl.snl.no/Ludvig_Ludvigsen_Daae. 
378 “Much more to Ibsen's liking than the Norwegian Society was a group which Paul Botten-Hansen had
gathered around him, and which Ibsen, during his same winter 1859-1860, began to frequent.[...] The aims of
The Learned Holland were almost identically opposed to those of the Norwegian Society. Its members were, in
the main, critics and scholars rather than creative writers. [..] Here Ibsen met rising young scholars, such as J. E.
Sars and his own wife's cousin, Ludvig Daae, both later to become eminent historians”. Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A
biography, 170-171.
379  In HIS, are conserved 4 letters from Ibsen to Ludvig Ludvigsen Daae from year 1873, 1 from 1874, 2 from
1875, and  from 1888. is also named in other 9 letters that Ibsen wrote to other members of the Hollænder
kretsen. The first letter of this list is sent to Birkeland from Rome, the 5th  October 1866, where Ibsen thanks him
for his action and support in Norway, and asks him to greet his friends [the Hollænderne]. Letter to Birkeland,
Rome 5th  October 1866, HIS. Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev , 121-122.
380  Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 485. Also “Skolen ble kalt studentfabrikk fordi den opprinnelig
innebar et mer komprimert løp frem mot examen artium enn de vanlige skolene”. Edvardsen, Ibsens Christiania,
19.
381 “1846 [ble han] dimittert til universitetet fra Heltbergs studentfabrikk i Kristiania. 1850 juridisk
embetseksamen […] 1856 flyttet han tilbake til Solnør etter å ha blitt autorisert overrettssakfører, og fikk her en
rekke verv. 1863 overtok han gården [...] Valgt til Stortinget fra Romsdals amt 1859–60, 1862–63”. Fulsås,
Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 120-121.
382  Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev , 121-122.
383  Svendsen, Åsmund. “Ludvig Ludvigsen Daae”, Norsk biografisk leksikon. Retrieved 7th May 2018 from
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The consequence of such mistake is that Landmark could give more credit to Suzannah's

cousin than to her, because from such source it looks that Ibsen knew Ludvig Daae from

before, leaving more space to the hypothesis that he could have organised the folk stories

collection and the trip for Ibsen. Moreover, he mentioned Suzannah's name in the matter only

because she is the step-daughter of a renowned author, Magdalene Thoresen, that had lived in

Harøy too little to acquire the countryside culture and in 1862 was in Copenhagen.384

Besides Landmark, other authors only mentioned the folk tales case: Meyer wrote that Ibsen

“scribbled down over a hundred pages of legendary anecdotes”.385 De Figuereido means that

Ibsen never hide the intellectual property of Fylling over the stories, since the title “Sagn

fortalte af Peder Fylling” is clearly readable. But De Figuereido also means that Ibsen came

back with Fylling's manuscript in his rucksack,386 while such tales are transcribed in Ibsen's

journal (see HIS). On the contrary, Ibsen published four of them in Illustrered Nyhedsblad as

his own. Nygaard researched deeper around year 1862's happenings and stated that:

if it was Ibsen's idea to try to print Fylling's manuscript or if he was only

supposed to give an introduction to the work or to transcribe the manuscript it is

uncertain. Anyway none of the collection had been published at that moment,

neither under Ibsen's name, nor under Fylling's.387 

Suzannah's daughter-in-law Bergliot indicated Ludvig Daae as the one who provided the grant

(see before), which means favouritism. The second violation happened towards Peder Fylling

either if the folktales were stolen from him, or towards the University, if the two men had an

agreement, that means violating the conditions to get the grant. Anyway, Suzannah was

involved in a case that, nowadays, would be considered a violation, according to whom

Fylling could have taken the Ibsens to court. 

Since there are no letters or diaries of Suzannah left from that time, it seems that she kept the

information about this secret all her lifelong, as well as none of her contemporaries spoke

about the matter or ever pointed at her involvement in the “crime”. Suzannah's strategy can be

justified by the economic troubles she had to face,388 while she had a son to raise and she

https://nbl.snl.no/Ludvig_Ludvigsen_Daae. 
384  The folk stories and memories she wrote about her trip on the western coast of Norway were written in the
local dialect, or, according to the critics of her time, it was an attempt to reproduce it with a mediocre result.
Hareide, Magdalene Thoresen, 285-286. 
385  Meyer, Henrik Ibsen. A biography, 196.
386  De Figuereido, Mennsket ok Masken, 180-181.
387 Nygaard, “Og har jeg seilet min Skude paa Grund, O, saa var det dog dejligt at fare!”, 185.
388  Like Nygaard suggested, the Ibsens were in a desperate need of money. Nygaard, “Og har jeg seilet min
Skude paa Grund, O, saa var det dog dejligt at fare!”, 185-186.
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understood Ibsen's potential instead of Fylling's. If Ibsen had to become a great writer instead

of a bad painter (see before), a story collection made by an author like Fylling could be also

sacrificed for. In fact, like Magdalene seem to suggest with her metaphor of the “wildberries

that must be replanted”, these tales could give a better result in Ibsen's hands – or Suzannah's

proofreading - rather than published by its unknown author. Her disposition for the greatness

claimed by Koht would support the rielaboration of the tales “to the Norwegian literature's

benefit”. In Christiania, Ibsen was in contact with more people and publishers than Peder

Fylling, for example the publisher Christian Tønsberg, who published authors like Bjørnson

and Wergeland. Fylling's lack of contacts might have contributed to the fact that his credit

passed under silence: his most important acquaintances seem to have been the Daaes, but this

bond had been used in favor of others than his. The 6th March 1863, Ibsen wrote to the

Academical Council that he had made a deal to publish his folk tales with a publisher. Besides

Tønsberg, a few months after coming back from Sunnmøre, Ibsen signed another contract for

the same collection of 16 pages with Johan Dahl:389 the amount of 160 spdl (10 spdl per

page),390 was not payed yet in 1867, like it figures in a letter to Frederik Hegel.391 

In conclusion, Suzannah's action in the folk tales case did not result in a profitable

publication, neither from the economic point of view, nor in terms of literatury production, in

fact this work cannot be considered among Ibsen's great workss. However, Ibsen's visit to her

wealthy relatives guaranteed him the support of influential friendships, whose benefits could

be useful for him later.

4.2 Suzannah's move to Italy and her activity abroad. 

Family Ibsen stayed apart for a while during years 1863-1864 because Suzannah left

Christiana and moved to Copenhagen.392 Afterwards, they reunited in Rome, during autumn

1864.393 Moving to Italy solved most of their economic problems, because the Ibsens could

389 “Etter å ha gjort gode forretninger i 1830–40-årene ble Dahls økonomi senere for svak til å støtte
forfatterskap over lengre tid, og han gav bare ut enkeltverker av Bjørnson (Synnøve Solbakken 1857) og Ibsen
(Kongs-Emnerne 1864). November 1862 tegnet Ibsen kontrakt med ham om utgivelse av en Samling norske
Folkeeventyr, men denne ble ikke oppfylt”. Fulsås, Biografisk Leksikon til Ibsens brev, 104. Also  Landmark,
Vendepunktet, 194.
390 “Mellem Undertegnede, Boghandler Johan Dahl og Henr: Ibsen, opprettes herved Kontrakt, ifølge hvilken
Henr: Ibsen overdrager Forlagsretten af en af ham udgivendes Samling af Norske Folkesagn, stor 16 trykte Ark,
til Johan Dahl mod et Honorar af 10 (ti) Spd pr: Ark, hvilket Honorar ved Manuskriptets Afleverelse udbetales
enten kontant eller ved Vexel paa Kreditbanken.  Christiania den 17.11.1862. Johan Dahl. Henr: Ibsen”. 
391  “De omskrevne 16 Sp. till Johan Dahl i Christiania bedes betalte”. Letter from Ibsen to Hegel, from Rome
23rd November 1867. In another letter, Ibsen wrote that he had never been paid 150 Spdl for Kongs Emnerne.
Letter from Ibsen to Hegel, from Dresden 12th February 1870, HIS.
392  Sæther, Suzannah, 103.
393 Ibsen wrote about their upcoming arrival to Bjørnson. Letter from Ibsen to Bjørnson, from Rome 16th

September 1864, HIS.
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enjoy the effects of a lower cost of life in Italy while living on a fund raised by their friends.394

“The amount delivered him was of 100 spdl in 7 shares, lavished in the period from the 14 th

April 1864- 18th  January 1865”.395 As claimed by Nygaard, Ibsen needed even more help at

the end of 1863. Bjørnson took the initiative together with Andreas Munch, Bernhard Dunker

and John Sverdrup for a rescue action for Ibsen. The fundraising collected all together 700

spdl that Bernhard Dunker administrated.396 Moreover, Ibsen had applied for a grant and

thanks to the mediation of his well connected friends, he received a diktergasje of 400 spdl for

a study trip abroad, like we read in his letters. The years 1864-1868 are spent in Italy and they

are commonly considered as the period in which Ibsen could focus on his artwork, far away

from his stressful past. But how did Suzannah exploit such an occasion of art, theatre,

literature and culture? She did not have to translate any plays for his stagings anymore and

there is no proof of any working activity of hers. She raised her son and she met with many

other intellectuals. For example, the couple used to frequent the members of the cultural

gathering called Skandinaviske Forening i Rom, or Circolo Scandinavo, a place where

Norwegian, Danish and Swedish artists met, read newspapers and new outcomes.397 Suzannah

met the most important figures of the Norwegian literary and artistic milieu in Rome and

some of her previous acquaintances, for instance Mr. and Mrs. Dietrichson, the Bergsøes,

Andreas Munch, the Swedish Snoilsky, Runeberg and the Bergsliens.398 

Suzannah gathered with those intellectuals that wandered Europe like they were doing, in

Rome, in Dresden and in München (where the Ibsens moved next in 1868), then in Rome

again.399 During those years abroad, Mrs. Ibsen had the chance to expand her knowledge and

create contacts with European literatures, therefore it is interesting to observe how she related

with the other intellectuals and the new reality, and which benefits did she obtain from the

frequentation of people coming from different society levels and education - besides the

development of her relation with her husband, both literary and sentimentally. For example,

during summer 1967 the Ibsens were in Ischia and Suzannah found good litterary company in

394  Bergliot wrote in her memoir book what her mother Karoline had told her once: she had found letters from
Ibsen to Bjørnson from the 1860s. From this finding she could remember that Bjørnson had been very kind
towards the Ibsens, because his friend often requested the money they needed and he gave them everytime he
could. Bergliot, De tre, 126. Bergliot also wrote about how cheaper life was compared with the costs in Norway.
395 “Beløpet blir utbetalt i syv porsjoner à 100 spdl. I perioden 14 april 1864- 18 januar 1865”, HIS 12k : 803.
396 “Han trengte tydeligvis enda mer hjelp de siste månedene i 1863. Bjørnson tok da initiativ sammen med
Andreas Munch, Bernhard Dunkerog John Sverdrup til en redningsaksjon for Ibsen. Innsamlingsaksjonen
resulterte i til sammen 700 spdl. Som Bernhard Dunker administrerte.”  Nygaard, “Og har jeg seilet min Skude
paa Grund, O, saa var det dog dejligt at fare!”, 190.
397  Anker, “Ibsen og den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”, 161.
398  Their descriptions and letters are a great source to Sæther's biography finds a reliable source about their life
in the capital.  
399 Besides the people already mentioned, Fanny Riis shared with Suzannah the interest for literature and the
fight for women's equality; she came from Bergen and was old as Suzannah. She became the librarian of the
Foreningen in 1882. Sæther, Suzannah, 214.
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Clara Bergsøe400 (also the first authoress who wrote Magdalene Thoresen's biography), while

Ibsen was working on his manuscript. The two women read books and exchanged opinions

about French and English litterature, while the other women living in the same hotel knitted

in the balcony.401 In Italy, Suzannah used to meet Mrs. Dietrichson, a female painter, while in

Germany she met Camilla Collett, with whom Suzannah had wonderful conversations.402

Magdalene wrote a letter to Suzannah where she wished her a great permanence, sure that she

would have “understood Rome more than Copenhagen and that the ancient capital would have

filled up her soul with great thoughts and views, enriching her personality and knowledge”.403 

According to Sæther the travel to South had been strenuous for Suzannah because she was

young and without experience,404 but from what emerged from the previous chapters of this

research, Suzannah moved a few times before and she lived enough vicissitudes in the first

years of marriage. Suzannah could face the new situation counting on her strenght and

independence: curiosity and lust for adventure were part of her character, and “she had a

natural talent to understand Rome and its greatness”.405 The reunion with Ibsen in Rome was

planned,406 and Suzannah prepared herself for the travel: her efforts into learning the Italian

language are testified in a letters' exchage with her sister Marie. There, Marie asked her about

any improvements learning the local language, wondering if “Frøken Knudsen's information”

from Copenhagen had revealed itself to be useful.407 

Suzannah's knowledge of Italian is important because it allowed her to make acquaintances

and having a social life in Italy besides her old acquaintances from Scandinavia, that were

also in Rome in that moment. Whether she was involved in Ibsen's production in Italy is not

confirmed, but it can be observed that she had the possibility to read the original versions of

contemporary Italian literature, while Ibsen could not do that. Furthermore, she was his

connection with those mastepieces that were not translanted into Norwegian yet, or those that

were translated in German or French only. 

According to the library records, Ibsen borrowed a book to learn Italian in 1865,408 when

400  Sæther, Suzannah, 144. But also Ibsen's correspondence, where he wrote that the Bergsøes and his family
spent a lot of time together: “Med Bergsøe og Familje har vi fulgtes ad i Sommer. Vi kommer naturligvis
temmelig ofte sammen; men nogen egentlig nærmere Tillslutning vil der neppe blive Tale om mellem ham og
mig. Vi bærer begge Skylden herfor. Hvad der hos mig staar i Vejen skal jeg ikke videre indlade mig paa.
Bergsøe har meget godt i sit Væsen”. Letter from Ibsen to Jonas Collin, from Sorrento 21st October 1867, HIS. 
401  Sæther, Suzannah, 144.
402  Sæther, Suzannah, 382, footnote 9.
403  Sæther, Suzannah, 101.
404  Sæther, Suzannah, 110.
405  Letter from Magdalene to Suzannah, from Copenhagen 25th November 1864, Sæther, Suzannah, 110.
406  Letter from Ibsen to Bjornson 16th September 1864, HIS.
407  Letter from her sister Marie in 26.11.64 (BS200), Sæther, Suzannah, 116.
408  “03/06/1865: Dalgas og L.R. Tuxen. Italiens Sproglære Kbh 1844”. Anker, “Ibsen og den Skandinaviske 
Forening i Roma”, 174.
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Suzannah was there already. She had studied Italian before her departure (see above), and it is

hard to tell if she borrowed the book to teach Italian to Sigurd, that was now 6 years old. If

HIS interpretation of Anker's library record is correct, meaning Ibsen borrowing those books

for himself,409 it would indicate anyway that learning the language was not his priority or he

made more efforts in presence of Suzannah: in fact, his first italian book was borrowed at the

Forening's library the 20th June 1864: it is “Le mie prigioni (1837, My prisons) with German,

Italian and French text”, which text is transcribed in three languages. Dalgas and Tuxen's

book, the second italian book, was borrowed the following year. Assuming that Ibsen

borrowed books only from that library, it could be assumed that his Italian could not be fluent

the first years of his permanence in Rome, being Italiens Sproglarer borrowed in 1865: in

fact, this would indicate that his knowledge of the local languge was too poor to absorbe

“raw” Italian literature without any help. Ibsen used to frequent mostly Scandinavian authors,

also members of the Skandinaviske Forening i Rom, therefore a deep knowledge of the local

language was not of vital importance: Moi claims that Ibsen could take his work on a higher

level thanks to the linguistic and cultural isolation. Moreover, “he made no particular effort to

gain access to cultural and artistic circles in his countries of residence”.410 

Suzannah enjoyed the frequentation of a unique group of people, the Scandinavian artists that

were in Rome during those years to study and get inspiration from the antiques,411 and she fed

her interests by reading many books.412 Her efforts to learn Italian point at her will to connect

with the Italian intellectual milieu and enjoy Italian literature and culture, to squeeze out of

her experience abroad those aspects that interested her the most.

This section presents those facts that confirm Mrs. Ibsen's intellectual activity in Italy. It can

be observed, in fact that she was a 28 years old woman who lived a new phase of her life, a

polyglot that studied to expand her knowledge and conducted her literary activity, as it is

proved in a few letters left, in the memoir books written by her friends - some of these

memoirs have been written right after that travel, others have been written when she was an

old lady reading in the apartment of Arbiensgate - and in the archive of the Scandinavian

409  “Studium af det italienske Sprog] I utlånsprotokollene til Den Skandinaviske Forenings bibliotek finnes
følgende spor av at Ibsen har studert italiensk (lånedatoer i parentes): Ved sin ankomst lånte han Silvio Pellico:
Le mie prigioni (1837) med tysk, italiensk og fransk tekst (20/6 1864), senere E.G.A. Dalgas & L.R. Tuxen:
Italiensk Sproglære (1844) (3/6 1865 og 20/5 1867), F. Breseman & A. Biaggi: Italiensk-dansk Parleur (1845)
(11/7 1865), Joh. Messel: Saggi delle stile famigliare (1846) (25/6 1866), M. D’Azeglio: Ettore Fieramosca
(20/5 1867) og G. Fistaine: Saggi di prose e di poesi Italiane (1861) (20/5 1867) (Anker 1956b)”. Commentary
to the letter from Ibsen to the Ministry of Church and Education, from  Dresden 16th February 1869. Til Kirke-
og undervisningsdepartementet, HIS 12 K, 392.
410  Moi, Henrik Ibsen and the birth of Modernism, 66.
411 For example Lorentz Dietrichson studied the ancient art there. He will use the notions learned when he
became history professor.
412  Sæther, Suzannah, 122.
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Society in Rome.

4.2.1 Book loans' register 

By claiming that Suzannah read many books - borrowed with hers or with her husband's

name, while Ibsen claimed that he did not read any of them -413 Sæther referred to an article

edited by Øyvind Anker in 1956, where he quoted and analysed the register of the books

loaned in the library of the Skandinaviske Forening i Rom. Anker included there the book

loans' list of the couple, even when borrowed under the name of “Fru Ibsen”.414 

Such a resource provides information, not only about Suzannah's literary taste, but also about

the complexity of the texts she could relate. Moreover, it can be observed that some books are

borrowed under Suzannah's name, some other titles have not been registered as borrowed by

either one of the two Ibsens. It is interesting to observe that  some books are also borrowed

under Ibsen's name, although their authors had written other works loaned by “Fru Ibsen”.

Anker as well claimed that Suzannah could borrow some books under her husband's name.

But why was it necessary? Which role did she have in such association?

According to Bull's research, in his best period the Circolo had from a 100 to 200 male

members. “Scandinavian women, who often were 40 to 50 people, had access to it from the

beginning just on Saturdays or festive occasions, but were not really considered as

members”.415 Women were not allowed the entrance, eccept for one day a week. Their

situation changed afterwards, and Ibsen had a role in it, but when Suzannah's arrived to

Rome, they could not even borrow books. Sæther also claims that married women lived

anonymously in the association and in the registers, mainly under their husbands's names.416

According to Anker, Ibsen would take home books for his family too, a fact that opened to

the possibility that Suzannah borrowed some books under her husband's name. Most likely he

borrowed some books for his son Sigurd, like the Bibbelhistorien for Børn (History of the

Bible for children).417 Moreover Anker brings the example of Ibsen's letter to Bjørnson while

he is spending summertime 1865 in Ariccia and he is working on Brand. Ibsen wrote him that

he is “not reading anything else than the Bible”.418 Anker also claims that:

413  Letter from Ibsen to Brandes 11th October 1896, HIS Sæther, Suzannah, 122.
414  Anker, “Ibsen og den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”, 172-177.
415  Bull, Nordisk kunstnerliv i Rom, 141.
416  Sæther, Suzannah, 214.
417  “Ibsen, at that time, could not read French (and for intuition, basic German). A great part of the French and
German fictional works, biographies and similars, are surely borrowed for Suzannah Ibsen. In the same way, it is
plausible to believe that the books borrowed for his son Sigurd Ibsen are not few”. Anker, “Ibsen og den
Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”, in 171,174.
418 “Herude er velsignet fredeligt, ingen Bekjendtskaber, jeg læser ikke andet end Bibelen, – den er kraftig og
stærk!”. Letter from Ibsen to Bjornson, from Ariccia 12th September 1865, HIS.
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It can be observed that comparing the library loans of the others [members] Ibsen

was one of the major loaners and that he borrowed, of course, more books during

winter semester than during summer semester.419

Sæther hints at Suzannah's particular interest for the Italian author Silvio Pellico:420 according

to the register, Le mie prigioni was the first book ever borrowed by Ibsen in that library - but

Suzannah had not arrived yet, and Sæther relates such preference for Pellico because she

found a copy of another of his works, Dei doveri degli uomini (“About men's duty), in

Suzannah's own library, in the Ibsen's Museum. Sæther points out that its first chapter

contains many marks and that many sentences are underlined,421 like if Suzannah had studied

its concepts closely.  

By analysing Anker's report, it can be observed that Suzannah Ibsen signed 9 times for around

15 loans in 1865 while women were not allowed to borrow books, 3 times in 1866 and never

in 1867-1868. By observing that Suzannah had important friends like Lorentz Dietrichson,

that also was the librarian of the Circolo between 1862 and 1865 and the secretary of the

Swedish and Dano-Norwegian consulate,422 it can be questioned if she was treated differently

than the other Scandinavian women who could not get those books on loan. Dietrichson, in

fact, used to play theatre with her when they were children and he knew about her passion for

books (see chapter 2). Did this have an influence on her access to the Scandinavian cultural

life in Rome? Suzannah had her own connections besides Ibsen. But Anker never mentions

her own experiences: in the first lines of his article he claims that “Ibsen forthright counted on

moving there and to take over his friend Lorentz Dietrichson”.423 It must remain an

hypothesis, that Suzannah could use her connection with the librarian to borrow books in

spite of the regulations; however, after his departure in 1865,424 she could not. However, by

registering them under Ibsen's name, or by taking them in spite of her non-membership, she

signed the 19th April and the 23rd April 1865 for the reading of 9 novels written by George

Sand:425 this fact proves her preference for the French female writer, although Ibsen borrowed

419 “Videre kan man ved det sammenligning med andres lån i biblioteket  konstatere at Ibsen var en av de store
lånere og at han, selvfølgelig, lånte flere bøker i vinterhalvåret enn i sommerhalvåret”. Anker, “Ibsen og den
Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”, 171.
420 He was an Italian dramatist who spent 15 years in the austrian prisons because of his role during the
Risorgimento: movement which began in the early nineteenth century and led to the proclamation of the
Kingdom of Italy (1861), and eventually unification (1871)
421  Sæther, Suzannah, 228; footnotes 57 and 58, 385. 
422  Anker, “Ibsen og den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”, 161-162.
423  “Ibsen regnet engang likefrem med å kunne flytte dit og overta efter sin venn Lorentz Dietrichson”. Anker,
“Ibsen og den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”,  161.
424 Fulsås, Biografisk leksikon til Ibsens brev, 109.
425 Winther, Truls Olav. “George Sand”, Store norske leksikon. Retrieved 25th October 2018 from
https://snl.no/George_Sand. The French authoress that also discussed the themes of feminism and socialism in a
moderate way.
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some other books of George Sand the 2nd June 1865,  the 5th April, the 1st June and the 14th

July 1866 and the 7th March 1868.426 The next two claims written by Ibsen hint at Suzannah

being the main consumer of those literary works, although borrowed on his name: Ibsen

wrote in letter to Bjørnson, that he could not read anything else than the Bible (before in this

chapter). Thirty years later, Ibsen wrote to Brandes that he never read anything of Sand,

except for having started the reading of Consuelo, that he did not finish because he did not

like her style.427 

When Ibsen became revisor of the library in 1865, he often proposed the modification of the

rules inside the Circolo and made suggestions about new ones: in January he proposed that

German artists were denied the access, but the managers did not approve it.428 Then he fought

back with another proposal to lift women's position: he suggested that women could become

actual members, qualified to give advisory votes, but unable to be part of the management.

Suzannah can be considered as Ibsen's example of female intellectual whose access to the

association was denied, since there are no records about her opinion or influence on him

about the matter. Ibsen also proposed that the librarian position could be fairly covered by

women in a meeting, because they could work independently. It can be observed that two

reports of such meetings are signed by the present members, by Henrik Ibsen and by

“S.Ibsen”.429 It is necessary to check the original report among what is left of the old archive

in Rome, to claim whose calligraphy it was. If the signature was Sigurd's, the 7 years old

child had access and benefits that his cultured mother did not have. If the signature “S. Ibsen”

was Suzannah's instead, it can be observed that she actively “orbitated” around the Circolo

and participated everytime she had the chance, even before her access had been upgraded to a

proper membership. Anker did not investigate deeper the matter of the signature but he is the

first researcher who attributed to Suzannah some of Ibsen's readings.

After such imprecision, other loans made under Ibsen's name and their reading in Italy can be

questioned. Whether these books have been influential on Ibsen through his own eyes or

Suzannah's, is not answered here. Besides the evidence discussed in this thesis, further

investigation from the book loans register would provide more evidence of Suzannah's credit

and  authority in Ibsen studies.

426  Anker, “Ibsen og den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”, 173-177.
427 “Jeg erklærer herved på ære og samvittighed at jeg aldrig i mit hele liv, hverken i ungdommen eller senere,
har læst en eneste bog af George Sand. Jeg begyndte engang på Consuelo i oversættelse, men lagde den straks
væk da den forekom mig at være produkt af en dilettantisk filosof og ikke af nogen digter. Men jeg læste jo kun
nogle få blade, så jeg muligens tager fejl heri”. Letter from Ibsen to Brandes 11th October 1896, HIS.
428 Anker, “Ibsen og den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”,  163.
429 Anker, “Ibsen og den Skandinaviske Forening i Roma”,  163-167.
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In conclusion, from Suzannah's and Ibsen's correspondence came to light that Suzannah was

Ibsen's reviewer and she informed him about changes and news in their city when Ibsen was

abroad. When she travelled alone, she bought goods for him, and she came back with

information about his publications from his publisher in Copenhagen. She had a role in the

collection of the Folktales in Sunnmøre, because Ibsen went directly to her cousin's Farm, that

he met thanks to her. During their years abroad, Suzannah used to gather with the

Scandinavian intellectuals she met there, and she borrowed books, as from the library's

register. Although living on the side of Ibsen, she also read books of her own choice, for

instance those novels and dramas written by George Sand, that Ibsen did not like. 
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Conclusions

Suzannah Ibsen appears in different ways from the sources analysed for this research. By

approaching my research through the glass of the New Historicism, and by analysing the

context in which she developed her intellectual persona, I could rehabilitate Suzannah's

intermediary activity, that shaped Henrik Ibsen's context too. She transformed herself into his

personal critic and connection with European literatures.  

I found also validation in archives' records, book loans, memoirs and letters, even when

details were missing, descriptions were wrong or misleading, or documents were hardly

legible because of their conservation state or their style did not seem reliable, because non-

academic. In spite of the problems connected to the variety of the sources, Suzannah's

cultured personality and her preference for the theatre emerged. It could be perceived her

sensibility to themes important for the society brought to light by her correspondents, for

instance the female writer Camilla Collett, or by her letters, but also her sensibility towards

her family, her husband's intellectual development, and her feelings for her correspondents.

Letters are a great source of information from the past, not only of Suzannah's character but

also of her experiences (see chapter 2) and her literary activity and intellectual persona (as

emerged in chapters 3 and 4), and they complete the understanding of the particular context in

which she grew up. In fact, it contributed to the development of her original personality: she

grew up in a cultured priest house and she was raised by her libertine and creative Danish

step-mother, who expanded her creative views and love for theatre. Suzannah developed her

strong personality thanks to her father's example. He also used to instruct future teachers, and

he made their house a cultural centre of Sunnmøre: even young Ivar Aasen became instructor

of Suzannah's older siblings. In that area Suzannah cultivated the relation with her cousins

from her mother's side, in particular with Ludvig Daae, and her connection with him revealed

itself to be useful once she had married Henrik Ibsen (see chapter 4). 

She chose Ibsen as a partner and she had been influenced in many ways by their relationship.

Happiness, struggles and her son Sigurd came together with their marriage: she embraced the

many challenges that life put her through and she became a very pragmatic woman able to

find solutions. She worked for her husband, but she also lived independently all her life long,

although she depended on Ibsen economically: she travelled alone and they often lived apart.

Suzannah was the daughter of a priest and the wife of a theatre director, therefore she could

not do humble works. Instead, she read many books, either provided by Ibsen's friends in
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Christiania, or by using her own acquaintances abroad (see chapter 4), and her personal

culture widened on the side of Ibsen's dramatic growth. She was a polyglot, therefore she

could read foreign literatures and discuss about those masterpieces that she judged significant,

in her family circle and with her acquaintances.

Suzannah's translation of three theatre booklets discussed in chapter 3 and the proof reading

of his manuscripts, are the evidence of her intellectual value and of her profitable activity for

him: in fact, she helped him by organising his work, by copying the old versions into the new

spelling, by keeping him updated on distance with the analysis of his theatre performances

she assisted, or by analysing newspapers' articles to them related She helped him also during

the publication process, providing him logistic information. Ibsen relied on her “poetisk

instinkt” and considered her valuable support necessary to his production. He told Bergliot

that he was used to read his freshly finished manuscripts only to his wife and son. Suzannah

stand by his side and pushed him in a direction coherent to his views in spite of the hard

critics, but also limited the visits of those friends who could distract him from his creative

process. Sigurd  confirmed her involvement twice. Firstly by claiming that “the world can

truly thank my mother for having received a bad painter less and received a great writer

instead”: Sigurd depicted Suzannah's action not as his father's passive muse, but as a powerful

creator. Secondly, Ibsen himself told him once that “a creating author needs a nanny”.430

Instead of inspiring the creation of fictional characters, whose process and contribution is

elsewhere discussed, Suzannah inspired the dramatist to shape his products better and gave

him feedbacks. 

By emphasising Suzannah Ibsen's intellectual persona I hope to have created a ground to new

possibilities of research concerning the consequences on Ibsen's creativity. More unpublished

letters can be analysed, and more unconventional material can be subsidiary to a different

understanding of Ibsen's oeuvre.

430  Bergliot, De tre, 41.
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Appendix

Appendix to the. On the showcase it is written “Grand Cross of the Order of St. Olaf: skeleton figures made by

Suzannah Ibsen and her ostrich feather fan”. Was it a matter of taste at their time or was it "Suzannah style", as

they were placed in the window together with the Ibsen's Orders. What did Suzannah mean to remind Ibsen? As

a preliminary step of my research, I interviewed the museum director Erik Henning Edvardsen in 2016. He

referred to Bergliot Holm, Suzannah's descendant, who claimed that these two figures were made by Suzannah.

They were kept in a showcase together with the Ibsens Orders, in Villa Ibsens in Suisi, Sud Tyrol. In spite of

such claim, Edvardsen said that it is not certain whether Suzannah made them or if she bought them. Her

creativity was, then, pretty much far from the common female sewing production of dolls and decoration of the

houses, that the average bourgeois woman was supposed to make, like Nora in her doll's house. This macabre

theme recalls some artforms of the century when the Ibsens lived. The Memento Mori theme is also present in

the second act of John Gabriel Borkman, when Frida is playing the Danse Macabre on the piano. More details

and unpublished material from the Museum's collection will be published soon in a book. These pictures are

provided by Bergljot Geist and stored in the Digitalt Museum Ibsenmuseet
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Attachments to p. 34. The two maps represent Herøy, the native land of Susanne Daae Thoresen and Solnør, the

native land of her mother's family branch. On the way to the main country, travelling until the end of the fjord

and south towards the countryside, is located Solnør, the place where family Daae bought a farm and settle in

1820; Image 1, Google Maps “Herøy”. Image 2, Google Maps “Norway”. It can also be found as “Harøya”.
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